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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• The Final Report summarizes project activities completed to March 31, 1993, by 

Perley & Hurley Ltd. (PHL) under the Contribution Agreement signed 

"between PHL and the Department of External Affairs (DEA) on July 21, 1992, 

including a trip to Finland and Russia by both PHL principals from September 

29 to October 15, 1992, and a trip to Russia by one PHL principal from 

February 20 to March 5, 1993. 

• The original project objectives ( identification of priority environmental 

projects in Russia, of Canadian companies potentially interested in 

participating in such projects, and of sources of project funding ), are 

described. The additional objective of providing information to the Canadian 

Embassy in Moscow concerning the Russian environmental approvals process, 

and concerning influential officials and NGOs within this process, is also 

described. 

• The Russian environmental approvals process at the federal, state and 

municipal levels of government is discussed. The increase in the authority of 

municipal governments for project approvals, and the decline in similar 

authority at the federal level, is noted. The importance of carrying out 

environmental assessments to Western standards, and the emergence of 

liability for site contamination as an issue of concern to the Russian 

government, are noted. 
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The roles, responsibilities and influence of selected officials at the Ministry of 

Environmental Protection and Natural Resources and other Ministries, are 

discussed. Notes are provided on each official, induding position and the 

reasons for inclusion in this section. A separate subsection discusses Russian 

of-ficials who are expected to play important roles in the implementation of the 

World Bank Environment Sector Project Maintenance of contact with these 

officials by the Moscow Embassy is recommended, as is the distribution of 

information to them concerning the capabilities of Canadian environmental 

technology and service companies. 

• Information is provided about selected Russian environmental NG0s. The 

structure and activities of the Socio-Ecological Union (SEU), the largest Russian 

environmental NGO, are described in detail. Recommendations are made 

concerning cooperation between the Moscow Embassy and the SEU with 

respect to the design of environmental training projects, and the identification 

of Russian industrial enterprises as potential clients of Canadian 

environmental technology and service companies. 

• Several issues pertaining to the financing of environmental projects are 

discussed. Information is provided concerning the importance of the National 

Pollution Abatement Fund to be set up under the World Bank Project. The 

refusal of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development to provide 

project loans to Russia in the absence of sovereign repayment guarantees from 

the Russian government, is noted. The potential importance of barter trade as 

an alternative project financing mechanism is discussed, and recommendations 

are made concerning the development of a manual on barter trade as a means 

of informing Canadian companies about this project funding alternative. 
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The current activities of Finnish companies and the Finnish Ministry of the 

Environment in Russian environmental projects, are briefly reviewed, and 

observations by the companies about current business conditions in Russia are 

provided. 

• Alternative means of entering the Russian environmental market are 

discussed. Canadian and Russian companies, enterprises and business 

associations which can serve as points of entry to this market, are described. 

'Commissioning of a study of the market potential for Canadian companies in 

the Russian municipal and industrial wastewater treatment sector, is 

recommended. The potential role of the Moscow Embassy in identifying 

business opportunities for Canadian environmental companies is discussed, 

and relevant recommendations are made. 

• Items of note concerning the Russian oil and gas sector are provided, 

including information on the activities of Canadian companies active in this 

sector in Russia, on the formation of a western oil and gas lobby group in 

Moscow, and on ownership and taxation of oil company projects. 

A report on the status of projects initially identi fied in PHL's Interim Report is 

provided. The visit to Canada by representatives of a former Russian military-

industrial enterprise identified by PHL, for discussions with Canadian 

environmental technology and service companies, is noted. 

Results of a survey by PHL of selected environmental technology and service 

companies concerning their attitude toward participation in the Russian 

market, are provided. In particular, the companies' concerns about lack of 

project funding and payment guarantees, and the difficulties associated with 
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finding an appropriate Russian business partner, are noted. Distribution of 

information by EEFIDEA to the companies concerning barter trade as a means 

of project financing, and on environmental project opportunities in Russia, by 

EEEIDEA, is recommended. 

ALL RECOMMENDATIONS MADE IN THE FINAL REPORT ARE PRESEN'TED 

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Contact Between Moscow Embassy and Russian Officials  

• PHL recommends that Embassy officials endeavour to develop and maintain 
contacts with the officials identified throughout this section. In addition to 
this general recommendation, PHL also makes periodic recommendations 
throughout the section concerning specific issues which should be pursued 
with individual officials. 

Development of Policy Re: Environmental Liability 

• PHL has previously referred the Minister-Councillor of the Canadian 
Embassy in Moscow to John Fitzgibbons, one of the group of American 
advisors to Vice-Prime Minister Chubais. Mr. Fitzgibbons' responsibilities 
include consideration of environmental liability legislation. 

PHL recommends that EEE/DEA consider whether Canadian legal experts 
could assist the Russian government in preparing a policy on environmental 
liability. Specific questions mentioned by Mr. Fitzgibbons to be addressed 
in such a policy involve how privatization contracts should include the • 
assignment of liability between present and previous owners, and the 
sharing of responsibility for such liability between federal, state and local 
authorities. 

Identification of Wastewater Projects by Russian Officials 

• Since municipal water treatment is an area of expertise of many Canadian 
consulting engineering and environmental technology companies, PHL 
recommends that Embassy officials meet with Deputy Environment Minister 
Poriadin, as soon as possible to obtain his views concerning specific waste 
water treatment projects which could benefit from the participation of 
Canadian companies. He should also be asked for technical information on 
specific projects. If this information is provided, it should then be forwarded 
by the Embassy to the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA. The Deputy Director 
should then request the assistance of appropriate officials at ISTC and 
Investment Canada in determining which Canadian companies should be 
informed about the projects. 
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PHL recommends that Embassy officials also meet with Roskomvod 
Chairman Mikheev, in order to determine whether he or other officials  at  
Roskomvod can provide specific information on wastewater treatment 
projects, or whether it would be more appropriate for he and Mr. Poriadin 
jointly to provide such information. 

Forwarding of Information Re: Canadian Environmental Expertise to Russian 
Officials 

PHL recommends that the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA request that 
Investment Canada and ISTC prepare summaries of the capabilities of 
Canadian environmental technology and service companies, and that these 
summaries be forwarded to Mr. Konygin and Mr. Trifonov of the Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Natural Resources' International Division, in 
order to acquaint them with the range of qualified Canadian companies, 
particularly respecting water quality treatment. 

Contact Between Moscow Embassy and Russian NGOs 

• PHL recommends that the Embassy provide regular updates to the 
Presidenes Advisor on Environment, Alexander Yablokov, and to his senior 
advisor, Sviatislav Zabelin, concerning the Canadian governmenes plans to 
participate in the Project. 

• PHL recommends that a brief information piece on the Canadian 
govemmenes intended participation in the World Bank Project be prepared 
and forwarded to groups on the list together with a request for information 
about their activities and priorities. Establishing such links with even a few 
of the groups will provide the Embassy with useful intelligence on local 
environmental problems, as well as on possible suggestions for local projects. 

• PHL recommends that the Embassy's Minister-Councillor establish contact 
with Mr. Zabelin, in order to review both the SEU's priorities and Canadian 
intentions respecting participation in the World Bank Project. The feasibility 
of convening a small meeting of senior environmental NGOs in Moscow at 
the Embassy, to brief the Minister-Councillor on their environmental 
priorities, and to provide suggestions concerning priority areas for training 
programs and other forms of technical assistance between Canada and 
Russia, should ,also be discussed with Mr. Zabelin. 

• PHL further recommends that Mr. Zabelin be asked to make his list of 
Russian enterprises available to the Canadian Embassy. If the list is 
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sufficiently detailed, it should be forwarded to appropriate officials at 
Investment Canada and ISTC, for comparison with existing profiles on 
Canadian environmental technology and service companies which are 
seelcing overseas partners. If matches can be found, information about the 
Russian enterprises should be forwarded to the Canadian companies. 

• Mr. Zabelin has indicated that he can prepare a list of appropriate local 
experts in the Volga River Basin for training in monitoring and remediation 
of local water quality problems. The list would include local administration 
officials, representatives of local committees of the Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Natural Resources, and representatives of local 
parliaments who are affiliated with the SEU and who possess appropriate 

- scientific backgrounds. If Mr. Zabelin can provide the list in a form which 
includes the specific water quality problems to be addressed by the 
individuals in question, their professional qualifications and their specific 
training requirements, PHL further recommends that  the list be forwarded to 
ISTC's Canadian Office for Training in the Environment, and a training 
mission of experts from the region to Canada could then be prepared. 

Results of International Funders' Conference, Gdansk, Poland 

• If the department has not already done so, PHL recommends that DEA 
contact the Helsinki Commission to obtain a report on the results of this 
conference. The contact at the Commission is:  

Mrs. Terttu Melvasalo, Program Implementation Coordinator 
Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission 
Helsinki Commission 
Mannerheimintie 12A 
SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: (358-0) 602366 
Telex: 125105hIcom 
FAX: (358-0)644577 

Possible Establishment of Western Banks in St. Petersburg 

PHL recommends  that the Canadian Embassy monitor Mayor Sobchek's 
efforts to grant the five banlcs operating licenses, and provide reports to 
EEE/DEA on progress. 

Preparation of Manual on Barter Trade 

• PHL recommends  that a manual describing the steps to be followed in the 
barter trade process, and the responsibilities of the Western and Russian 
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partners in barter trade arrangements, be commissioned by DEA. Since a 
number of Finnish companies interviewed by PHL have experience with 
barter trade, PHL further recommends that DEA ask the former Finnish 
Consul-General in Toronto, Mr. Erkld Sirkkola, to participate in the 
preparation of the manual. Mr. Sirkkola is now vice-president of a Finnish 
environmental technology company in Helsinki. Although his former 
position may be a cause of some sensitivity to DEA, Mr. Sirkkola lcnows the 
Finnish environmental technology and service sector well, and was very 
helpful to PHL in organizing meetings with senior representatives of that 
industry during our visit to Helsinki in September. 

Mr. Sirkkola's address is: 

Mr. Erkki Sirkkola 
Vice President, Marketing 
AUMEC Systems Oy 
Fiskarsinkatu 7 D 
Sf 20750 Turku, Finland 
Telephone: (mobile) 011-358-49828 409 

(residence) 011-358-0298-9356 
FAX: 011-358-0-298-5940 

• 	If the selection of Mr. Sirkkola to complete this work is not possible, PHL 
recommends  as an alternative that EEE/DEA contact the Canadian Wheat 
Board concerning its recent experience in bartering wheat for timber and 
cotton with Russia, using the services of a third party that handles the 
commodities and pays cash to the Board. 

In a March 20 report in the Globe and Mail, Board spokesperson Brian 
Stacey noted that barter deals had already been signed with Russia and 
Uzbekistan, and that grain shipments would be made as a result this spring. 
In the same article, another Board spokesperson, Bob Roehle, was quoted as 
saying that 'There were deals done on the basis of barter, and they involved 
third parties who took the goods and then traded them into cash." Although 
the barter trade agent's identity is not disclosed in the article, the Board may 
be prepared to disclose the agent's identity to EEE/DEA, and to recommend 
that the agent be retained to prepare the manual. 

PHL further recommends that once completed, the manual be provided to the 
Canadian Embassy in Moscow and (through EEE/DEA, ISTC and Investment 
Canada), to Canadian environmental technology and service companies who 
wish to keep informed about the Russian market. Some of these companies 
are identified in Appendix G  to this report. 
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Briefing of Canadian Officials by the President of the Jacques Whitford Group 

• PHL recommends that the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA contact Hector 
Jacques, President and ŒO  of the Jacques Whitford Group, and invite him 
to address a group of senior officials from DEA, RGZ, and ISTC on his 
company's experience in entering the Russian market. 

• PHL further recommends that Mr. Jacques be asked for his recommendations 
concerning the most effective role Canadian government agencies can play in 
assisting Canadian companies to enter the Russian market. 

Study of Potential for Participation by Canadian Companies in Russian Wastewater 
Treatment Market 

• PHL recommends  that the Canadian government, through either RGZ, ISTC 
or Investment Canada, consider commissioning ENBAS to carry out a study 
of the Russian market potential for Canadian companies active in the 
industrial and municipal wastewater treatment sector. 

ENBAS's president is: 

Igor Norko 
President 
Environmental Business Association 
123231 Moscow 
Sadovaya Kudrinskaya, 11-13 
Telephone: 252-756317564 
FAX: 252-0446 

For references concerning ENBAS, contact:  

Hector Jacques 
President and ŒO  
The Jacques Whitford Group 
Jacques Whitford Building 
3 Spectacle Lake Drive 
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1W8 
Telephone: 902-468-7777 
FAX: 902-468-9009 

and 
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Jack Robinson 
Legal Council-Resident in Moscow 
Gowling, Strathy and Henderson 
8 Chapaevslcy Pereulok 
1250507 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 157-7619 
FAX: 157-5161 

Toronto Address 
2 First Canadian Place 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5X 1A4 
Telephone: 777-6381 
FAX: 861-0148 

Contact Between Moscow Embassy and Russian Industrial Enterprises  

PHL recommends that the Moscow Embassy renew contact with Mr. 
Chernulchin and request that he provide Embassy officials with the list of 
projects mentioned in discussions with PHL If the list is provided, it should 
be vetted by appropriate officials at ISTC and Environment Canada. 
Depending on the quality and type of projects on the list, appropriate 
Canadian companies should then be informed. Mr. Chernulchin's address is: 

Andrei V. Chernukhin 
General Director 
ECOPROM Consortium 
Kuznetsldy Most 6/3 
Moscow 103775, Russia 
Telephone: 927-8246 
FAX: 927-8352/2543 

PHL recommends that the summaries of Canadian companies' capabilities be 
forwarded to the President of the Russian Industrial Investment Fund, and 
that the President be asked to submit detailed proposals which summarize 
the environmental requirements of 2-3 Russian industrial enterprises, which 
match the capabilities of the Canadian companies. 

If this information is received, appropriate Canadian government officials 
should arrange meetings between representatives of the RIIF and appropriate 
Canadian companies. The President of the RIIF is: 

Serguey N. Tolmachev 
President 
Russian Industrial Investment Fund 
3, Tverskaya-Yamskaya Str., 
103819, GSP Moscow, A-47, Russia 
Telephone: 209-8200/2515750 
FAX: 200-5284 
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NOTE: 	The material on the RIIF contained in Appendix D  contains 
bank references for RIIF bank accounts in Moscow, Frankfurt, 
and New York. If the government proceeds with this 
recommendation, these bank references can be checked, and 
officials at the Moscow Embassy can meet with Mr. Tolmachev 
and his colleagues to obtain further information about the Fund. 

Role of Moscow Embassy in Identifying Business Opportunities for Canadian 
Companies  

PHL recommends  that one of the technical assistance personnel to be hired • 
by the Embassy, be given the responsibility for identifying business 
opportunities for Canadian environmental technology and service companies 
on a full time basis. The individual occupying such a position should carry 
out the following tasks: 

provide assistance to the Minister-Councillor in maintaining contact 
with officials referred to earlier in this report; 

• identify Russian industrial enterprises which require pollution control 
and pollution prevention technology, collect relevant technical 
information from these enterprises, and forward the information to 
appropriate officials at ISTC and Investment Canada. 

• forward the above information to officials at ISTC, EEE/DEA and 
Investment Canada and officials at provincial ministries where 
appropriate, for dissemination to Canadian companies; 

• monitor the implementation of the World Bank Environment Sector 
Project 

Distribution of Information to Canadian Companies Re: Russian Market 

• PHL recommends  that EEE/DEA prepare a newsletter for distribution to the 
companies which participated in the PHL survey, and to other environmental 
technology and service companies as identified by Investment Canada and 
ISTC The contents of the newsletter should include information on : 

• barter trade as an alternative means of project financing, and other 
project financing information as it becomes available from Canadian 
participants in the World Bank Environment Sector Project; 
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information on project opportunities on the wastewater treatment 
sector obtained from time to time from the Moscow Embassy, or 
through the ENBAS market study of the sector recommended by PHL; 

• 	other information on the market for enviromnental technologies and 
services which may from time to time be made available from the 
Moscow Embassy. 
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I. 	 Introduction 

1. 	Background to the PHL/DEA Contribution A • ent  

In June 1992, Canada and Russia signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

which' committed Canada to assist the Russian Government in identifying 

environmental priorities in the Russian Federation, and in determining whether 

Canadian environmental technology and service companies could help address these 

priorities. 

PHL proposed to: 

• 	identify appropriate environmental projects in Russia, in which 

Canadian environmental technology and service companies could 

participate, with support from Russian government of ficials, NGOs and 

other individuals and organizations; 

identify environmental NG0s, joint venture participants, government 

officials, funding sources and other individuals and organizations who 

might assist Canadian involvement in environmental cleanup projects in 

the Russian Federation. 

A Contribution Agreement was signed by PHL and DEA for the period July 21, 1992- 

March 31, 1993. 
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2. 	The Russian Federation, March, 1993.  

This report and the recommendations contained therein must be read in the 

context of the political and economic climate described below. There are 

environmental business opportunities in Russia for companies which are 

prepared to operate with a view to the long term, to involve local experts, and 

to understand the complexities of the various levels of the Russian 

government. Since PHL's Interim Report in October, one major Canadian 

environmental science and engineering company has established a new joint 

venture with a Russian partner, and several other similar Canadian firms 

continue to operate in Russia, mostly in the oil and gas sector. 

The urgency of the country's environmental problems has become better 

understood following publication on October 7, 1992 by the Russian 

Government of the first detailed report of the damages to health and the 

environment which have accumulated during the last seventy years in Russia. 

On October 8 the Financial Times  reported that among their major findings, 

Russian officials have concluded that: 

half of Russia's drinldng water is contaminated by chemical and organic 

toxins; 

ten percent of Russia's food in unhealthy; 

diseases in pregnant women are predicted to rise from 83 in 1,000 to 

110 in 1,000, in coming years; 
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VVR nuclear reactors. which make up the majority of Russia's nuclear 

capacity, and which are thought to be safer than the RBMK-type at 

Chernobyl, are actually the most dangerous type. 

The current political crisis which engulfs the Russian Federal government 

continues the process of weakening the authority of President Yeltsin, and has 

led various Russian officials to raise the possibility of civil unrest and the 

disintegration of the Russian Federation. 

Mr. Yeltsin's imposition (and subsequent retraction) of "special rule", under 

which the President would gove rn  by decree until a referendum on the form 

of the Russian government can be held on April 25, has resulted in the 

Presidenes opponents in the People's Congress of Deputies moving to 

impeach him. Although Mr. Yeltsin appears to have survived this crisis, the 

form the resulting government will take remains unclear at this tirne. If Mr. 

Yeltsin is ousted and more conservative forces take power in Russia, economic 

reforms will continue to slow, and the existing climate of uncertainty with 

respect to business conditions will intensify. 
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3. 	Pro'ect Desi In and Activities  21 ul 1992 - 30 October 1992 

Identification of Priority Russian Environmental Program Needs 

PHL's first tasks were to establish an initial list of high-priority environmental needs 

in Russia, and to identify internationally-competitive sectors of the Canadian 

environmental technology and service industry which matched these priority areas. 

To this end, PHL held discussions with representatives of government and private-

sector agencies in both Canada and the United States, who have been involved in 

the identification of Russian environmental priorities, and  with  representatives of the 

Canadian environmental technology industry. 

Individuals who briefed or provided information to PHL during this research 

induded: 

• Officials of the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, the Ontario 

Ministry of Industry, Trade and Technology, and the Ontario 

International Corporation; 

• Officials of the regional and federal offices of the Department of 

Industry, Science and Technology (ISTC), induding the Director of 

Environmental Programs; 

• Officials in the Environment Division and the Eastern European and 

Russian Divisions of DEA, and in the Task Force on Central and Eastern 

Europe; 
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• Representatives.  of the Institute for Soviet-American Relations (ISAR) in 

Washington, D.C., the U.S. Natural Resources Defence Council; the 

World Wildlife Fund, the Canada-Russia Business Council; and other 

Canadian and American organizations involved in environmental 

project work in Russia; 

• The former Finnish Consul-General in Toronto; 

• The Canadian Embassy in Moscow. 

PHL also reviewed a variety of studies and documents, induding federal government 

publications of ISTC, Investment Canada, and the Department of External Affairs, as 

well as documents from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and the Ontario 

Ministry of Industry, Trade and Technology, concerning the areas of expertise of the 

Canadian environmental technology and services sector. 

Based on the above interviews and research, PHL conduded that projects in Russia 

which would both address Russian environmental priorities and permit involvement 

by internationally competitive Canadian environmental technology and service 

companies, should concentrate on: 

1. Improvements in municipal drinking water treatment facilities; 

2. Improvements in the treatment of wastewater discharges from Russian 

industrial enterprises; 

3. Upgrading of Russian oil and gas pipeline facilities, and reductions in 

the environmental impact of oil exploration and drilling activities. 
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Project Support, Project Financing and Regulatory Requirements  

• PHL's preparatory research also considered: 

• Individuals and organizations in Russia whose support and influence could 

enhance the effectiveness of Canadian environmental projects in that country; 

• Potential sources of international funding, given current financial conditions in 

Russia; 

The likelihood of successful project implementation in Russia by Canadian 

companies as a result of partnerships with Finnish environmental technology 

and service companies, which have operated in Russia for many years; 

• The regulatory and approvals processes which Canadian companies would 

have to undergo in order to implement their projects. 

Organization of Initial Trip to Finland and Russia, 29 September - 15 October, 1992 

As a result of initiatives begun by Canadian government agendes and Finnish trade 

offidals, some Finnish and Canadian environmental technology and service 

companies were considering the establishment of strategic alliances in 1992. Because 

of Finland's serious concern about pollution of the Baltic Sea from point and non-

point sources in Russia, many Finnish companies are already active in the completion 

of environmental feasibility studies in Russia, particularly in the St. Petersburg area. 

In designing its initial trip to Russia,  PI-IL,  therefore, decided to interview a number 

of these companies headquartered in Helsinki, in order to obtain their views on the 

feasibility of carrying out joint projects under current conditions. PHL also decided 

to visit St. Petersburg to determine whether a water quality improvement project 
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could be undertaken there using Canadian environmental technology or services, 

either alone or in partnership with a Finnish company. 

Given the importance of identifying sources of international f-unding for 

environmental projects in Russia, PHL also decided to visit the offices of the Baltic 

Marine Environment Protection Commission in Helsinki. The Commission was in 

the midst of preparing a list of appropriate environmental projects in the Baltic 

reg-ion for consideration by international funders at a conference to be held in 

Gdansk, Poland in March, 1993. 

In addition to these visits to Helsinki and St. Petersburg, PHL was invited to 

attend the October annual meeting of Russian Socio-Ecological Union (SEU), 

the largest umbrella organization of environmental NGOs in the Russian 

Federation. PHL's invitation came from the Coordinator of the SEU, who is a 

senior advisor to President Yeltsin's principal advisor on ecological issues. 

Attendance at this meeting enabled PHL to learn about the influence and 

abilities of Russian NG0s, and to determine if the priority projects identified 

by the SEU could benefit from the involvement of Canadian companies. 

Finally, PHL decided that meetings should be held with environmental 

officials of the Russian Federal government, in order to obtain current 

intelligence respecting how environmental projects are evaluated and 

approved, and how operating permits are issued, given the current political 

instability of the Federation. 
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The final itinerary of the first trip included: 

• In Helsinki, meetings with:  nine Finnish companies, the Finnish 

Ministry of the Environment, the Baltic Marine Environment Protection 

Commission, and the Canadian Embassy; 

• In Ryazan, Russia,  attendance at the annual meeting of the Socio-

Ecological Union, including meetings with senior SEU representatives; 

• In Moscow, meetings with:  various federal environmental officials; 

representatives of companies active in the oil and gas sector; President 

Yeltsin's principal advisor on ecological issues; representatives of the 

Russian Environmental Business Association; representatives of 

Canadian legal firms whose clients are active in the Russian oil and gas 

sector; 

• In St. Petersburg, meetings with:  representatives of joint venture and 

independent industrial enterprises; representatives of regional and 

municipal governmental environmental agencies in the St. Petersburg 

area; the co-founder of EcoBaltica, a group of environmental experts 

and industrial associations which was preparing a list of environmental 

priority projects in the Baltic region of Russia, for approval by the 

Supreme Soviet later this year. Projects approved were to be submitted 

for funding consideration at the Gdansk conference in March, 1993. 

As a result of these contacts, PHL was able to: 	 • 

• identify potential projects in Russia; 

• obtain information on the experience (both past and current) of Finnish 

companies in Russia; 
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• survey current business conditions in Russia; 

• hear a variety of views from industry experts, environmentalists and 

government officials on the status of the oil and gas industry in Russia; 

• identify financing options for Russian environmental improvement 

projects. 

PHL's Interim Report to the DEA dated October 30, 1992 discussed these 

subjects in sections concerning: 

• The extent of involvement of Finnish companies and the Finnish 

Ministry of the Environment in Russian environmental projects; 

• Observations on doing business in Russian in the present circumstances; 

Notes concerning the financing of Russian environmental improvement 

projects; 

• Observations concerning the oil and gas industry in Russia; 

Environmental projects identified in Russia with potential for 

involvement of Canadian environmental technology and service 

companies, and 

• A summary of recommendations, including suggested further project 

activities designed to analyze the process by which environmental 

projects in Russia involving potential Canadian partners would be 

evaluated and funded by the World Bank. 
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4. 	Proiect Design and Activi ties, 31 October, 1992 - 31 March, 1993  

Following submission of the Interim Report, PHL began to plan further project 

activities designed to: 	 • 

• follow up the recommendations contained in the Interim Report 

respecting arrangements for a visit by representatives of Signal 

Enterprise to Canada, and respecting projects identi fied during 

meetings with members of the Socio-Ecological Union, with the 

Leningrad Regional Administration, and with the Director of EcoBaltica; 

obtain and analyze information respecting the financing of 

environmental projects in Russia by the World Bank, and how 

Canadian companies could participate in such financing. 

Concerning the visit by representatives of Signal Enterprise, PHL met with 

representatives of EEE/DEA and the Canadian Office for Training on the 

Environment (COTE) to discuss arrangements for the visit. It was decided 

that COTE would organize the visit. PHL subsequently prepared a list of 

potentially interested Canadian companies and an outline of tasks to be 

completed for the visit, and forwarded it to COTE. The list, outline and visit 

itinerary are included as Appendix E  to this report. PHL also maintained 

contact with Signal's managing director conce rning the visit, and assisted the 

•Wastewater Technology Centre in Burlington, Ontario, in obtaining Signal's 
project specifications and in applying to the Program for Export Market 

Development for a grant towards transportation expenses for the visit. 
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At the same tirne, PHL planned to further investigate the future potential for 

World Bank funding of participation by Canadian environmental companies in 

environmental projects in Russia. These plans were discussed in some detail 

with the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA at a meeting on January 20,1993. 

Dur-ing this meeting, participation by Canadian officiaLs in the World Bank 

Environment Sector Project ( the World Bank Project )for Russia was 

discussed, and it was agreed that, while information concerning 

implementation of the World Bank Project should be obtained if possible, 

PHL's next trip to Russia should focus primarily on the project approval 

process, and on the role and influence of Russian officials and NGOs in this 

process. It was further agreed with DEA that, although the major focus of this 

second trip would be the approvals process and the role of influential officials, 

PHL would nevertheless identify, where possible, opport-unities for 

cooperation between Russian enterprises and Canadian companies. 

PHL also recommended that selected Canadian environmental technology and 

service companies be surveyed in order to determine their attitude toward 

entering the Russian market. Companies were selected for participation in the 

survey from federal government profiles of companies known to be interested 

in international markets, and from PHL's in-house files. The survey was 

carried out prior to PHL's second visit to Russia which began on February 20. 

The list of companies contacted for the survey is included as Appendix G  to 

this report. 
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In preparing for the second trip to Russia, PHL also worked with 

representatives of the Institute for Soviet American Relations and the Natural 

Resources Defense Council in Washington, in order to prepare a detailed list 

of NGOs currently active in the Russian Federation on a variety of 
environmental issues. This list is contained in this report as Appendix C.  
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Organization of second trip to Russia, 20 February, 1993-5 March, 1993 

In preparing the second trip to Russia, PHL decided that an initial 

series of meetings should be held with selected officials at the Ministry 

of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources (MEPNR) in order 

to review the current status of the approvals process. PHL also 

organized meetings with the Russian Environmental Specialist at the 

World Bank's Moscow office and with the Deputy Resident 

Representative at the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development's Moscow office, in order to obtain their views about how 

environmental projects are approved in Russia, and to identify officials 

who play influential roles in this process. 

Once in Moscow, PHL supplemented these meetings with additional 

meetings at: 

• The MEPNR; 

• The Environment Committees of the City of Moscow and the 

Supreme Soviet; 

• The offices of Canadian businesses and law firms presently 

headquartered in Moscow; 

• The offices of Russian environmental busir ess enterprises. 
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A meeting, and telephone discussions, were also held with the 

Coordinator of the Socio-Ecological Union in order to review the results 

of these meetings and to obtain opinions about the relative influence 

and importance of various officials identified. 

As a result of these meetings, PHL was able to: 

• obtain information about the relative importance of a number of 

officials within the MEPNR in the approval of environmental 

projects in Russia; 

• obtain information about Russian offidals who are expected to 

play important roles during the implementation of the World 

Bank Environment Sector Project; 

• obtain additional information about project financing and current 

activities of western oil and gas companies in Russia; 

• meet with representatives of two Russian environmental business 

associations which wish to establish relationships with foreign 

environmental technology and service companies; 
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5. 	Final ._le Report  

In order to include relevant information from the Interirn Report in a revised 

form, and to provide new information obtained during the second phase of 

PHL's work, the remainder of the Final Report is divided into two volumes. 

Volume One contains the text of the report as described below. Volume Two 

contains the Appendices to the report. 

Volume One 

Section I 

• Introduction 

Section II 

• Review of the Russian Environmental Approvals Process and Notes on 

Influential Officials and NGOs 

Section Ill 

• Notes on Environmental Project Finandng 

Section IV 

• Notes on Entering and on Doing Environmental Business in the Russian 

Market 

Section V 

• Items of Note concerning the Russian Oil and Gas Sector 
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Section VI 

• Report on Projects identified in the Interim Report 

Section VII 

• Survey of Selected Canadian Environmental Technology and Service 

Companies Concerning Participation in the Russian Market 

Volume Two 

Appendices 
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LT 	Review of the Russian Environmental Approvals Process 

and Notes on Influential Officials and NGOs 

1. 	Introduction 

Information in this section of the report is designed to assist senior officials at 

the Canadian Embassy in Moscow in developing and maintaining contacts 

with Russian officials and NGO representatives who influence the process by 

which environmental projects are approved and implemented. The approvals 

process itself depends on variables such as the level of government at which a 

project is being considered, the officials involved, availability or lack of project 

financing, the political climate and the involvement of western partner 

companies. As well, whatever structure now exists at the MEPNR, at other 

federal ministries and at other levels of government respecting project 

approvals, will change significantly if the The World Bank Project is 

implemented as intended. Because of the World Bank Project's importance, 

officials who are likely to play a key role in its implementation are discussed 

under a separate heading in this section. 

It should also be noted that, in general, the importance of the officials 

discussed in the section lies not necessarily in their formal authority to 

approve or deny environmental project proposals, but in their ability to 

provide advice and guidance concerning potential projects, identify officials 
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who must be contacted at the local and regional levels of government, and to 

keep informed concerning the constant changes in personnel and procedures 

which are one of the main obstades to project implementation in Russia. 

Information in this section is grouped under the following headings: 

• Notes on the current environmental approvals process, induding the 

federal, regional and municipal processes, as well as notes on officials 

who play roles in this process but who are not now involved in the 

World -Bank Project; 

• Notes on the World Bank Project, in particular on officials who will 

play a key role in developing and iMplementing this project. 

APPENDIX A LISTS OFFICIALS MENTIONED IN THIS SECTION, IN THE 

ORDER THEY APPEAR IN THE SECTION,  TOGETHER WITH 

ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS, FOR REFERENCE BY THE 

MOSCOW EMBASSY. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that Embassy officials endeavour to develop and maintain 

contacts with the officials identified throughout this section. In addition to 

this general recommendation, PHL also makes periodic recommendations 

throughout the section concerning specific issues which should be pursued 

with individual officials. 
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2. 	The Current Environmental Approvals Process .  

As stated in PHL's Interim Report, approvals for environmental projects in 

Russia must be obtained from federal, regional (Oblast) and local (municipal) 

authorities in Russia. Responsibilities of each of these levels of government 

are described in the Russian Law on Environmental Protection,  which is 

included as Appendix B to this report in order to illustrate the division of 

responsibilities between the various levels of government. During meetings 

with federal and regional environmental officials, NGOs and representatives of 

international fi nancing institutions throughout this project, it was made clear 

to PHL that the level of government from which project approvals must be  

obtained and the process by which such approvals are completed, varies with  

each project.  It would be misleading therefore, to suggest that a clearly-

defined approvals process exists which must be followed by each project 

proponent. 

Three Avenues to Project Approval 

Generally speaking, there are three avenues which can be followed by 

project proponents in order to inform appropriate officials about a project 

and to obtain approval for it: 

a. 	Contact with the Federal Ministry of Environmental Protection and 

Natural Resources (MEPNR), or with officials of the regional committees  

of the MEPNR.  

The MEPNR has undergone a major reorganization during the past four 

months. A chart of the MEPNR as it is now organized, follows this 

page. Further changes, both in structure and in personnel, can be 
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expected as the World Bank Project is implemented, since this project is 

designed in part to assist the Russian government in developing an 

environmental management framework and a reorganization plan for 

the MEPNR. The present roles and influence of some key MEPNR 

officials will be ciiscussecl in more detail below. Officials marked with 

an asterisk on the chart are included in this section. 

The MEPNR's areas of responsibility include the oversight of 

environmental impact assessments of new projects with national 

significance, provision of permits for the operation of facilities, the 

monitoring of facilities, and evaluation of the impact of facilities' 

operations on the environment. It should be noted, however, that 

while the Russian Law on Environmental Protection  provides 

reasonably strong support for the MEPNR's activities, the human and 

financial resources available to carry out its functions are both limited 

and subject to frequent revisions. 

The particular importance of the MEPNR authorities in Moscow lies in 

their ability to provide advice and guidance on the design, assessment 

and implementation of projects. Officials at the Ministry of Finance can 

also play a role in approving or withholding project financing, licenses 

for barter trade, and tax reductions, as can other members of President 

Yeltsin's cabinet. 

b. 	Contact with the committees on environmental protection of the  

individual republics of the Russian Federation. According to some 

federal environmental officials, any enterprise wishing to obtain 

approval for its operations must go through these committees first. 

However, other officials noted that it would be in the interest of a 

project proponent to contact the federal ministry first in order to obtain 
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introductions to appropriate regional environment comrnittee officials, 

and to learn about legal requirements for state-level environmental 

impact assessments and project design before proceeding to contact 

regional officials directly. 

c. 	Contact with Municipal Authorities.  The importance of local municipal 

authorities in exercising control over the start up and operation of 

projects with environmental impact was referred to frequently. As 

noted in PHL's Interim Report, these authorities can some times give 

approval to a project in advance of, or against the wishes of, the 

Moscow authorities. An article in the March 29, 1993 New York Times, 

("In Russia, It's Business as Usual) points out that "(S)ince the breakup 

of the Soviet Union (American) companies doing business there have 

come to see developments at the municipal level as having more 

immediate relevance to their operations than power struggles in the 

central  government. "Many companies have made their deals with 

regional authorities, so what happens in Moscow has little effect on 
them," said Robert Hormats, vice-chairman of Goldman Sachs 

International." 

An example of the functioning of a local environmental authorities is 

the Moscow City Committee on Environment If a sewage treatment 

plant were to be built in Moscow, it would first be proposed by the 

Moscow Water Authority to the Mayor's Office, from which funds 
would have to be obtained for the plant. Once the Mayor's Office 

agreed in principle that the plant should be built, the Moscow City 

Committee on the Environment would begin feasibility studies in 
cooperation with the Water Authority. Once these studies were 

completed, the State government for the Moscow Region and other 
municipal agencies such as the,Sanitation Supervision Committee 
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would also have to give their approvals. While discussing this process 

with PHL, the Chairman of the Committee stated that he would not be 

able to provide a complete list of all the municipal and regional 

authorities whose approval would be required for the building of such a 

plant, because the process was too complicated and no one in the city 

government could identify all of the approvals required. 

The same difficulty in determining which group of authorities exercises 

final control over environmental projects can be found in St. Petersburg. 

There, the Mayor's office has its own Environmental Department, while 

the St. Petersburg Town Council also has an Environmental 

Department, thus ensuring that both the legislative and executive 

branches in the town exercise project con trol. Depending on the 

relative authority of the Mayor, or of the City Council, the centre of 

authority may shift back and forth between the two branches. 

The St. Petersburg City Council demonstrated its ability to block 

environmental projects proposed by Western firms in the fall of 1992. A 

French company, Générale des Eaux, had been negotiating with the city 

administration to take over operation of the St. Petersburg municipal 

water treatment facilities. Under the proposed agreement, the French 

company would have rented the city's water and sewage treatment 

system, upgraded it and operated it. In return, the agreement would 

have required a $40 million payment from the French, but would also 

have provided them with large areas of real estate in the city. Because 

the French would have acquired an operating monopoly on the water 

and sewage treatment system, and because the local water and sewage 

treatment authorities did not in fact own all the real estate they had 

promised to the French company, the city council objected to the deal, 

and it is suspended at the present time. 
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The Role of Environmental Assessment 

To a Western project proponent perhaps the most significant step in obtaining 

approval for an environmental project is the environmental assessment 

process. Canadian companies engaged in environmental projects in Russia 

should be prepared to carry out environmental assessments to the standard 

they would have to meet in Canada, and to consult local authorities before 

carrying out assessments. Representatives of Canadian oil and gas companies 

pointed out to PHL that they had brought their own environmental 

assessment staff with them in order to ensure that environmental assessments 

were carried out to Canadian standards. Petro-Canada's project experience is 

an example of how this approach can make project implementation easier. 

Petro-Canada is now operating a project in the Tyumin Region of Siberia. The 

company had to first visit officials in the Tyumin region, in order to receive 

approval from the local oil and gas association. The company then brought 

representatives from the region to Moscow to support their project application 

to the Ministry of Fuel and Energy. 

Petro-Canada's project was designed to reduce the environmental impacts of 

drilling operations. Company representatives consulted local citizens prior to 

setting up and operating the project. The projeces operating license requires 

that the environmental impacts of drilling practices be minimized and that 

industrial materials be used in a manner which reduces negative 

environmental impacts of the use of such materials. Petro Canada's 

representative noted that "inspectors descend very quicldy if the operating 

conditions are not observed". 

In general, Russian government officials lack training in Western techniques of 

evaluating environmental assessments carried out by project proponents. It is 
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expected that the technical assistance component of the World Bank Project, 

which is disdussed in more detail below, will help remedy this situation. 

In surrunarizing the uncertain effect of environmental assessments during 

implementation of projects, President Yeltsin's senior advisor on ecological 

issues, Alexander Yablokov, noted that local authorities often complete the 

technical work on assessments, but that this work is often of poor quality. By 

the time federal officials have had an opportunity to review and evaluate a 

locally-completed assessment, local authorities may have proceeded 

unilaterally with the project. Mr. Yablokov felt it would, therefore, be of little 

use to train federal officials in environmental assessment techniques, and that 

regional and local officials should instead receive such training. 
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Environmental Liability 

Another important issue for Western proponents of environmental projects is 

the possibility of liability for contamination of project sites caused by 

enterprises previously located at such sites. The concern which this issue has 

caused many senior offidals, was described to PHI, by one of the American 

experts advising Vice-Prime Minister Chubais' State Committee on State 

Assets, which oversees the privatization of industrial enterprises. At present 

there are no regulations or laws in this area of concern in Russia. 

Recommendation: 

PHL has previously referred the Minister-Councillor of the Canadian 

Embassy .  in Moscow to John Fitzgibbons, one of the group of American 

advisors to Vice-Prime Minister Chubais mentioned above. Mr. Fitzgibbons' 

responsibilities include consideration of environmental liability legislation. 

PHL recommends that EEE/DEA consider whether Canadian legal experts 

could assist the Russian government in preparing a policy on environmental 

liability. Specific questions mentioned by Mr. Fitzgibbons to be addressed 

in such a policy involve how privatization contracts should inClude the 

assignment of liability between present and previous owners, and the 

sharing of responsibility for such liability between federal, state and local 

authorities. 
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3. 	Roles and  Res  •onsibilities of MEPNR Officials Outside the World Bank 

Project  

This subsection describes several senior officials at the MEPNR who are not 
now directly involved in the World Bank Project but who were 

recommended to PHL as useful contacts for the Embassy and for Western 

companies seelcing advice and guidance concerning project approvals. The 
reader is reminded that the importance of these officials is o ften due not to 

their authority under statute, but rather to their knowledge of the functions of 

state and local environment committees, and to their relationships with 

colleagues in the MEPNR, in other ministries, and at the state and local levels. 

• 	Contact: 	Gennady Chegasov 

Position: 	Director of State Expert Council on Ecology and Natural 

Resources, under First Deputy Environment Minister Arsky 

(see chart following page 31) 

Remarks: 	Mr. Chegasov and his Expert Council are responsible for 

reviewing the environmental impacts of oil and gas 

projects, including pipelines, terminals and offshore 

projects. As an indication of his importance, he was one 

of the first officials visited by Hector Jacques, President 

and CEO of the Jacques Whitford Group, a Canadian 

environmental consulting and engineering company which 

will participate in oil and gas projects in Russia. During a 

meeting with PHL, Mr. Chegasov noted that he and his 

officials review project plans submitted to local authorities. 

The project proponent then designs and presents project 
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plans, which are subsequently approved by Mr. 

Chegasov's Expert Council. 

Concerning his involvement in approval of energy 

projects, it should be noted that Mr. Chegasov has 

expressed support for nuclear power and is sceptical of 

Russia's ability to undertake large-scale conversions to gas 

turbine generating facilities. 

IF** 

• 	Contact: 	Alexy Poriadin 

Position: 	First Deputy Minister, MEPNR 

(see chart following page 31) 

Remarks: 	Mr. Poriadin was recommended to PHL as a useful contact 

on water treatment projects by the Coordinator of the 

Socio-Ecological Union, Russia's largest umbrella 

environmental organization. Mr. Poriadin has a strong 

background in municipal water treatment issues through 

his previous experience as Minister of Communal Industry. 

This ministry was previously in charge of municipal water 

and heating infrastructure, as well as transportation, for all 

of Russia. 

Recommendation: 

Since municipal water treatment is an area of expertise of many. 

 Canadian consulting engineering and environmental technology 
companies, PHL recommends  that Embassy officials 'meet with Mr. 

Poriadin as soon as possible to obtain his views concerning specific 
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wastewater treatment projects which could benefit from the 

participation of Canadian companies. He should also be asked for 

technical information on specific projects. If this information is 

provided, it should then be forwarded by the Embassy to the Deputy 

Director of EEE/DEA. The Deputy Director should then request the 

assistance of appropriate officials at ISTC and Investment Canada in 

determining which Canadian companies should be informed about the 

projects. 
*** 

• 	Contact: 	Nikoly Mikheev 

Position: 	Chairman, State Committee on Water Resources 

(Roskomvod) 

Remarks: 	Until March, 1993, Roskomvod was located within the 

administrative structure of the MEPNR. The committee is 

now being organized into a separate agency which will be 

responsible for collecting and analysing data respecting 

water treatment facilities required at Russian industrial and 

municipal sources. Roskomvod will also administer water 

quality legislation which is expected to be approved by the 

Supreme Soviet by the early summer of 1993. Mr. 

Mikheev was referred to by other MEPNR officials and by 

the coordinator of the Socio-Ecological Union as an able, 

"results-oriented" expert who is likely to become the 

govemmenes most senior regulator on water quality 

issues, and who may eventually play a role in 

implementation of the World Bank Project. Whether Mr. 
Mikheev or Mr. Poriadin will  ultimately be of more 
assistance concerning the identification of water treatment 
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projects in which Canadian companies could participate, is 

not dear at this time. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that Embassy offidals also meet with Mr. Mikheev 

in order to determine whether he or other officials at Roskomvod can 

provide specific information on wastewater treatment projects, or 

whether it would be more appropriate for he and Mr. Poriadin jointly 

to provide such information. 

*lb* .  

• 	Contact: 	Anatoli P. Lvov 

Position: 	Chief, Departrnent of Ecologic:al Control and Analysis 

MEPNR (see chart following page 31) 

Remarks: 	Mr. Lvov is the senior official under the authority of First 

Deputy Environment Minister Poriadin, responsible for 

environmental assessment and project monitoring. Mr. 

Lvov's department provides permits for the start-up of 

environmental projects, and monitors the environ- mental 

impact of the activities of industrial enterprises on the 
environment During discussions with PHL, Mr. Lvov 

recommended that project proponents should initially 

contact officials in the State Committee on Environment 

for the region where their project is located to discuss their 

plans, and that these o fficials would subsequently consult 

with he and his colleagues before approving a project. 

*** 
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• 	Contact: 	Yuri L Malcsimenko 

Position: 	Director, Department of Environmental Law, MEPNR 

(see chart following page 31) 

Remarks: 	Mr. Maksimenlco was recommended as a contact to PHL 
by the Env-ironmental Specialist at the Moscow office of 

the World Bank, both as the MEPNR's leading expert in 

environmental impact assessment procedures and as the 

individual who will shortly be given responsibility for the 
review of specific development projects in the oil and gas 

sector. Mr. Malcsimenko is a former member of the 

Moscow Regional Envirorunent Committee and has had 
extensive experience in environmental law through 

previous' work with the European Economic Commission. 

A colleague of Mr. Maksimenko's, Sergey Burtsev, will 

work under Maksimenko's direction as the Env-ironmental 

Impact Specialist on oil and gas projects. 
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4. 	Roles of Officials in the World Bank Environnent Sector Proiect‘  

Since September, 1992, the World Bank and the Russian government have been 

negotiating a Bank lending operation to deal with priority environmental problems 

in the Russian Federation. Par ticipants in these negotiations have induded officials 

from Environment Canada and the U.S. EPA. The World Bank Project involves a 

natural gas recovery and processing component, initial capitalization of a National 

Pollution Abatement Fund as a means of directing priority pollution control 

investments in Russia, a nature protection component, and a technical assistance 

component, for a total estimated cost of $600 million U.S. 

In light of Canadian government participation in the Project, discussion in this 

subsection is limited to the roles certain officials in the MEPNR and the Ministry of 

Fuel and Energy appear likely to play in the Project, in order that the Canadian 

Embassy can develop and maintain contacts with these officials between Project 

missions. 

In particular, Russian officials are identified to whom information about the expertise 

of Canadian environmental technology and service companies can be provided now, 

in anticipation of the companies' potential involvement in later stages of the Projeci 

The main World Bank Moscow contact concerning the PrOject is: 

• 	Contact: 	Vadim Voronin 

Position: 	Environmental Specialist, World Bank, Moscow Office 

Remarks: 	Mr. Voronin briefed  PI-IL on the likely future development 

of the Project and on Canada's participation in it. 
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He noted that only American participants in the February 
World Bank mission expressed specific interest in water 
quality issues and projects. 

He pointed out that the National Pollution Abatement 
Fund (NPAF) could eventually be the repository for all bi-
lateral funds conce rning tendering, procurement, and 
management for environmental projects, and that 

preference would be given to Canadian firms for such 
projects if Canada contributes funds to the NPAF.  

He noted that the World Bank is planning a seminar on 

Environmental Impact Assessment in Moscow to be held at 
the end of May or early June, concerning oil and gas 
sector issues such as recovery of associated gas, pollution 

prevention from world development projects, protection of 

indigenous peoples, and health and safety issues, 

especially in the Tyumin Region. 

Concerning the project component dealing with the Lake 

Baikal Region, in which the government of Canada has a 

particular interest, he noted that the statute establishing 

the Lake Baikal Commission has not yet been finalized, but 

that Alexander Yablokov, President Yeltsin's senior advisor 
on ecology, may become the head of the commission. Mr. 
Yablokov has not yet accepted the appointment, and 
according to his senior advisor, he may not be the final  
candidate. 
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Mr. Voronin also identified several officials who are expected to play important roles 

in the Project, as follows: 

Contact: 	Yuri Shafrannyk 

Position: 	Minister, Fuel and Energy 

Remarks: 	One of the World Bank Project's components of most 

interest to the Canadian government is the proposed 

Environmental Management Petroleum Institute (EMPI). 

The EMPI is being designed to strengthen the Russian oil 

industry's capacity to deal with oil losses and their impact 

on eco-systems and local populations in Western Siberia, 

and to strengthen the Russian governmenes capacity to 

more effectively monitor and enforce environmental 

regulations across the petroleum sector. The EMPI is 

expected to be designed using a similar institute located in 

Alberta as a model. 

Mr. Shafrannyk is originally from the Western Siberian oil-

producing region of Tyumin and will play an important 

role in determining how the EMPI will be structured, and 

what its functions will  be. 

*** 
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• Contact: 	Victor Danilov-Danilyan (see chart following page 31) 

Position: 	Minister of Environment Protection and Natural Resources 

Remarks: 	A World Bank Project Steering Committee is being set up 

within the Russian government, to be chaired by Mr. 

Danilov-Danilyan. Other members of the Steering 

Committee are likely to include the Deputy Ministers or 

senior officials of other agencies such as the Minister of 

Fuel and Energy, the Russian Agency for International 

Cooperation and Development, and the State Committee 

on Water Resources. The exact responsibilities and final  

membership of this Committee have not yet been decided. 

Embassy officials have already met with Mr. Danilov-

Danilyan and will remain in contact with him. 

*IF* 

• Contact: 	Alexander Averchenkov 

Position: 	Deputy Minister, MEPNR (see chart following page 31) 

Remarks: 	Mr. Averchenkov was repeatedly referred to by Russian  

officials and NGOs as the key decision-maker within the 

MEPNR.  He heads the department responsible for 

economic analysis and industrial programs. 

Officials at both the World Bank, and the MEPNR, believe 

that Mr. Averchenkov will become the head of the 

proposed National Pollution Abatement Fund to be set up 

under the Project The NPAF will  be designed to fund 

priority pollution abatement projects for credit-worthy 
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operations that can repay-  loans with incremental foreign 

excha.nge earnings or savings. A group of such projects is 

to be designated under the Technical Assistance 

component of the Project. Therefore, if appointed, Mr. 

Averchenkov will play an important role in project 

selection and implementation. 

Mr. Voronin noted that the Bank would like to see Mr. 

Averchenko appointed to this posi tion, or to another 

senior position under the Project 

*** 

• 	Contact: 	Evgenii A. Konygin 

Position: 	Deputy Director, Department of International Cooperation, 

MEPNR 

Remarks: 	Mr. Voronin expects Mr. Konygin to head the Central 

Project Implementation Unit (PIU) for the entire Project. 

The Central Moscow PIU, and regional PIUs in Western 

Siberia, Volgograd, the Moscow-Oka River Basis, St. 

Petersburg and Lake Baikal, will act as independently 

functioning project implementation agencies outside 

ministerial or regional structures, and will be granted 

special powers to maintain foreign exchange accounts free 

of government taxes. The Moscow PIU will be the lead 

Russian governmental agency responsible for overall 

implementation of the project and will be modeled on 
World Bank experience with a similar PIU in Poland. 
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Mr. Konygin expects that the Moscow PIU will eventually 

become the clearing-house for information on Western 

companies which wish to participate in the Project (and 

probably in other MEPNR-sanctioned projects), and that 

the PIU will also collect information on the credibility, 

reliability, and activities of potential Russian partner 

enterprises for western companies. He noted that he and 

his colleague Vladimir Trifonov (see below) are now 

beginning to collect such information about foreign and 

Russian companies, and he repeatedly stressed the need 

for he and Mr. Trifonov to receive abstracts on Canadian 

environmental technology and service capabilities, because 

material is already being received from some Western 

European countries. 

When asked whether the PIU and the NPAF would work 

with Roskomvod or other MEPNR officials to designate 

and implement water quality improvement projects, Mr. 

Konygin stated that such arrangements have not yet been 

completed. 

*** 

• 	Contact: 	Vladimir Trifonov 

Position: 	Chief Expert, Department of International 

Cooperation, MEPNR 
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Remarks: 	Mr. Trifonov confirmed Mr. Konygin's comments 

that,  once  creation of the PIU begins (possibly 

following the next World Bank mission scheduled in 

	

_ 	April of this year), the PIU will eventually become 

the central repository of information concerning 

priority water and waste treatment projects, and 

concerning foreign countries interested in 

participating in such projects. He also emphasised 

the need for the Canadian government to forward 

information on the expertise of Canadian 

companies, particularly in the wastewater treatment 

area, to himself or to Mr. Konygin. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA request that 

Investment Canada and ISTC prepare summaries of the capabilities of 

Canadian environment technology and service companies and that 

these summaries be forwarded to Mr. Konygin and Mr. Trifonov, in 

order to acquaint them with the range of qualified Canadian 

companies, particularly respecting water quality treatment 

Mr. Konygin also recommended two senior Russian officials who are likely to 

influence the process by which technical assistance programs and oil and gas project 

tendering and procurement, would be organized by the Russian government to 

include Canadian and other Western participation under the Project. These two 

officials are: 

• 	Contact: 	Mr. Kyril Ivanov 

Position: 	First Deputy Chairman, Russian Agency for International 
Cooperation and Development (RAICD) 
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Remarks: 	The RAICD was formed in December, 1992 to include the 

former Russian Commission on International Humanitarian 

and Technical Assistance, the former State Commission on 

Foreign Investment, and the former Russian Union of 

Friendship Societies. The agency chairman is Vice Prime 

Minister Shohin. 

Mr. Ivanov is responsible for relations with foreign 

governments concerning conversions of former military-

industrial fadlities, and the foreign investment required to 

make these conversions successful. Mr. Ivanov's previous 

responsibilities induded the supervision of international 

tenders on oil and gas projects for the State Commission 

on Foreign Investment. In August, his responsibilities 

were transferred with him to Mr. Shohin's office. Since 

the World Bank Project involves bi-lateral cooperation 

between Russia, the United States and Canada, the RAIDC 

will work with the MEPNR in preparing bi-lateral 

agreements under the Project between Russia, Canada and 

the United States. Mr. Ivanov is likely to play a key role 

in this process, and can inform senior Embassy officials 

about conditions for participation of foreign businesses in 

environmental, and in oil and gas projects in Russia. 
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The second official recommended by Mr. Konygin is: 

• 	Contact: 	Sergey A. Vibornov 
Position: 	Chief, Department of International Finance and 

Investment Cooperation 

Office of Vice Prime Minister Shohin 

Remarks: 	Mr. Konygin recommended that senior Canadian officials 

from the Embassy discuss the scope of technical assistance 

cooperation which Canada is prepared to offer Russia 

under the Project with Mr. Vibornov, since he will be 

responsible for briefing the Vice-Prime Minister concerning 

the implementation of the Project. 
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5. 	The Supreme Soviet  

While the Supreme Soviet does not exercise direct control over the process of 

environmental project approvals, its Committee on the Environment is responsible 

for drafting new environmental protec tion legislation. The Committee plans to 

submit new legislation for consideration by the People's Congress of Deputies in 2-3 

months concerning drinking water standards, water consumption, and on the 

maintenance of environmental quality at Lake Baikal. 

In addition to the Committee, President Yeltsin's principal advisor on environmental 

issues, Alexander Yablokov, is a member of the Supreme Soviet, and was identified 

by most officials an'd NGOs interviewed by PHL during this project, as the primary 

spokesperson on environmental issues in the Supreme Soviet. As noted earlier in 

this report, Mr. Yablokov may become head of the Lake Baikal Commission and 

would therefore play a role in any program of assistance from the government of 

Canada to the Russian Federation respecting a management program for the Lake 

Baikal Region under the Project. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that the Embassy provide regular updates to Mr. Yablokov 

and to his senior advisor, Sviatislav Zabelin, concerning the Canadian 

governmenes plans to participate in the Project 

In addition to his position as Advisor to Mr. Yablokov, Mr. Zabelin is also coordinator 

of Russia's largest umbrella environment organization, the Socio-Ecological Union 

(SEU), which is discussed in more detail in the next subsection. 
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6. 	Non-Governmental Organizations 

A. 	Environmental Groups 

While environmental groups have been established in many cities and 

towns in the Russian Federation, they are usually composed of a few 

individuals who work almost exclusively on local issues. With the 

assistance of the Institute for Soviet-American Relations and the Natural 

Resources Defense Council in Washington, PHL has assembled a list of 

environmental groups which have been active since the late 1980's and 

which have participated in U.S.-Russian joint conferences and exchange 

programs in order to establish links with the West's environmental 

movement. This list is induded as Appendix C  to this report, and 

contains telephone numbers and addresses in both English and Cyrillic 

script, and brief notes where possible on the group's activities. 

The difficulty of establishing and maintaining contact with these groups 

under the current circumstances should not be underestimated. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that a brief information piece on the Canadian 

government's intended participation in the World Bank Project be 

prepared and forwarded to groups on the list together with a request 

for information about their activities and priorities. Establishing such 

links with even a few of the groups will provide the Embafsy with 

useful intelligence on local environmental problems, as well as on 

possible suggestions for local projects. 
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B. 	The Socio-Ecological Union (SEU) 

The SEU is an umbrella organization of environmental groups founded 

in 1988, which coordinates over 150 groups from 13 of the 15 republics 

of the former Soviet Union. Its membership is largely concentrated in 

Russia (115 groups). The SEU network is linked by electronic mail 

through the Centre for Information and Coordination in Moscow. The 

Centre keeps members informed about the environmental situation 

throughout the former Soviet Union, helps members maintain contact 

with each other, and with environmental experts in various fields, and 

assists in the coordination of joint programs. 

The coordinator of the SEU is Sviatislav Zabelin, who operates the 

SEU's Centre for Coordination and Information in Moscow and is senior 

advisor to Alexander Yablokov, President Yeltsin's Advisor on 

Environment and Health. 

The SEU now concentrates on working directly with local and 

republican legislative bodies, parliaments and councils of peoples' 

deputies, with state and local Committees on Environmental Protection, 

and with the executive branches of government and republics where 

SEU members have been appointed to public office. 	« 

SEU members are people's deputies in the parliaments of Russia and 

Moldova, and in the local councils of many cities including Odessa, 

Lipetsk, Izhevslc, Dubna, Syrgut, and Vladivostok. SEU members are 

the heads of State Nature Protection Bodies in such cities as Ulyanvosk, 

Ryazan and Orenburg. 
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Under a charter from the Soviet Minister of Justice, the SEU gained 

unusual watchdog status in April, 1991, becoming the first NGO with 

the right to exercise public control over the observance of leg-islation 

regarding the use of natural resources and the preservation of natural - 

and cultural values. The charter grants the SEU the same legal rights as 

a political party. In January, 1992, the SEU of Russia received a similar 

charter from the Russian Minister of Justice. 

The SEU's program areas indude: 

• clean-up of radioactive industrial sites; 

• forestry protection programs, particularly in Siberia; 

• opposition to the Katun River hydro electric dam (Hydro 

Quebec has been involved in this project); 

• preservation of the nature reserve system throughout the 

former Soviet Union; 

• monitoring of the efforts of foreign firms to exploit oil and 

gas from the fi.shery and fotestry resources throughout the 

former Soviet Union. 

In 1992, the SEU was asked by the former Russian Ministry of Ecology 

and the Ministry of Fuel and Energy to conduct an environmental 
assessment of the proposed World Bank Oil and Gas Project in Western 
Siberia. 
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The assessment contains general information about the ecological status 

and sensitivity of the Western Siberian environment as a whole. Site-

specific data and analyses concerning the potential environmental 

impacts of future operations of the three Western Siberian petroleum 

production associations, are not concluded. Once approved, the 

assessment is expected to be forwarded to the World Bank this month 

(March, 1993). 

SEU Coordinator Zabelin is perhaps the single best-informed individual 

in Russia about the activities of the Russian non-governmental 

environmental movement and about the status of environmental 

programs at various levels of government in Russia. 

During a visit by Mr. Zabelin to Washington last fall, PHL made 

arrangements for him to meet ISTC's Director of Environment Affairs, in 

order to discuss possible cooperation between the SEU and ISTC on 

environmental training programs. Unfortunately, Mr. Zabelin had to 

cut his visit short and was unable to travel to Canada. 

During PHL's trip to Moscow in February-March, the issue of training 

programs and other potential areas of cooperation between the SEU 

and Canadian government agencies was again discussed with Mr. 

Zabelin. The SEU's activities were also described by PHL to the 

Embassy's Minister-Councillor. 

Mr. Zabelin described a current SEU program through which the 

organization is preparing a list of Russian industrial enterprises which 

are interested in establishing joint partnerships with Western 

environmental technology and service firms. The list is expected to 

include information on the history and reliability of the enterprises, the 
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types of technology or other environmental program assistance 

required, and appropriate contacts at the enterprises. 

Mr. Zabelin also inquired whether the government of Canada has a 

continuing interest in organiz.ing training programs. He pointed to the 

Volga River Basin as an area requiring major improvements in water 

quality, where local experts would greatly benefit from training in 

monitoring and remediation techniques. 

Recommendations:  

PHL recommends  that the Embassy's Minister-Councillor establish 

contact with Mr. Zabelin, in order to review both the SEU's priorities 

and Canadian intentions respecting participation in the World Bank 

Project The feasibility of convening a small meeting of senior 

environmental NGOs in Moscow at the Embassy, to brief the Minister- 

Councillor on their environmental priorities, and to provide 

suggestions concerning priority areas for training programs and other 

forms of technical assistance between Canada and Russia, should also 

be discussed with Mr. Zabelin. 

PHL further recommends  that Mr. Zabelin be asked to make his list 

of Russian enterprises available to the Canadian Embassy. If the list is 

sufficiently detailed, it should be forwarded to appropriate officials at 

Investment Canada and ISTC, for comparison with edsting profiles on 

Canadian environmental technology and service companies which are 

seeking overseas partners. If matches can be found, information about 

the Russian enterprises should be forwarded to the Canadian 

companies. 
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Mr. Zabelin has indicated that he can prepare a list of appropriate 

local experts in the Volga River Basin for training in monitoring and 

remediation of local water quality problems. The list would include 

local administration officials, representatives of local committees of the 

Ministry of the Environment, and representatives of local parliamenb 

who are affiliated with the SEU and who possess appropriate scientific 

backgrounds. If Mr. Zabelin can provide the list in a form which 

includes the specific water quality problems to be addressed by the 

individuals in question, their professional qualifications and their 

specific training requirements, PHL further recommends that  the list 

be forwarded to ISTC's Canadian Office for Training in the 

Environment, and a training mission of experts from the region to 

Canada could then be prepared. 
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Notes on Environmental Project Financing 

1. 	Introduction_ 

As a result of severe constraints on the Russian government's reserves of hard 

currency and the higher priority of basic economic reforms in Russia, 

environmental project financing has largely been limited to: 

• pre-feasibility or feasibility studies of potential projects (such as those 

financed through the Finnish Ministry of the Environment); 

• technical assistance financing from international agencies such as the 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World 

Bank; 

• projects in which pollution control or dean-up is incidental to the main 

purpose of the project (such as repairs to oil and .gas pipelines and 

increases in oil production). 

The MEPIVR has forwarded proposals to President Yeltsin's office under which 

government financing (including exemptions from various taxes) would be 

provided to enterprises which implement environmental remediation or 

pollution prevention projects. As yet, none have been approved. 

Large-scale projects, such as those in the industrial and municipal wastewater 

treatment sector, are particularly difficult to finance. 
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For example, while the Southwest Water Treatment Plant planned for Moscow 

will cost one billion Finmarks, the World Bank may only contribute 10-15%, 

leaving the majority of project financing to the Russian government and its 

limited hard currency reserves. 

Despite the above, some western companies have made alternative 

arrangements with Russian partner enterprises to  finance  projects through the 

use of barter trade. 

Before discussing barter trade in more detail, and before recommending a 

related project to EEE/DEA, PHL wishes to briefly review current 

environmental project financing plans of international financing agencies. 

2. 	The World Bank Project National Pollution Abatement Fund 

The National Pollution Abatement Fund (NPAF) proposed under the World 

Bank Project would provide foreign exchange for the purchase of efficient 

foreign pollution abatement technologies in order to facilitate technology 

transfer, and for the financing of demonstration projects for testing these 

technologies under Russian conditions. 

The World Bank expects that the set-up of a t\IPAF would provide 

opportunities for the opening of special accounts such as the GEF, and would 

attract financing from other sources such as the EBRD and bi-lateral donors. 

As noted in the previous section, officials of the Russian MEPNR have 

indicated that they are prepared to receive information about the capabilities 

of Canadian environmental technology and service companies. PHL has 
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previously recommended that such information be forwarded by the 

Government of Canada to appropriate officials at the MEPNR: 

3. 	The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)  

On January 28, 1992 the EBRD issued a series of directives which form the 

basis of an environmental policy designed to guide the Bank in assessing and 

invest-ing in projects with environmental impacts as follows: 

• The EBRD will provide technical assistance to national and local 

authorities to assist them in establishing legal, regulatory and economic 

instruments, as well as in introducing technical standards and 

establishing institutions to implement and monitor them; 

• The EBRD will promote direct investment and joint ventures which are 

aimed at commercially viable environmental enterprises. It will also 

finance environmental infrastructure projects in an attempt to stimulate 

an environmental goods and services industry; 

• The EBRD will concentrate resources on reg-ional programs which tacide 

problems of environmental pollution in wide-ranging geographical areas 

such as the Baltic Sea; 

• A final component includes environmental education and public 

consultation. 

While this policy seems to respond to many of Russia's requirements, the Bank 

Will not make any project loans in Russia until the Russian governments 

unwillingness to provide sovereign guarantees for loan repayments is 
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addressed. The formula for such a guarantee is under discussion between the 

Russian government and the EBRD, but has not been finalized. 

An example of the difficulties created by the absence of such loan guarantees, 

is a pre-investment technical assistance grant provided by the EBRD to the 

municipality of St. Petersburg in 1992, using European Economic Community 

funds, to prepare a plan to rehabilitate the city's water and heating 

infrastructure. The grant was intended as a precursor to an actual EBRD loan 

to the municipality, but such a loan will now not be made in the absence of 

repayment guarantees from the Russian Federation. 

Documents containing the full text of the EBRD's environmental policy 

("Environmental Policy"), and the procedures used by the Bank in selecting, 

designing and implementing ("Environmental Procedures") have been 

provided separately to the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA for future reference. 

4. 	Conference  of International  Funders, Gdansk, Poland, March, 1993 

As previously noted in PHL's Interim Report, a conference was held in 

Gdansk, Poland in March, at which officials of the Nordic Investment Bank, 

the World Bank, the EBRD and other international financing agencies 

considered status reports prepared by the Helsinki Commission concerning 

priority environmental projects in the Baltic Region and required project 

financing. 
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Recommendation: 

If the departrnent has not already done so, PHL recommends that DEA 

contact the Helsinki Commission to obtain a report on the results of 

this conference. The contact at the Commission is:  

Mrs. Terttu Melvasalo, Program Implementation 

Coordinator 

Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission 

Helsinki Commission 

Mannerheimintie 12A 

SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland 

Telephone: (358-0) 602366 

Telex: 125105h1com 

FAX: (358-0)644577 

5. 	Establishment of Western Banks in St. Petersburg. 

As noted in PHL's Interim Report, five Western banlcs have requested that St. 

Petersburg Mayor Anatoly Sobchek permit them to open branches in the city. 

The proposal has provoked criticism from officials in the St. Petersburg 

municipal administration. In the interest of business development, Mayor 

Sobchek is nevertheless trying to grant the five banlcs operating licenses by the 

end of 1993. His ability to do so is expected to play a critical role in the 

success or failure of a number of environmental initiatives in the St. Petersburg 

area which require Western participation. 
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Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that the Canadian Embassy monitor Mayor 

Sobdtek's efforts to grant the five banks operating licenses, and 

provide reports to EEE/DEA on progress. 

6. 	Barter Trade as a Means of Project Financing  

Barter trade as a means of project financing was briefly considered in PHL's 

Interim Report, in light of the ladc of hard currency available to finance 

environmental projects within the Russian Federation, and the concern of 

Russian enterprises about their ability to repay loans from international 

financing organizations. 

Under a barter trade arrangement, a Russian project client must supply its 

Western partner company with raw or partially-processed materials such as 

metal-bearing ore, graphite, pulp or similar materials, as payment for services 

rendered. Licenses for such barter trade agreements must be obtained 

through the federal gove rnment in Moscow. 

During PHL's first trip to Finland and Russia, barter trade was frequently 

recommended as a means of project financing until the Russian banking 

system has stabilized, and until western banks are allowed to locate within the 

Federation. Several Finnish companies described projects during which they 

received payment through barter trade arrangements. 

While in Moscow in February-March, PHL discussed barter trade 

arrangements in more detail with the Russian Environmental Business 
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Association (ENBAS) and with the president of a Canadian trading firm, TROC 

International of Montreal. Both companies have completed barter trade 

arrangements for Western and Russian clients. 

PHL believes that barter trade can be used as an interim financing mechanism 

by Canadian companies wishing to enter the Russian market Most Canadian 

companies interviewed by PHL during this project have not previously used 

barter trade arrangements, and the mechanism is not as simple as it might 

appear. For example: 

• Some con-unodities, such as oil, are easier to sell than others, but there 

can be a lengthy period of time required to dispose of a quantity of oil 

under a barter trade arrangement. Under one contract, five months 

were required for a Russian enterprise to sell 400,000 tons of oil, due to 

the time required to obtain the necessary legal documents from the 

Russian government; 

• Some metals such as titanium may be offered for barter trade which are 

classified as "strategic materials" under Russian law and which can only 

be sold overseas by special exporters. The Russian partner in the 

arrangement must be familiar with such restrictions; 

Many commodities can be offered under barter trade arrangements and 

the seller must be familiar with the speciality market for each 

commodity offered; 

Transportation arrangements for barterable commodities must be 

carefully arranged and supervised by the Western partner because 

Russian enterprises often do not follow Western production schedules; 
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• 	If more than one shipment of a barterable commodity is to be made, 

careful quality control must be exerdsed between each shipment. For 

oil, for example, a first shipment can be high quality while the second 

can be contaminated. For commodity goods, the packaging may vary 

between shipments. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that a manual describing the steps to be followed in 

the barter trade process, and the responsibilities of the Western and 

Russian partners in barter trade arrangements, be commissioned by 

DEA. Since a number of Finnish companies interviewed by PHL have 

experience with barter trade, PHL further recommends  that DEA ask 

the former Finnish Consul-General in Toronto, Mr. Erldci Sirklcola, to 

participate in the preparation of the manual. Mr. Sirkkola is now vice-

president of a Finnish environmental technology company in Helsinki. 

Although his former position may be a cause of some sensitivity to 

DEA, Mr. Sirkkola knows the Finnish environmental technology and 

service sector well, and was very helpful to PHL in organizing 

meetings with senior representatives of that industry during our visit 

to Helsinki in September. 

Mr. Sirkkola's address is: 

Mr. Erkki Sirkkola 
Vice President, Marketing 
AUMEC Systems Oy 
Fiskarsinkatu 7 D 

- Sf 20750 Turku, Finland 
Telephone: (mobile) 011-358-49828 409 

(residence) 011-358-0298-9356 
FAX: 011-358-0-298-5940 
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If the selection of Mr. Sirkkola to complete this work is not 

possible, PHL recommends  as an alternative that EEE/DEA 

contact the Canadian Wheat Board concerning its recent 

experience in bartering wheat for timber and cotton with Russia, 

using the services of a third party that handles the commodities 

and pays cash to the Board. 

In a March 20 report in the Globe and Mail, Board 

spokesperson Brian Stacey noted that barter deals had already 

been signed with Russia and Uzbeldstan, and that grain 

shipments would be made as a result this spring. In the same 

article, another Board spokesperson, Bob Roehle, was quoted as 

saying that 'There were deals done on the basis of barter, and 

they involved third parties who took the goods and then traded 

them into cash." Although the barter trade agent's identity is 

not disclosed in the article, the Board may be prepared to 

disclose the agent's identity to EEE/DEA, and to recommend 

that the agent be retained to prepare the manual. 

PHL further recommends  that once completed, the manual be 

provided to the Canadian Embassy in Moscow and (through 

EEE/DEA, ISTC and Investment Canada), to Canadian 

environmental technology and service companies who wish to 

keep informed about the Russian market. Some of these 

companies are identified in Appendix G  to this report. 



IV 	Notes on Entering and on Doing Environmental Business 

in the Russian Market 

1. 	Introduction  

Part of the discussion during each meeting PHL held in Finland, and during 

both trips to Russia, focused on the process of entering the Russian market 

and on doing environmental business in that country. Despite the 

uncertainties and instabilities of the current period, the availability of business 

opportunities to companies with persistence and good Russian contacts, 

particularly at the local level, were frequently mentioned, as was the challenge 

of identifying a credible and well-established Russian business partner. 

The remainder of this section will: 

• provide notes on the experience of Finnish environmental technology 

and service companies in Russia; 

• review alternative approaches to entering the Russian market for 

environmental technologies and services, and will identify Canadian 

and Russian firms which can provide introductions to the market; 

• 'provide notes on the role of the Moscow Embassy in assisting 

companies planning to do environmental business in Russia. 
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2. 	Current Activities of  Finnish  Corn  .anies and the Finnish Minis 

the Environ nent in Russian Environmental Projects  

While in Helsinki, PHL met with senior representatives of 9 of the largest 

Finnish consulting engineering and environmental technology companies. 

Several, such as Ahlstrom and Outolcumpu, have done business in the former 

Soviet Union and Russia for many years. All of the companies visited are 

participating to some degree in the Finnish Ministry of the Environmenes East 

Europe Project, which is currently confined to a series of 16 feasibility studies 

designed to evaluate environmental problems, and potential remedies, in the 

Baltic region of Russia (particularly St. Petersburg), the Karelian region of 

Russia, and -Estonia. Several companies have formed joint ventures with 

Russian partners. One company, Outokumpu EcoEnergy, has organized a 

joint venture in St. Petersburg with Russian and German partners, called EEE, 

which manufactures power generation bbilers, flue gas control systems, and 

hazardous and municipal waste treatment systerns. We later visited EEE in St. 

Petersburg, and met with its Russian president and German vice-president. 

Details of this visit are provided in this section. 

Many of the Finnish companies we spoke to, are also involved in other 

environmental projects, particularly in the pulp and paper sector in the three 

Baltic Republics. 

Observations of the Finnish companies on their current business activities in 

Russia ,:an be summarized as follows: 
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Lack of funds and uncertainty conce rning the political climate in Russia 

often limit companies to feasibility studies  

• The lack of hard currency in Russia to pay for environmental projects, 

the unwillingness (to date) of international funders to support such 

projects, together with frequent media reports of political instability, 

prevent companies from doing more than feasibility studies. 

'There is a preference for projects in the Baltic Republics 

• Projects in the Baltic Republics, where there is less political instability, 

are easier to finance. Also, there is general agreement among Finnish 

companies that problems associated with delivery of equipment and 

supplies are less serious in this area, than in Russia. 

Joint ventures are difficult but can succeed 

• An example of the difficulties that face joint venture companies is found 

in the operations of Outokumpu's joint venture, EEE, located in St. 

Petersburg. When it began its activities several years ago, EEE opened a 

bank account in a Russian bank in St. Petersburg. The bank recently 

went bankrupt and the company now has to keep overseas accounts. 

The bankruptcy cost EEE the loss of approximately $1 million U.S. 

Although this amount was lost to the company through the 

bankruptcy, Russian taxation authorities nevertheless assessed taxes on 

the funds. To make matters worse, the Russian authorities also levied a 

late penalty because EEE could not pay taxes on the money it no longer 

had. 
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To help overcome its financial difficulties, EEE arranges payment 

through barter trade when possible. EEE's president also noted that 

authorities in St. Petersburg are also prepared to consider turning over 

real estate to international investors in lieu of hard currency payments. 

• In contrast to EEE's difficulties, another large Finnish consulting 

company, Jaakko Pôyry, has operated a joint venture with Russian 

partners in St. Petersburg since the early 1980's. This company provides 

consulting services to the Russian pulp and paper industry. The joint 

venture is now working on an EBRD project to review environmental 

management in this sector. Pulp and paper mills which can be 

preserved and upgraded will be identified as investment possibilities. 

Hire local experts 

• A key point mentioned by Finnish executives is the need to hire local 

experts or assistants, in order to be able to obtain necessary federal, 

regional and local government approvals, and to generally understand 

the differences between Western and Russian social customs and 

business practices. One of the Finnish companies  P1-IL  interviewed 

specializes in the identification and location of appropriate Russian 

partners for western joint venture companies. 
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3. 	Approaches to Entering the Russian Market for Environrnental  

Technologies and Services 

A company wishing to enter the Russian market for environmental 

technologies and services is faced simultaneously with significant business 

opportunities, unstable economic and political conditions, and a wide variety 

of points of entry to the market. During PHL's discussions with various 

Canadian companies throughout this project, the follovving were among the 

more frequently sited methods by which companies had gained access to the 

Russian market: 

• through a trade mission sponsored by the federal or a provincial 

government; 

• through contacts made at international conferences and seminars; 

• through training programs for Russian personnel already established at 

Canadian universities; 

• through a Russian representative in Moscow or another Russian city 

hired by the Canadian company to investigate the marketplace; 

• through project information obtained from international financing 

agencies such as the World Bank and the EBRD; 

• through friends and relatives living in eastern Europe or Russia; 

• through the Canadian Embassy in Moscow; 
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• through contacts in Russian scientific and academic institutes. 

At the present time, several large Canadian companies such as HBT Agra 

Industries Ltd., SNC Lavalin, Hatch and Associates and the Jacques Whitford 

Group, are actively working on projects with major environmental 

components in Russia. 

In the remainder of this subsection, PHL will review several Canadian and 

Russian firms which have either successfully entered the Russian marketplace, 

assisted other companies in doing so, or (in the case of two Russian 

environmental business enterprises) have established partnerships with 

Western companies and are seeking additional partners. 

A. 	The Jacques Whitford Group 

The Jacques Whitford Group's experience is illustrative of how a 

combination of approaches can provide effec tive entry to the market: 

• the Group initiated initial contacts with the Russian marketplace 

through the working groups established under the Canada-Russia 

Memorandum of Understandinp 

• the Group then made contact with Canadian universities which were 

already providing training in management techniques to Russian 

personnel, as a means of making further contacts; 

• the Group than began its own in-house management training programs 

for Russian experts, and assisted in the organization of visits for Russian 

industrialists to Canada to meet Canadian industrial manufacturers; 
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• 	the Group will be sponsoring a visit by Russian oil and gas industry 

executives to Alberta this summer and has just concluded a joint 

venture with a Russian industrial business enterprise (The 

Environmental Business Association, to be discussed below) to provide 

consulting engineering and environmental services to the oil and gas 

sec-tor in Russia. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA contact Hector 

Jacques, President and ŒO of the Jacques Whitford Group, and invite 

him to address a group of senior officials from DEA, RGZ, and ISTC 

on his company's experience in entering the Russian market. 

PHL further recommends  that Mr. Jacques be asked for his 

recommendations concerning the most effective role Canadian 

government agencies can play in assisting Canadian companies to 

enter the Russian market 

B. 	The Canada-Russia Business Council (CUBC) 

The CUBC was founded in 1989 as the Canada-USSR Business Council. 

In January 1992 the CUBC became the umbrella organization for four 

divisions, of which the largest is the Canada-Russian Business Council. 

The CUBC has established a Canadian-Russian consortium in the field 

of agriculture and food processing, an oil and gas section headquartered 

in Calgary, and a defence industry conversion project. Canadian 

member companies are introduced to Russian enterprises in these 

sectors with a view to establish business partnerships and joint 

ventures. 
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The CUBC is a non-profit organization, whose membership dues are 

based on a member company's sales or gross revenues. 

Although the CUBC does not have a specific enviromnental sector 

project underway at the present time, the Director of its Moscow Office 

has been approached by Russian enterprises for contacts in the 

Canadian environmental technology and services sector. 

The CUBC's Russian and Canadian addresses are:  

CUBC MOSCOW OFFICE 

Sergei A. Avrouschenko 
Director 
Canada-Russia Business Council 
21, Noviy Arbat, #714 
103025 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 291-33-02/32-93 
FAX: 290-38-98 

CUBC TORONTO OFFICE 

Susan Santiago 
Director, Public Affairs 
Canada-Russia Business Council 
2 First Canadian Place 
Suite 2125 
P.O. 11 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5X 1A9 
Telephone: 416-862-2821 
FAX: 416-862-2820 
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C. 	Canadian Law Firms 

At least three Canadian law firms have opened offices in Moscow. 

Names and addresses of the firms, and of their senior representatives, 

are: 

Toronto Address:  
2 First Canadian Place 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5X 1A4 
Telephone: 777-6381 
FAX: 861-0148 

Jack Robinson 
Legal Council-Resident in Moscow 
Gowling, Strathy and Henderson 
8 Chapaevsky Pereulok 
1250507 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 157-7619 
FAX: 157-5161 

Linda Sjoman 
Vinson & Elkins L.L.P. 

Vorovskogo, 21 
121069 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 2028416/7493 
FAX: 2024216/6874 

Glenn Faass 
Chief Representative, 	Calgary Address:  
Russian Federation 	 3700, 400 Third Ave. S. W. 
and 	 Calgary, Alberta T2P 4H2 
Mark N. Sills 	 Telephone: (403)267-8222 
Senior Associate, Moscow Office FAX: (403)264-5973 
Macleod Dixon 
Pomerantsev Pereulok 3 
Suite 2 
119034 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone/FAX (international line): 011-7-501-8824058 
Telephone (local line): 246-5391 

All three firms have clients active in the oil and gas sector. 

In 1990, Macleod Dixon was the first Canadian firm to become 

accredited in the former Soviet Union, and was recently awarded a 
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contract to provide advice to the Russian government on international 

trade law. 

Clients of all three firms have projects which indude varying degrees of 

environmental science or engineering. 

D. 	The Environmental Business Association (ENBAS) 

ENBAS was set up in 1989 by a group of Russian industrial enterprises 

and scientific research institutes, the former - USSR State Committee for 

Environmental Protection (the predecessor of the Ministry of 

Environmental Protection and Natural Resources), and the USSR 

Chamber of Industry and Commerce. Business objectives of ENBAS 

include the establishment of joint ventures with foreign environmental 

technology and service firms, completion of projects, and the design 

and implementation of environmental training programs. Russian 

member enterprises of ENBAS produce water purification equipment, 

emission control systems and waste processing technology (see 

Appendix D  to this report). 

A proposal to train Russian environmental personnel in Canada has 

been submitted to ISTC by ENBAS, and is now being considered by 

Work Group 4 set up under the Canada-Russia Memorandum of 

Understanding. 

In February, ENBAS entered into a joint venture with the Jacques 

Whitford Group of Nova Scotia in order to identify projects with 

environmental science components in the oil and gas sector on Jacques 

Whitford's behalf. ENBAS was recommended both by the President of 

the Jacques Whitford Group, and by the Moscow representative of the 
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Canadian law firm Cowling, Strathy and Henderson, as a professional, 

well-connected business association, which represents many Russian 

enterprises which have environmental project requirements but which 

do not have sufficient contact with Western companies. 

ENBAS has also completed a study of Russian enterprises  in the mining 

and metallurgical sectors which produce metal-bearing waste, and is 

seeldng a foreign partner to assist either in exporting and selling this 

waste, or in processing it through use of foreign technology. ENBAS 

has provided PHL with a copy of a summary of the study, from which 

some of the technical data identifying the enterprises and the waste 

produced has been removed. A copy Of the study surrunary has been 

provided separately to the Deputy Director of EEE,/DEA. 

Based on this study, ENBAS appears to have the capability to carry out 

a similar study of Russian needs of wastewater treatment, which would 

serve as a useful guide to Canadian companies in entering this sector of 

the Russian market. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that the Canadian government, through either RGZ, 

ISTC or Investment Canada, consider commissioning ENBAS to carry 

out a study of the Russian market potential for Canadian companies 

active in the industrial and municipal wastewater treatment sector. 
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ENBAS's president is: 

Igor Norko 
President 
Environmental Business Association 
123231 Moscow 
Sadovaya Kudrinskaya, 11-13 
Telephone: 252-7563/7564 
FAX: 252-0446 

For references concerning ENBAS, contact: 

Hector Jacques 
President and ŒO  
The Jacques Whitford Group 
Jacques Whitford Building 
3 Spectacle Lake Drive 
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1W8 
Telephone: 902-468-7777 
FAX: 902-468-9009 

and 

Jack Robinson 
Legal Council-Resident in Moscow 
Gowling„ Strathy and Henderson 
8 Chapaevsky Pereulok 
1250507 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 157-7619 
FAX: 157-5161 

Toronto Address  
2 First Canadian Place 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5X 1A4 
Telephone: 777-6381 
FAX: 861-0148 
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E. ECOPROM 

ECOPROM is a Russian consortium of manufacturing, engineering and 

industrial design enterprises whose members manufacture industrial 

and domestic waste treatment technology. It also conducts various 

scientific research and educational activities (See Appendix D  to this 

report). 

ECOPROM was cited by the Coordinator of the Socio-Ecological Union 

as a well-established enterprise whose member companies have 

completed several solid waste and wastewater treatrnent projects. 

ECOPROM and the Danish environmental technology company Kruger 

Engineering are now completing a feasibility study concerning the 

rehabilitation of a water treatment plant in a suburb of St. Petersburg. 

ECOPROM's General Director Andrei Chernukhin met with the 

Canadian Ambassador and other Canadian officials in January, but no 

further contact has occurred to date. 

Mr. Chernulchin told PHL he would prepare and forward to PHL, a 

short list of industrial and municipal wastewater treatment projects 

including details as to which type of technology required, and financing 

arrangements and forward them to PHL. 

Recommendation:  

PHL recommends that the Moscow Embassy renew contact with Mr. 

Chernukhin and request that he provide Embassy officials with the list 
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of projects mentioned above. If the list is provided, it should be 

vetted by appropriate officials at ISTC and Environment Canada. 

Depending on the quality and type of projects on the lists, appropriate 

Canadian companies should then be informed. Mr. Chernulchin's 

address is: 

Andrei V. Chernulchin 
General Director 
ECOPROM Consortium 
Kuznetskiy Most 6/3 
Moscow 103775, Russia 
Telephone: 927-8246 
FAX: 927-835212543 

F. 	Russian Industrial Investment Fund (RIIF) 

The Russian Industrial Investment Fund was established by Presidential 

decree on June 6, 1992 as an enterprise designed to promote both 

domestic and foreign investments in Russian industry. Institutions 

which helped found the RIIF include the Russian Ministry of Industry, 

The Supreme Soviees Supreme Economic Council, several Russian 

commercial banks, and several Russian industrial enterprises (see 

Appendix D  to this report). The RIIF was recommended to PHL by the 

Deputy Director of International Scientific and Technical Cooperation 

for the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

PHL met with the RIIF President, Serguey Tolmachev, and his Director 

of Technical Projects, Nicolas Krivoshein. Both officials were interested 

in the possibility of cooperation between the Canadian Federal 

Government and the RIIF in developing a pilot demonstration facility 

for Canadian environmental technologies in Russia. Both dearly 

recognized that the choice of such a facility must be based on the ability 

to pay, and that there is little likelihood the Russian federal government 

would supply funding for such a facility. They noted that such a 
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facility would have to obtain approvals from the appropriate regional 

and local government authorities, and pointed out that the RLIF could 

assist in this process. 

Mr. Tolmachev concluded the discussion with a request to to receive 

information about the capabilities and areas of expertise of Canadian 

environmental technology and service companies. Following receipt of 

this information, he said that RI1F officials could then select two or 

three Russian enterprises whose technical needs matched the abilities of 

some Canadian companies. A feasibility study could then be 

cornmissioned (possibly through Canadian government funding), with 

appropriate Canadian companies submitting competitive bids to 

complete the feasibility study. 

On March 31, PHL received a FAX from Mr. Krivoshein in which he 

states that the REF has started to collect data from Russian industrial 

enterprises concerning "ecological" projects which may be of interest to 

Canadian companies. 

Use the feasibility study, the REIF would then approach the Russian 

government for support for a larger project, possibly financed through 

barter trade. It should be noted that the RIIF has been granted a tax 

exemption on profits generated through the completion of projects by 

the Fund, and that this exemptions can be extended to foreign partners. 

PHL has earlier recommended that the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA 

request that Investment Canada and ISTC forward summaries of the 

capabilities of the Canadian environmental technology and service 

companies to of ficials at the MEPNR who are expected to play a role in 

the implementation of the World Bank Sector Project. 
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Recommendation:  

PHL recommends  that the sanie  summaries be forwarded to the 

President of the Russian Industrial Investment Fund, and that the 

President be asked to submit.detailed proposals which summarize the 

envirorunental requirements of 2-3 Russian industrial enterprises, 

which match the capabilities of the Canadian companies. 

If this information is received, appropriate Cartadian government 

officials should arrange meetings between representatives of the RIIF 

and appropriate Canadian companies. Mr. Tolmachev's address is: 

Serguey N. Tolmachev 
President 
Russian Industrial Investment Fund 
3, Tverskaya-Yamskaya Str., 
103819, GSP Moscow, A-47, Russia 
Telephone: 209-820012515750 
FAX: 200-5284 

NOTE: 	The material on the RIIF contained in Appendix D  

contains bank references for RIIF bank accounts in 

Moscow, Frankfurt, and New York. If the government 

proceeds with this recommendation, these bank 

references can be verified, and officials at the Moscow 

Embassy can meet with Mr. Tolmachev and his 

colleagues to obtain further information about the Fund. 

G. 	Russian Academies and Institutes 

The role of the many Russian scientific academies and institutes in 

environmental project design and implementation is likely to be 

confusing to Westerners. Under the former USSR, these academies 

planned and designed many types of industrial projects and then 
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forwarded the plans to central authorities in Moscow, who 

implemented the projects. Since the breakup of the USSR, the experts 

in these academies have lost much of their authority, but often continue 

to act as if they have responsibility for the planning and design of 

projects, including those with environmental impacts. The value of 

representatives of scientific academies lies more often in their sdentific 

expertise and lcnowledge of industrial enterprises requiring various 

types of environmental technology and services, than in their authority 

over project implementation. Caution should be exercised when 

evaluating the claims of academy representatives concerning such 

authority. 

4. 	Note on the Role of the Canadian Embass Moscow 

Most companies, trade missions and government delegations woricing in 

Moscow use the Canadian Embassy as a source of advice and intelligence 

concerning business and political conditions in Russia. Concerning the 

environmental dossier, the First Secretary (Commercial) who specializes in the 

trade and economic aspects of environmental issues, and the First Secretary 

who specializes in environmental policy, will both be leaving the Embassy by 

June, 1993. During the same period, new Canadian and Russian personnel 

will be hired in part to identify opportunities for various Canadian business 

and government agencies to provide technical assistance to the Russian 

government and Russian enterprises. 

These changes can provide ar. opportunity for the federal government to 

strengthen the Embassy's capacity to identify business opportunities for 

Canadian environmental technology and service companies in Russia, while at 
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the same time meeting the objectives of the Canada-Russia Memorandum of 

Understanding. 

Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that one of the technical assistance personnel to be 

hired by the Embassy, be given the responsibility for identifying 

business opportunities for Canadian environmental technology and 

service companies on a full time basis. The individual occupying such 

a position should carry out the following taslcs: 

• provide assistance to the Minister-Councillor in maintaining 

contact with officials referred to earlier in this report 

identify Russian industrial enterprises which require pollution 

control and pollution prevention technology, collect relevant 

technical information from these enterprises; and forward the 

information to appropriate officials at ISTC and Investment 

Canada. 

• forward the above information to officials at ISTC, EEE/DEA 

and Investment Canada and officials at provincial ministries 

where appropriate, for dissemination to Canadian companies; 

• monitor the implementation of the World Bank Environment 
Sector Project. 
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V. 	Items of Note Concerning the Russian Oil and Gas Sector 

1. 	World Bank Environmental Assessment of the Oil and Gas Sector  

As part of  its  decision to invest approximately $750 million US in oil and gas 
development in Western Siberia, the World Bank commissioned an 

environmental assessment of the impact of such an investment in 1992. 

The Socio-Ecological Union was chosen to conduct an environmental 

evaluation of the project for the World Bank. PHL interviewed the SEU's 

assessrnent project director, who described how in this case the SEU, although 

an NGO, worked under contract with the Bank to assemble internal baseline 

data about potential environmental impacts of the Bank's proposed 

investment. The SEU's project director noted that he and his colleagues had 

little time (approximately 6 months) to prepare a final version of the 

document, and that it was not of high quality. One of the document's central 

recommendations is that the World Bank has allowed too little money in its 

development program for ecological purposes (only $3.5 million US) The SEU 

assessment recommends that apprœdmately $26 million US be spent on 

environmental protection during the project. 

In a meeting with PHL in late February, E.V. Ivlinaev, Chief of the Russian 

Ministry of Fuel and Power's environmental protection division, noted that the 

credit line for the World Bank investment had not yet been opened owing to 

the past quality of the SEU's assessment, and the assessment had not yet been 

approved either by his ministry nor by the Ministry of the Environment. Mr. 
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Minaev pointed out that a group of eight officials, half from each ministry, are 
to provide a final opinion of the SEU assessment by mid-March, which will 

then be sent to the World Bank, whidt in turn will then assist the two 

ministries in preparing tendering documents for the work under the loan. 

The loan will go directly to the Pur, Kogolin, and Varjojan Oil Production and 

Distribution Associations in Western Siberia. 
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2. Formation of Western Oil and Gas Industry Lobby in Russia  

Representatives of major oil companies met in Moscow in late February to 

inaugurate the Petroleum Advisory Forum, a group which will represent the 

views of western oil and gas companies to the Russian government The 

Forum has established an environmental and safety committee, the current 

focus of which is to arrange a workshop on environmental, health and safety 

issues, in order to allow industry and government representatives to discuss 

the development of a predictable environmental and health and safety 

regulatory environment. The dates of the workshop are May 18-20 in an as-

yet undecided location. 

Should the Embassy wish to obtain more information about the Forum, John 

Gillan, Petro-Canada's General Manager for Russia, can be contacted at his 

Moscow office (252-4464). 

3. Notes on the Presence of Canadian Oil and Gas Companies 

In addition to HBT Agra Industries Limited, which has completed a $700,000 

environmental study on the impact of oil field development in the Komi 

Peninsula, and has worked on reactivation of several other oil fields, the Nova 

Scotia-based consulting engineering firm of Jacques Whitford has recently set 

up a joint venture with a Russian partner, in order to provide environmental 

science and consulting services to the Russian oil and gas industry. Jacques 

Whitford is also involved in the training of Russian oil executives, and will be 

bringing a group of 30-50 such Russian executives to Calgary this summer as 

part of a training program on oil and gas industry practices. 
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4. 	Ownership and taxation of oil and  as  projects 

Restrictions on ownership of oil projects, together with a barrage of tax changes 

which affect such projects, are the major impediment to operation of profitable oil 

and gas projects by western firms in Russia. Officials at the MEPNR and the 

Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations noted that the governinent will soon limit 

the number of export licenses granted to western oil companies, and it will therefore 

become more difficult for such companies to participate in local projects. The story 

of one American oil company, Phibro Energy Production, as described in the New 

York Times Magazine  of March 7, 1993, demonstrates the risks to western 

- investments: 

• 	"... Phibro's $116 million investment was caught up and very nearly written 

off, in the chaos that has engulfed Russia since the collapse of the Soviet 

Union. Tax codes, to site one prominent example, change monthly. Last May, 

at the depth of (the company's) despair, the tax bill induded local taxes of 10- 

20% of revenues, mandatory conversion of half its dollars to rubles at the 

market rate, a tax on profits from which wages cannot be deducted, a 28% 

value-added tax that was supposed to be waived for exports but was often 

imposed anyway by confused local officials, a 60% individual income tax and 

an export tax of $5.85 a barrel - more than a 1/4 of the world price. 

Since then Russia has trimmed the personal income tax to 40% and the export 

tax to $5.50 a barrel. But it has added a mineral use tax, a mineral 

rehabilitation tax, an excise tax, tariffs on imported goods, port fees and - 

assuming anybody has made any money - a profit repatriation tax." 
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VI 	 Report on Projects Identified in the Interim Report 

1. SIGNAL SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE - ST.  

PETERSBURG, RUSSIA  

During the first phase of PHL work under the Contribution Agreement, PHL 

identified Signal Scientific and Industrial Enterprise of St. Petersburg as a 

Russian enterprise whose Managing Director had implemented progressive 

industrial wastewater treatment practices at the company's electroplating 

facility. PHL felt the enterprise's program could form the basis for a model 

wastewater treatment centre in partnership with an appropriate Canadian 

company. In our Interim Report, PHL recommended that Signal's project 

specifications be evaluated by the Wastewater Technology Centre in 

Burlington, Ontario and if the evaluation proved positive, that contact be 

arranged between Signal and appropriate Canadian environmental technology 

companies. The remainder of this section summarizes the Signal project and 

the visit by Signal representatives to Canada in February. 

F,ollow-up to other projects suggested by representatives of the Socio-

Ecological Union, by the Director of EcoBaltica, and by the Deputy Director of 

the St. Petersburg Regional Administration, is also provided. 

a. 	Signal's Operations 

Signal Scientific and Industrial Enterprise (Signal) is an industrial group of 

four manufacturing facilities which previously belonged to the USSR's 
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military-industrial complex. Prior to becoming an independent industrial 

enterprise, Signal's manufacturing facilities produced 37 different types of 

electroplating, printed circuit components, and other electronic equipment for 

the Soviet military. 

Signal was originally recommended to PHL by an environmental business 

specialist in St. Petersburg, as -  the only major industrial enterprise in the region 

which had initiated process changes to reduce or eliminate discharges of 

contaminated industrial wastewater. Signal and its managing director, Mr. 

Valentin Zanin, were also highly recommended by the Director of the St. 

Petersburg Lirnnological Institute, and by the environmental departrnent 

manager of the St. Petersburg Mayor's Office. Mr. Zanin accompanied 

President Yeltsin on his visit to Canada in 1992. 

PHL subsequently met with Signal's Deputy Chief Technologist and with Mr. 

Zanin, to tour Signal's electroplating manufacturing fadlity and to review the 

enterprise's needs. 

Signal has developed electroplating technology which, according to its 

representatives, has eliminated the use of cyanide and cadmium, and has 

reduced the use of chromium, nickel, water and energy. 

A detailed English language summary of SignaYs operations and 

requirements, as well as specification sheets on several of its manufacturing 

facilities, were provided to DEA as Appendix A  to the Interim Report. 
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b. Signal's Needs: 

Concerning technology now required, Signal identified the need for 

demineralization technology to be installed in its wastewater treatment system. 

Concerning Signal's longer-term corporate objectives, Mr. Zanin would like 

to enter into agreements with foreign wastewater technology firms to design 

and produce irtdustrial wastewater treatment technology in the electroplating 

sector. He also indicated that Signal would be able to participate in the 

financing of such an enterprise. 

Under such an arrangement, Signal would be responsible for setting up a 

technology development centre on its property. It would operate the centre, 

provide equipment, and identify potential clients within the Russian 

Federation and the Confederation of Independent States. 

c. Type of Foreign Participation Requested: 

A foreign partner in Signal's enterprise would be asked to identify wastewater 

technology experts who could provide updated information on western waste-

water treatment systems, which could then be incorporated into units 

manufactured by Signal for sale in the Russian Federation, the US, and in 

western markets. 

The foreign partner would also be asked to help identify rustomers which 

could assist in developing and financing such systems, as well as market the 

technology. 
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In this regard, PHL has referred Hector Jacques, President and ŒO of the 

Jacques Whitford Group, to Mr. Zanin. 

d. Signals' Discussions with Potential Foreign Partners: 

Signal had preliminary discussions in 1992 with one Finnish company 

concerning a joint venture to manufacture technology to reduce electroplating 

wastes, and is aware of the Finnish government's plans to assist in reducing 

industrial waste-water discharges from the nearly 600 electroplating facilities in 

the St. Petersburg area. 

During our discussions, Mr. Zanin indicated scepticism about the potential role 

of Finnish companies in this area. His view is that Finnish companies have 

been selling the Russians outdated technology which is no longer acceptable 

in Finland. He noted that the traditional practice in this area has involved the 

Russian government paying for outdated Finnish technology, which does not 

encourage Russian enterprises to update their technology to current western 

standards. 

Signal has also been visited by representatives of an American waste-water 

technology firm, although no agreements have been reached. 

e. The Role of Signal Enterprise in Pollution Enforcement Lawsuits 

In October, 1992, the Russian Centre for Environmental Law (RCEL) in St. 

Petersburg filed the first of two public interest pollution enforcement lawsuits 

against the St. Petersburg city government and the St. Petersburg Regional 
Water and Sewage Treatrnent Authority (Vodocanal). These lawsuits are the 

first of their Idnd in the former Soviet Union, and allege that Vodocanal and 
the city government have violated Russian federal environmental protection 
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laws and the Helsinki Convention on the Protection of the Baltic Sea by 

allowing discharges of industrial waste from the St. Petersburg sewage system 

and operation of an illegal sludge dump located north of St. Petersburg. 

The RCEL, the first non-governmental environmental law group in Russia was 

founded in 1990 during the environmental law exchange program between 

the U.S. Natural Resources Defense Council, and students and professors at 

the St. Petersburg State University Law School. RCEL now has two full-tirne 

and several volunteer staff. 

As part of its case against Vodocanal and the city, RCEL has irtvestigated 

electroplating facilities in St. Petersburg to determine which facility would be 

the most appropriate location for a demonstration wastewater treatment centre 

for the electroplating industry, and has concluded that Signal's factory would 

be one of the four best facilities at which such a demonstration centre could be 

located in St. Petersburg. 

f. 	Visit by Representatives of Signal Enterprise to Canada 

Following discussions between PHL and EEE/DEA in November, and a 

meeting between PHL and officials of ISTC and the Director of the Canadian 

Office for Training on the Environment, it was agreed that the Managing 

Director and the Chief Tedinologist of Signal would be invited to Canada. 

During the visit, Signal would meet with representatives of the Wastewater 

Technology Centre (whose senior scientist had reviewed the Signal project 

specifications), and representatives of other interested Canadian environmental 

companies. 

The Canadian Office for Training on the Environment assumed responsibility 

for all arrangements of the visit. PHL provided a list of suggested companies 
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to COTE which was supplemented by names of companies from 1STC's 

Toronto office files. PHL also forwarded a detailed summary of the tasks to be 

completed by COTE and by PHL in preparation of the visit. 

The visit took place on February 5 - 12. An itinerary of the visit was provided 

to PHL by Odette Corbu of ISTCs Toronto office. The list of companies 

supplied by PHL to COTE, and the visit itinerary, are induded as Appendix E. 

During PHL's meeting with the Signal representatives on February 11, 

Managing Director Zanin indicated that he had received stifficient information 

about technologies available through Canadian companies relevant to his 

operations, and that he would be able to recontact certain companies directly 

and also to arrange further contacts through Odette Corbu. In a subsequent 

letter to Lucien Bradet following a dinner meeting on February 11, Mr. Zanin 

indicated that he would forward descriptive material on Signal's technologies 

to Mr. Bradet through Ms Corbu, and complimented Mr. Bradet on the 

organization of the visit. 

PHL had intended to provide a report from COTWISTC to EEE/DEA on the 
results of individual meetings held during the visit but has been informed 

that no report of the visit will be prepared. 

Referral of Signal Enterprise to the Jacques Whitford Group 

PHL has also referred Mr. Zanin to Hector Jacques, President and ŒO of the 
Jacques Whitford Group, a Canadian consulting engineering and 
environmental science firm. Mr. Jacques has informed PHL that he will 

contact Mr. Zanin during his next visit to Russia in June-July of this year. 
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2. 	Projects recommended by Representatives of the Socio-Ecological Union  

Projects involving utili7ation of off-gas from oil field development, 

development of a membrane water filtra tion system, and training 

requirements in the energy efficiency, wastewater treatment and air and water 

pollution monitoring sectors, were brought to PHL's attention during the 

annual meeting of the Socio-Ecological Union in. Ryazan, Russian on October 

4-6, 1992. PHL recommended that these projects be further evaluated if 

further supporting technical information requested by  P1-IL  was received. To 

date, neither of the individuals who proposed technology development 

projects has forwarded such information. 

Concerning training requirements, PHL arranged for Mr. Sviatislav Zabelin, 

Coordinator of the Socio-Ecological Union, to visit Ottawa during his trip to 

North America in November, 1992 in order to meet ISTC's Director of 

Environmental Affairs and pursue discussion of a possible cooperative training 

mission to be jointly organized by the SEU and ISTC. 

During PHL's second visit to Moscow, the training requirements of Russian 

experts were again discussed with Mr. Zabelin and he was referred by  P1-IL  to 

the Minister-Councillor at the Canadian Embassy in order to follow up this 

discussion. A recommendation on the subject has been made elsewhere in 

this report. 
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3. 	EcoBaltica Priority Project Lis± 

EcoBaltica is a group of Russian organizations which has responsibility for the 

preparation of a list of specific environmental priority sites which require 

remediation or installation of cleanup technology in the Baltic region of Russia. 

Its founders are Prof. V.A. Rumyantsev,Director of the St. Petersburg 

Limnological Institute, the Russian MEPNR, the St. Petersburg regional 

government, the St. Petersburg mayor's office, and local industrial enterprises. 

The list was to be fmalized by December 1, 1992, and discussed and approved 

by the Supreme Soviet and the heads of Northwestern regional governments 

in the Russian Federation. 

Once approved, the project list was to become the official Russian 

environmental program for the region, and was expected to be disseminated 

to international banks for consideration and discussion as Russia's official 

presentation to the Gdansk, Poland funders' conference in March, 1993. 

PHL has followed up by letter and FAX with Professor Rumyantsev to obtain 

the list. In a letter dated Febniary 4 to PHL, he indicated that the list of 

priority projects was scheduled to be approved by the MEPNR and the 

northwestern regional government in mid-February, and that he would 
forward the list as soon as possible thereafter. The list had not arrived as of 

this writing and a further FAX was sent during the week of March 29, in 

which PHL requested that the list be sent to the Deputy Director of EEE/DEA 

as well as to  PI-IL. 
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4. 	List of  Priority Water Treatment Pro'ects St. Petersbur• Relional 

Administration  

During PHL's visit to St. Petersburg, the Deputy Director, Y.V. Fokin of the 

Nat-ural Resources Complex of the St. Petersburg Regional Administration 

agreed to prepare a summary of specific information concerning the 

environmental requirements of water treatment facilities in the St. Petersburg 

reg-ion by mid November, 1992. Mr. Y.V. Fokin promised to forward a copy of 

this list to PHL, and did so in December. A translation of the list is provided 

as Appendix F  to this report. Pursuant to the recommenda tion contained in 

PHL's Interim Report, PHL had the list reviewed by Mr. Doug Vallery of the 

Ontario Ministry of the Environmenes Research and Technology Branch, who 

stated that without details on the technical specification of each project, a 

meaningful review of the list could not be carried out. 

PHL also recommended to EEE/DEA's Project Officer that the list be circulated 

to the Manager of Environmental Technologies at Investment Canada to 

determine if he thinks any of the projects could appropriately involve 

Canadian participation. If so, the list will be forwarded to the Moscow 

Embassy with a request to contact Mr. Fokin directly for more details 

concerning the status of, and technical requirements for, individual projects. 
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VII. Survey of Selected Canadian Environmental 

Technology and Service Companies 

Concerning Participation in the Russian Market 

1. 	Introduction  

As of March, 1993, there are two groups of Canadian companies actively 

pursuing projects in Russia with environmental components: 

• Oil and gas production and service companies; 

• a few large Canadian consulting engineering and environmental science 

firms such as HBT Agra Industries, S.N.C. Lavalin, The Jacques 

Whitford Group, Golder Associates and Hatch and Associates. The size 

of these companies, the prospect of payment in hard currency for oil 

and gas sector projects, and the fact that several of their projects are 

feasibility studies and do not involve large investments in equipment 

and personnel, help explain the involvement of these companies with 

Russian companies, despite currently unstable economic and political 

conditions there. 

The difficulty of doing business in Russia under current conditions had 

been repeatedly pointed out to  PI-IL in meetings with Finnish and 

Canadian company representatives during PHL's first visit to Russia 

and Finland in September-October, 1992. Since one objective of PHL's 

original proposal was to inform Canadian environmental technology 
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and service companies about project opportunities in Russia,  PI-IL  felt 

that, in light of the current instability in Russia, it would be prudent to 

first survey a cross-section of such companies to determine whether or 

not they were giving active consideration to entering the Russian 

market, and to canvas the issues that were affecting their decisions. 

PHL felt that the results of such as survey could assist EEE/DEA and 

other federal gove rnment departments in directly addressing concerns 

companies might have about entering the Russian market at this time. 
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2. 	The Survey 

A cross-section of companies was selected using Investment Canada's profiles 

of: 

• companies in the industrial wastewater management sector; 

• companies which are engaged in efforts to locate business partners in 
eastern and western Europe; 

• PHL's own in-house company files. 

Each company was sent a letter inquiring if the company had considered 

expansion into the Russian market. A follow-up interview to discuss the 

subject was requested. 

A list of the companies contacted is included as Appendix G  to this report. 
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3. 	Survey Results  

Of the 29 companies selected, 20 responded to the request for an interview. 

Of this group, 2 indicated that they were not interested in the Russian market 

at this time. 

During discussion with senior representatives of the remaining 18 companies, 

the following issues were most frequently mentioned: 

• Lack of project financing and payment guarantees  were the major 

concern  and were mentioned by 8 of 18 companies. 

• The second major issue, mentioned by 4 companies, was the need to 

find a credible and reliable local partner  (and the difficulty in knowing 

how to do this). 

• 4 companies mentioned the importance of government assistance in 

facilitating access to the Russian and East European markets,  either 

through the company profiles published by Investment Canada, or 

through the work of the Ontario International Corporation. Mention of 

government assistance induded one complaint about la& of business 

resulting from participation in the Investment Canada Profiles, and a 

criticism of trade missions as a waste of time and money. 

• 5 companies indicated that they are presently active in either Poland, 

Hungary or the former Czechoslovaldan Republic, and are prepared to 

spend staff time and resources there rather than risk investment in the 

currently unstable market conditions in Russia. 
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• In addition to the above, a number of other issues were mentioned by 

individual companies as having an effect on their attitude toward the 

Russian market. These issues include: 

• the risk to smaller companies of uncertain payment schedules, 

inexact project approvals processes, and theft of and damage to 

equipment during shippin& 

• lack of interest from Russian enterprises in consulting 

engineering services; 

• the ability to ship technologies to Russia via a third party as the 

only reason a company would participate in the market; 

• difficulty in determining the proper government official to talk 

to; 

• lack of interest in projects financed by the World Bank due to too 

much competition; 

• the need for full-time government representatives in Russia to 

assist in identifying projects and clarifying approvals processes; 

• the risk to Canadian technologies from lack of recognition of 

Canadian patents in Russia. 

• All 18 companies interviewed wished to be kept informed about 

Russian market conditions and project opportunities, despite various 

uncertainties expressed about the Russian market. 
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Recommendation: 

PHL recommends  that EEE/DEA prepare a newsletter for distribution 

to the companies which participated in the PHI.. survey, and to other 

environmental technology and service companies as identified by 

Investment Canada and ISTC The contents of the newsletter should 

include information on : 

• barter trade as an alternative means of project financing, and 

other project financing information as it becomes available from 

Canadian participants in the World Bank Environment Sector 

Project; 

• information on project opportunities on the wastewater 

treatment sector obtained from time to time from the Moscow 

Embassy, or through the ENBAS market study of the kctor 

recommended by PHL; 

• other information on the market for environmental technologies 

and services which may from time to time be made available 

from the Moscow Embassy. 
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Appendix A 

List of Key Contacts 

Mr. John Fitzgibbons 
Advisor to Vice-Prime Minister Anatoly Chubais 
State Committee on Property (GKI) 
The Kremlin, Moscow 
Telephone: 206-69-15 

Mr. Gennady Chegasov 
Chief 
State Expert Council on Ecology & Natural Resources 
Ministry of Envirorunental Protection and Natural Resources (MEPNR) 
123812, Moscow GSP 
ul. Bolshaya Gruzirtskaya, 4/6 

Mr. Alexey F. Poriadin 
First Deputy Minister 
MEPNR 
123812, Moscow, GSP 
uL Bolshaya Gruzinslcaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 254-5077 
FAX: 254-8283 

Mr. Nikolay Mikheev 
Chairman 
State Committee on Water Resources (Roskomvod) 
(for new address and telephone contact Mrs. Zinaida Muzyleva, Canada Desk, 
MEPNR - Telephone 254-6738) 

Mr. Anatoli P. Lvov 
Chief 
Department of Ecological Control and Analysis 
MEPNR 
123812, Moscow, GSP 
ul. Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 229-9658 
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Mr. Yuri L Maksimenlco 
Director, Department of Environmental Law 
MEPNR 
123812 Moscow, GSP 
ul. Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 254-75-66, 254-4700 
FAX: 254-8283 

Mr. Sergey A. Burtsev 
Chief, Division of State Exological Expertise, 
MEPNR 
123812 Moscow GSP 
ul. Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 284-8360, 284-8443 

Mr. Vadim Voronin 
Environmental Specialist 
World Bank - Moscow Office 
123242 Moscow 
Ul. Sadova-Kudrinskaya,3 
Telphone: 254-26-56 
FAX: 254-83-68 

Mr. Yuri Shafrannyk 
Minister of Fuel and Energy 
103074 Moscow, K-74 
IQtaisky pr., 7 

Mr. Alexander A. Averchenkov 
Deputy Minster 
MEPNR 
117874 Moscow GSP-7 
ul. Kedrova, 8/1 
Telephone: 125-52-82 
FAX: 310-7093 (outside Russia) 



Mr. Evgenii A. Konygirt 
Deputy Director 
Department of International Cooperation 
MEPNR 
123812 Moscow GSP 
W. Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 254-58-44 
FAX: 230-27-92 

Mr. Vladimir Trifonov 
Chief Expert 
Foreign Cooperation Department 
MEPNR 
123812 Moscow GSP 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Telephone: 254-68-56 
FAX: 254-82-83 

Mr. Kyril Ivanov 
First Deputy Chairman 
Russian Agency for International Cooperation and Development 
18, Vozdvizhenka St. 
Moscow 

Mr. Sergey A. Vibornov 
Chief, Department of International Finance and Cooperation 
Office of Vice-Prime Minister Shohin 
103132 Moscow 
Staraya pl., 4 
Telephone: 206-28-48 
FAX: 206-48-55 

Mr. Alexander Yablokov 
Senior Advisor to President Yeltsin 
The Kremlin, Moscow 
Telephone: 925-2327 

Mr. Sviatislav Zabelin 
Coordinator 
Socio-Ecological Union 
P.O. Box 211 
1210198 Moscow 
Telphone: 	224-6595 (office) 	151-6270 (residence) 
FAX: 206-0941 
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invited Russian partners to  the first joint forum on 
power engineering and environment, scheduled to take 
place in Oslo at a political level  saine  time in 1992. The 
ministers focused on the forthcoming meeting at a polit-
ical level between oil-producing and oil-consuming 
countries in Bergen in July. 

On fishing, the sides stressed that they intend to promote 
further development of fishing cooperation on the basis 
of mutual commercial and scientific contacts between 
enterprises, organizations, and firms, including setting 
up scientific collectives and other cooperation bodies. 
The Russian side proposed setting up a single, indepen-
dent, scientific-research center for monitoring and fore-
casting Barents Sea resources. 

On the environment, the ministers agreed to hold a 
sitting of a mixed commission on cooperation before the 
end of April. Russian-North European cooperation on 
modernizing the metallurgical combine "Nechengani-
kel," in the Kola Peninsula; on nuclear security, inter 
alla  at the Kola nuclear power station; on storing and 
eliminating nuclear vaste, including Wane from nuclear 
reactors; and on the issue of radioactive waste burials in 
the Barents Sea will be considered 

The protocol spealcs about developing border ties and 
cooperation in the north. Specifically, the sides agreed to 
promote contacts between regional authorities in 
northern Norway and northwestern Russia, to expand 
ties between indigenous peoples of the North in the two 
countries, and to facilitate border contacts by intro-
ducing a simplified entry and exit procedure. 

The ministers agreed on the question of opening Russia's 
general consulate in Troms and Norway's general consu-
lates in St. Petersburg and Murmansk soon and on 
considering the issue of founding honorary consulates, 
namely a Russian honorary consulate in Kiricenes and a 
Norwegian honorary consulate in NilceL 

ItSFSR Law on Environmental  Protection  

92WNO327A Moscow ROSSIYSKAYA GAZETA 
in Russian 3 Mar 92 pp 3-6 

[RSFSR Law No. 2060-1, adopted 19 December 1991: 
"On Protection of the Environment/ 

[Text] Nature and its riches are a national treasure of the 
peoples of Russia and the natural basis for their con-
tinuing social and economic development and human 
prosperity. 

The present law in combination with measures of an 
organizational, legal, economic and educational nature is 
intended to aid in the formation and strengthening of a 
system of environmental legislation and to ensure envi-
ronmental safety within the territory of the R"'-in 

 Federation and its constituent republics. 

Section I: General Principles 

Article 1: Purposes of Russian Federation 
Environmental Protection Legislation 

The purposes of Russian Federation environmental pro-
tection legislation are to regulate relations in the area of 
interaction between society and nature with the objec-
tive of preserving natural riches and the natural human 
environment, preventing environmentally harmful 
effects from commercial and other activities, restoring 
and improving the quality of the environment and 
strengthening law and order for the sake of the present 
and future generations of human beings. 

Article 2: The Russian Federation System of 
Eznironmental Protection Legislation 

Environmental protection relations in the Russian Fed-
eration are regulated by the present law and legislative 
acts developed in accordance with it by the Russian 
Fedemtion and its constituent republics. 

Article 3:  Basic  Principles of Environmental Protection 

When carrying out commercial, administrative and 
other activities which have a negative effect on the state 
of the environment soviets of people's deputies, other 
state organs, enterprises, institutions, organizations, pri-
vate citizens of the Russian Federation and foreign 
corporate bodies, foreign citizens and stateless persons 
have an obligation to be guided by the following basic 
principles: 

—the priority of protecting human life and health and 
ensuring favorable environmental conditions for the 
public's life, labor and recreation; 

—a scientifically-based combination of society's ecolog-
ical and economic interests which will provide real 
guarantees for the rights of human beings to a healthy 
and livable environnent; 

—rational use of natural resources, with consideration 
for the laws of nature, the environment's potential, 
and the need to renew natural resources and to prevent 
irreparable consequences for the environment and 
human health; 

—compliance with the requirements of environmental 
protection legislation, and the inevitability of liability 
for violation of those requirements; 

—openness about this work and close ties to public 
organizations and the general public in regard to 
environmental protection tasks: 

—international coopemtion on environmental protec-
tion matters. 
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Article 4: The Objects of Environmental Protection 
1.The following are subjet-t to protection from pollution, 
degradation, timfinge, depletion and destruction within 
the territory of the Russian Federation and its constit-
uent republics: 

—natural ecological systems and the ozone layer of the 
atmosphere; 

—the land, underground resources, surface vrater and 
ground water, the atmosphere, forests and other veg-
etation, animal life, microorganisms, the genetic pool 
and natural landscapes. 

2. State nature preserves, state reserves, national parks, 
natural monuments, rare or threatened plants and ani-
mais and their habitats are subject to special protection. 

Article 5: Authority of the Russian Federation Supreme 
Soviet in the Area of Environmental Protection 

The following fall under the exclusive authority of the 
Russian Federation Supreme Soviet with regard to reg-
ulation of environmental protection relations: 

—defmition of basic orientations for state policy in the 
area of environmental protection; 

—approval of the state environmental program; 

—definition of the legal basis for regulation of relations 
in the area of environmental protection; 

—defmition of the powers of soviets of people's deputies 
and procedures for the organization and operations of 
administrative organs in the area of environmental 
protection, use of natural resources and maintenance 
of environmental safety; 

—establishment of a legal regime in environmental 
emergency zones and environmental disaster zones, 
the legal status of affected citizens, and maintenance 
of the regime within such zones within the territory of 
the Russian Federation and its constituent republics. 

The Russian Federation Supreme Soviet may also con-
sider other matters in the area of environmental protec-
tion, natural =our= utilization and maintenance of 
environmental safety in accordance with the RSFSR 
Constitution and the present law. 

Article 6: Authority of the Russian Federation 
Government in the Area of Environmental Protection 
The Government of the Russian Federation may in the 
area of environmental protection: 

--implement state environmental po licy; 

—draft and implement state enviro=ental programs 
for the Russian Federation and its constituent repub-
lics, as well as interstate and regional environmental 
programs; 

—coordinate the activities of ministries, agencies and 
other institutions and organizations within the terri-
tory of the Russian Federation in the area of environ-
mental protection; 

—establish procedures for the creation and use of a 
non-budgetary federal environmental fund; 

—oversee preparation and distribution of an annual 
state report on the state of the environment; 

--establish procedures for the development and 
approval of environmental standards for emissions 
and discharges of pollutants into the environment and 
limits on natural resource utilization and waste 
storage; 

—establish procedures for setting fees and maximum fee 
amounts for use of natural resources, environmental 
pollution, waste storag,e and other types of harmful 
activity; 

—make decisions in regard to the organization of spe-
cially protected natural areas and sites and their 
inclusion in the nature preserve system of the Russian 
Federation; 

—set up a system for universal public continuing envi-
romnental training and education; 

—make decisions regarding the tennination of opera-
tions by enterprises, institutions and organizations 
regardless of their form of ownership or subordination 
in the event that they violate environmental protec-
tion legislation; 

--provide the public with essential environmental infor-
mation; 

—conduct the Russian Federation's foreign relations in 
the area of environmental protection. 

The Government of the Russian Federation may also 
exercise other powers in accordance with the present 
law. 

Article 7: Authority of Duly Authorized State Organs of 
the Russian Federation in the Area of Environmental 
Protection 
The following fall under the authority of duly authorized 
state organs of the Russian Federation in the area of 
environmental protection: 

—comprehensive management in the area of environ-
mental protection in the Russian Federation, con-
ducting of a unified scientific and technical policy on 
matters of environmental protection and natural 
resource utilization, and coordination of activities by 
ministries, agencies, enterprises, institutions and orga-
nizations in that area; 

—state monitoring of the use and preservation of land, 
underground resources, surface water and ground 
water, the atmosphere, forests and other vegetation, 
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animal life, natural resources, the continental shelf 
and the Russian Federation's maritime economic 
zone, and monitoring of compliance with environ-
mental safety standards; 

--organization of environmental monitoring, and cre-
ation and maintenance of operations by a state service 
for environmental oversip,ht; 

—approval of standards and reguhitions, participation in 
the developatent of standards regulating natural 
resource utilization and protection of the environment 
from pollution and other harmful influences; 

—conducting of state environmental assessments; 

--receipt of environmental information free of charge 
from ministries, agencies, enterprises, institutions and 

• organizations; 

—provision of environmental information to the public; 

—issuing of licenses for the burial (or storage) of indus-
trial, municipal, household and other wastes, emis-
sibns and discharges of pollutants into the environ-
ment and use of natural resources in accordance with 
the laws of the Russian Federation; 

—restriction or suspension of activities by enterprises 
and other facilities regardless of their form of owner-
ship or subordination, if those operations are being 
conducted in violation of environmental protection 
legislation or licenses for the use of natural resources 
or in excess of limits on pollutant emissions and 
discharges; 

—lawsuits demanding compensation for damages 
incurred as a result of violations of environ.mental 
protection legislation; 

—development of state, interstate and regional environ-
mental programs; 

—preparation of reports and consideration of cases 
involving administrative legal violations in the area of 
environmental protection and natural resource utiliza-
tion; 

—recording -.nd assessment of natural resources and 
maintenance of federal cadastral maps of natural 
resources; 

—management of the Russian Federation's nature pre-
serves, keeping of entries in the Russian Federation 
Red Book and sponsorship of efforts to establish 
nature preserves; 

—participation in the organization of a system of universal 
continuing environmental training and education; 

—coordination of efforts by other duly authorized state 
administrations in the area of environmental protection; 

—realization of international cooperation in the area of 
environmental protection and the study, summariza-
tion and dissemination of international experience, 
and assurance that the Russian Federation's obliga-
tions under international agreements in the area of 
environmental protection will be performed. 

Decisions by duly authorized Russian Federation organs 
in the area of environmental protection on matters under 
their jurisdiction are mandatory for all  corporate bodies 
and citize-ns and may be appealed in court. 

Article 8: Authority of the Russian Federation's 
Constituent Republics, Autonomous Oblast and 
Autonomous Okrugs With Regard to Environmental 
Protection 

The following fall under the jurisdiction of the Russian 
Federation's constituent republics, autonomous oblast 
and autonomous okrugs in the area of environmental 
protection: 

—definition of basic orientations for environmental 
protection, and approval of environmental programs; 

—recording and assessment of the state of natural 
resources, record keeping on environmentally harmful 
sites and maintenance of cadastral maps of natural 
resources; 

--planning of enviro  :.mental  protection and natural 
resource utilization, and financing and material-
technical supply for environmental programs; 

—coordination of enviromnental protection work by 
organs of state administration, enterprises, institu-
tions and organizations, and assistance with voluntary 
cooperative funding for the implementation of envi-
ronmental protection measures; 

--issuing of licenses granting the right to use land, 
underground resources, water, forests and other vege-
tation or animal Life, or to dispose of, process, bury (or 
store) industrial, municipal, household and other 
wastes; 

—establishment of differentiated payment rates for use 
of natural resources and for pollutant ennssions and 
discharges; 

—guidance of the environmental service and conducting 
of state environmental assessments; 

--state emironmental monitoring and decision making 
in regard to restrictions on, suspension of or termina-
tion of operations by facilities adversely affecting the 
environment; 

—establishment of nature preserves; 

--environmental training, education and i.istruction; 

—provision of essential environmental information to 
the public; 
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- -recording and assessment of the volume of production 
wastes at facilities located within areas under their juris-
diction, regardless of form of ownership or subordina-
tion; 

—planning, financing and material-technical supply for 
environmental protection measures; 

—coordination of activities by the environmental services 
of enterprises, institutions and organizations regardless of 
their form of ownership or subordination; 

—arrangement of environmental assessments of projects 
and state environmental monitoring of the state of the 
environment; 

—issuing of licenses for certain types of natural resource 
use, for emission or discharge of harmful substances 
and for the burial of toxic wastes; 

—decision making in regard to restriction, suspension or 
termination of environmentally harmful activities; 

- -resolution of disputes in the area of enviromnental 
protection; 

—protection of natural landmarks and other specially 
protected natural areas; 

—environmental training, education and instruction; 

—provision of essential environmental information to 
the public;  resolution of other environmental protec-
tion matters which fall under the jurisdiction of local 
soviets of people's deputies and the local administra-
tion in accordant= with the RSFSR law "On Local 
Self-Crovenunent in the RSFSR." 

Section II: The Right of Citizens to a Healthy and 
Livable Environment 

Article 11: The Right of Citizens to Protection of 
Health From Adverse Environmental Effects 

Every citizen has a right to the protection of his or her 
health from adverse environmental effects caused by 
commercial or other activities, accidents and manmade 
or natural disasters. 

—consideration of other matters not under the jurisdic-
tion of the Russian Federation. 

—recording and assessmem of the state of the environ-
ment in the areas under their jurisdiction; 

Article 9: Authority of Krays and Oblasts In the Area of 
Environmental Protection 

The following fall under the jurisdiction of krays and 
obiasts in the area of environmental protection: 

—definition of basic directions for environmental protec-
tion and approval of regional environmental programs; 

—recording and assessment of _the volume of wastes 
irroduced during production and consumption o vf 
ions  products by enterprises, institutions and organi-
zations located vdthin their regions, regarclless of their 
form of ownership or subordination; 

—planning of environmental protection, and provision 
of financing and materiakechnical support for envi-
ronmental protection measures; 

—coordination of environmental protection activities by 
organs of state administration, enterprises, institu-
tions and organizations, and assistance with volunteer 
cooperative efforts to carry out environmental protec-
tion measiues; 

—coordination of activities by the environmental ser-
vices of enterprises, institutions and organizations 
regardless of their form of ownership or subordina-
tion; conducting of environmental assessments of 
projects; 

--state environmental monitoring and decision rnaking 
in regard to restriction, suspension or termination of 
operations by facilities vihich do not meet the stipula-
tions of environmental protection legislation; 

—bans on the construction of environmentally harmful 
facilities; 

—issuing of permits granting the right to use the envi-
ronment and iu resources, to emit or discharge 
harmful substances, or to house, process, stockpile or ? 
bury wastes; 

—organization of industrial and household waste collection 
and reuse; 

—establishment of specially protected natural areas; 

--organization of environmental training, education and 
instruction; 

—provision of essential environmental information to 
the public. 

Article 10: Authority of Local Self-Government Organs 
in the Area of Environmental Protection 

The following fall under the jurisdiction of organs of local 
self-government in the area of envircmmental protection: 

—defmition of basic directions for environmental pro-
tection and development of environmental programs; 

That right is ensured: 

--by environmental protection planning and quality 
standards and measures to prevent environmentally 
harmful activities, to restore the environment and to 
prevent or eliminate the effects of accidents and 
manmade or natural disasters; 
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—social and state insurance of citizens, formation of 
state and public reserve funds and other assistancei 
funds, and provision of medical services to the public; 

--granting of real opportunities to each individual to 
live in a viable and healthy environment; 

--compensation by court decision or an administrative 
basis for damages caused to citizens' health as a result 
of environmental pollution and other adverse effects 
on the environnent, including the effects of accidents 
and manmade disasters; 

—state monitoring of the state of the environment and 
compliance with environmental protection legislation, 
and prosecution of individuals guilty of violating 
public environmental safety standards. 

Article 12: Citizens' Powers With Regard to 
Environmental Protection 

Citizens are obligated: 

—to .participate in environmental protection, comply 
with the requirements of environmental protection 
legislation and environmental quality standards, pro-
tect and multiply natural riches through their personal 
efforts, constantly raise the level of their knowledge of 
nature and their environmental awareness, and aid in 
the environmental education of the next generation. 

Citizens have a right 

—to establish public environmental protection associa-
tions, funds and other public groups connected with 
environmental protection, to join such associations 
and funds, and to contribute their earned income; 

—to take part in meetings, rallies, picket lines, marches 
and demonstrations, petition drives or referendtun.s 
on environmental protection, to express their opinion, 
and to write letters, complaints and statements on 
environmental protection matters and demand that 
they rec.eive consideration; 

—to demand that the appropriate organs provide 
prompt, full and relia «e information about thr. state 
of the environment and measures to protect it; 

—demand that decisions permitting the siting, planning, 
construction, rebuilding or operation of environmen-
tally harmful facilities be rescinded either by admin-
istrative means or by court order, and to demand 
restriction, suspension or termination of the  opera-
tions of enterprises and other facilities which have a 
negative effect on the environment and on human 
health; 

—raise the issue of prosecution of guilty officials and 
private citizens and file suit seeking compensation for 
damages caused to citizens' health or property by 
environmental lawbreaking. 

Article 13: The Power of ablic Environmental 
Associations With Regal,. to Environmental Protection 

Environmental associations and other public associa-
tions which perform environmental functions have a 
right: 

--to develop, approve and promote their own environ-
mental programs, protect the public's environmental 
rights and interests, develop the public's environ-
mental awareness, and engage citizens in active envi-
ronmental protet in efforts on a voluntary basis; 

—to use their own fiinds and volunteer labor to do work in 
connection with the protection and renewal of natural 
resources and improvement of the environment, to 
render all possible assistance to state organs in their 
struggle against those who violate environmental protec-
tion legislation, and to establish public environmental 
protection funds and spend those monies on implemen-
tation of environmental measures; 

—to recommend their own representatives for participa-
tion in state •Ivironmental assessments in regard to 
the siting and planning of facilities, to carry out public 
environmental assessments, and to demand the repeal 
on an administrative basis or by court order of deci-
sions to site, build or operate environmentally harmful 
facilities or to detnand restriction, suspension, termi-
nation or reorientation of their activities; 

--to demand that prompt, reliable and complete infor-
mation be provided regarding environmental pollu-
tion and environmental protection measures; 

--to organize meetings, rallies, picket lines, marches, 
demonstrations and pei;tion ves and gather signa-
tures, and to make  proposais  regarding discussion of 
projects and referendums; 

--to demand that a state environmental assessment be 
ordered, and to outline an environmental platform via 
the mass media; 

--to raise the question of prosecution of guilty officials 
and to file in court or with an arbitration tribunal 
lawsuits seeking compensation for damages to citi-
zens' health and property stemming from violations of 
environmental legislation. 

The environmental activities of public associations 
should be conducted in full accordance with their char-
ters and the laws of the Russian Federation and its 
constituent republics. 

Article 14: State Guarantees of the Ernironmental 
Rights of atizens and Public Associations 

The state gunantees environmental asecciations, other 
public associations which perform environmental func-
tions and private citizens an opportunity to exercise the 
rigbu granted to them in the area of environmental 
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protection in accordance with the laws of the Russian 
Federation and its constituent republics. 

Soviets of people's deputies, their executive and admin-
istrative organs, duly authorized state organs in the area 
of environmental protection and officials thereof are 
obligated to render all possible assistance to public 
associations and private citizen with the exercise of 
their enviromnental rights and duties, and to take nec-
essary steps to carry out their suggestions and demands 
with regard to environmental protection activity. , 

Officials and private citizens who hinder the exercise of 
the environmental rights and duties stemming from the 
RSFSR Constitution and the present law by public 
associations and individual citizens may be prosecuted 
in accordance with the Laws of the Russian Federation 
and its constituent republics. 

Section 	The Economic Mechanism of 
Environmental Protection 

Article 15: Pm-poses of the Economic Mechanism of 
Environmental Protection 

The economic mechanism of environmental protection 
has as its purposes: 

—the planning and financing of environmental protec-
tion measures; 

—the establishment of limits on the use of natural 
resources, emission and discharge of pollutants into 
the environment and waste storage; 

—establishment of standards for the payment and 
amount of payment for use of natural resources, 
emission and discharge of pollutants into the environ-
ment, waste storage and other types of adverse influ-
ences; 

—granting of tax breaks, credits and other benefits to 
enterprises, institutions, organiz' ations and private cit-
izens who introduce into use low-waste and resource-
conserving technologies and non-traditional energy 
sources and carry out other effective environmental 
protection measures; 

—compensation according to established procedure for 
damages caused to the environment and human 
health. 

Article 16: Recording and Socioeconomic Assessment of 
Natural Resources 

1. State environmental protection organs of the Russian 
Federation in conjunction with state statistical and nat-
ural rezource organs maintain quantitative and qualita-
tive records of natural resources and secondary raw 
materials and provide a socioeconomic assessment 
thereof. 

2. The tasks of state environmental protection organs 
include the keeping of state land, water and forest  

cadastral maps and state cadastral _maps of underground 
resources, animal life and specially protected areas and 
sites. 

Article 17: Planning Financing and Material-Technical 
Support for Envi.ronmental Programs and 
Enviromnental Protection Measures 

1. Planning of environmental protection and natural 
resources utill7gtion measures is to be carried out as part 
of programs and projections of socioeconomic develop-
ment based on the state environmental program, with 
consideration given to the natural resource potential of 
individual regions. 

2. Financing for environmental programs and environ-
mental protection measures comes from: 

—the Russian Federation's republic budget, the budgets 
of the Russian Federation's constituent republics, and 
the budgets of the autonomous oblast, autonomous 
okrugs, oblasts, krays and local soviets of people's 
deputies; 

—funding from enterprises, institutions and organiza-
tions; 

--federal, republic, kray, oblast and local environmental 
funds; 

--environmental insurance funds; 

--bank loans; 

`—voluntary contributions from the public, foreign cor- 
porate bodies, foreign citizens and other sources. 

3 Financing of environmental programs and environ-
mental protection measures is to designated as a separate 
item in federal, republic and other budgets and backed 
up with adequate physical and technical resources. 

Article 18: Contract and License for Comprehensive 
Natural Resource Utilization 

1. A contract for comprehensive natural resource utili-
zation is to be c.oncluded between the natural resource 
user and the executive authority of a lcray, oblast, auton-
omous oblast, autonomous olcrug, rayon or city on the 

 basis of an environmental assessment of the proposed 
commercial or other activity and a license (permit) 
permitting comprehensive natural resource utilization. 

2. A contract for comprehensive natural resource utili-
zation stipulates the terms and procedures for use of 
natural resources, the rights and obligations of the user, 
the amount of payment for use of natural resources, the 
contracting parties' responsibilities, the procedure for 
compensation for damages and the procedure for 
re:solving disputes. 
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3. A license (permit) permitting comprehensive natural 
resource utilization is issued to the user by duly autho-
rized state oii.ans of the Russian Federation operating in 
the area of environmental protection, indicating the 
following: 

—the types, volumes of and limits on commercial nat-
ural resource use; 

—the environmental conditions under wlaich use of the 
natural resources is permitted and the consequence of 
failure to abide by those conditions. 

Article 19: Limits on Natural Resource Utilization 

I.  Limits on natural resource utilization are a system of 
regionally-based environmental restrictions and represent 
the volumes of maximum permissible use (or extraction) 
of natural resources, emissions and discharges of pollut-
ants into the environment and storage of production 
wastes assigned to natural resource-utilizing enterprises. 

2. Limits on natural resource utilization are established 
for natural resource-using enterprises by duly authorized 
organs of the Russian Federation operating in the area of 
environmental protection based on the necessity of grad-
ually achieving standard volumes for use (or extraction) 
of natural resources, maximum permissible emission 
and discharge of pollutants into the atmosphere and 
standardized volumes of production waste storage, with 
consideration for the region's environmental situation. 

3. The time limit for achieving standard volumes of 
natural resource utilization and annual limits are to be 
established in accordance with the approved indices 
contained in state and regional environmental programs. 

Article 20: P: jPrnent for Use of Natural Resources 

1. Payment for use of natural resources includes pay-
ment for natural resources, for environmental pollution 

-and for other types of effects. 

2. Payment for natural resources (land, underground 
resources, water, forests and other vegetation, animal 
life, recreational resources and other natural resources) is 
charged: 

—for the right to use natural resources within the bounds 
of established limits; 

—for above-limit and irrational use of natural resources; 

—for renewal and preservation of natural resources. 

3. Payment for environmental pollution and other types 
of effects are charged: 

—for emission and discharge of pollutants, waste storage 
and other types of pollution within the bounds of 
established limits; 

—for emission and discharge of pollutants, waste storage 
and other types of pollution beyond the bounds of 
established limits. 

4. Payment for standard and above-standard emission 
or dischaige of harmful substances and waste storage is 
to he paid by enterprises, institutions and organizations 
strictly according to the following procedure: 90 percent 
to special non-budget state environmental funcis, and 10 
percent to the republic budget of the Russian Federation 
for the purpose of financing the operations of regional 
organs of the state environmental protection organ. 

5. The proce.dure for listing and appl'. -ation of standard 
payments for natural resource use is to be determined by 
the Government of the Russian Federation. 

6. Payment for the use of natural zesources does not 
exempt the user from performance of environmental pro-
tection measures or from compensation for damages 
caused by violations of environmental protection legisla-
tion. 

Article 21: Environmental Funds 

1. For the purpose of performing urgent environmental 
protection tasks, restoring environmental losses, pro-
vicling compensation for damages caused and other 
environmental protection tasks a unified system of non-
budgetary state environmental funds may be established, 
combining the federal environmental fund with republic, 
kray, oblast and local funds. 

2. These funds are formed using funds received from 
enterprises, institutions, organizations, private citizens 
and foreign corporate bodies and citizens, including: 

—payments for the emission or discharge of pollutants 
into the environment, waste storage and other types of 
pollution; 

—sums received on the basis of lawsuits seeking com-
pensation for damages and fines for violations of 
environmental legislation; 

—funds from the sale of confiscated hunting and fishing 
gear and the fish and game illegally obtained through 
use of it; 

—money received in the form of dividends and interest 
on contributions, bank deposits and shareholder par-
ticipation of the fund's own monies in the operations 
of c.:terprises and other corporate bodies; 

—foreign currency receipts from foreign corporate 
bodies and citizens. 

3. The monies of environmental funds are to be paid into 
special accounts with banking institutions and distrib-
uted in the following proportion: 

—60 percent to realization of environmental protection 
measures at the local (city and rayon) level; 
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—30 percent to realization of environmental protection 
measures at the republic, kray or oblast level; 

—10 percent to realization of envirmunental protection 
measures at the federal leveL 

4. Environmental fund monies are to be spent for 
restoration of the environment and population, the con-
ducting of environmental protection rneasures and pro-
grams, renewal of natural resources, scientific research, 
introduction of environmentally clean technologies, con-
struction of air and water purification facilities, payment 
of compensation to citizens for damages caused to their 
health by pollution and other adverse effects on the 
environment, development of environmental training 
and education, and other purposes connected with envi-
ronmental protection. 

5. It is forbidden for environmental fund monies to be 
spent on goals which are not connected with environ-
mental protection. 

Article 22: Public Environmental Protection Funds 

Public environmental protection funds are creating 
using funds from the general public, voluntary contribu-
tions from public organizations, and other sources. 
These funds are established by public envimnmental 
associations and trade unions in the Russian Federation, 
and their monies may be spent exclusively for environ-
mental protection. The procedure for accumulation and 
expenditure of these fimds is to be determined by the 
public associations which fœmded them. 

use ser-ondary resources, and engage in other activities 
which serve to protect the environment; 

—.tax exemptions for environmental funds; 

—transfer of a portion of funds from environmental 
funds to interest-bearing loans to enterprises, institu-
tions, organizations and individual citizens to finance 
measures guaranteed to reduce pollutant emission or 
discharge; 

—establishment of higher amortization rates for fixed pro-
duction capital belonging to environmental protection 
fimds; 

—setting of special reduced prices and bonuses for use of 
environmentally sound products; 

—introduction of a special system of taxation on environ-
- mentally harmful products, as well as products pro-
duced using environmentally hazardous technologies; 

—granting of advantageous loans to enterprises, institu-
tions and organizations which are implementing effec-
tive environmental protection measures, regardless of 
their form of ownership. 

2. The legislation of the Russian Federation and its 
constituent republics may also establish other types of 
economic incentives for environmental protection. 

Section IV: Envirozunental Quality Standards 
Article 23: Environmental Insurance 

I.  Within the Russian Federation there exists voluntary 
and mandatory state environmental insurance for enter-
prises, institutions and organizations as well as indi-
vidual citizens, their property and their income against 
the possibility of environmental or natural disasters or 
accidents and manmade disasters. 

2. Environmental insurance fimds are used to project, 
prevent and eliminate the effects of environmental and 
natural disasters, accidents and manmade disasters. 

3. The procedures for environmental insurance and use 
of funds are to be established by the Government of the 
Russian Federation. 

Article 24: Eamomic Incentives for Environmental 
Protection 

I. In the Russian Federation incentives for rational use 
of natural resources and environmental protection are 
provided by means of: 

—establishment of tax breaks and other benefits for 
state-owned and other enterprises, institutions and 
organizations, including those engaged in environ-
mental protection, which introduce into use low-waste 
and no-waste technologies and means of production, 

Article. 25: Bide Requirements of Environmental 
Quality Standards 

1. Establishment of environmental quality standards is 
done for the purpose of setting maximum permissible 
limits on effects on the environment which will guar-
antee the public's environmental safety and preserve the 
genetic pool and will ensure rational use and renewal of 
natural resources coupled with continuing development 
of commercial activity. 

2. Standards for maximum permissible levels of harmful 
effects as well as the methods for determining those 
levels are to be approved by duly authorized state organs 
of the Russian Federation in the area of environmental 
protection and sanitation and epidemiological oversight 
and improved with a view toward international stan-
dards as science and technology advance. 

3. Upon violation of the requirements of environmental 
quality standards the emission or discharge of harmful 
substances or other types of environmental effects may be 
restricted, suspended or terminated by order of duly 
authorized Russian Federation state organs in the area of 
envimnmental protection or sanitary and epidemiological 
oversight 
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Article 26: Standards for Maximum Permissible 
Co: ...ntrations of Harmful Substances 

I. Standards for maximum permissible concentrations of 
harmful substances or harmful microorpnisms and 
other biological substances which pollute the atmo-
sphere, water or soils are to be established for the 
purpose of assessing the state of the environment for the 
purposes of protecting human health, preserving the 
genetic pool and protecting plant and animal life.. 

2. Stricter standards for maximum permissible harmful 
effects on the environment may be established for cer-
tain areas (nature and garne preserves, vacation areas 
and recreation areas) in view of their unique natural and 
climatic conditions and their greater social value. 

Article 27: Standards for Maximum Permissible 
Emission and Discharge of Harmful Substances 

I. Standards governing maximum permissible emission 
and discharge of harmful substances, along with harmful 
microorganism and other biological substances which 
pollute the atmosphere, water or soils, are to be estab-
lished with consideration for the production capacity of 
a given facility and information regarding the existence 
of a mutagenic effect or other adverse effects for each 
source of pollution based on current standards for max-
imum permissible concentrations of harmful substances 
in the environment 

2. Standards for maximum permissible emission and 
discharge are to be approved by duly authorized state 
organs of the Russian Federation in the area of environ-
mental protection (for chemical substances) and sanitary 
and epidemiological oversight agencies (for microorgan-
isms and biological substances). 

Article 28: Standards for Maximum Permissible Levels 
of Noise, Vibration, Magnetic Fields and Other Adverse 
Physical Effects 

1. Standards for maximum permissible levels of noise, 
vibration, magnetic fields and other adverse physical 
effects are to be set at a level whicb will ensure protection 
for people's health and work ability, will protect plant 
and animal life and will contribute to the viability of the 
environment. 

2. The aforementioned standards are to be confirmed by 
duly authorized state organs of the Russian Federation 
in the area of environmental protection or sanitary and 
epidemiological oversip,ht. 

Article 29: Standards for Maximum Permissible 
Radiation Levels 

I. Standards for maximum permissible levels of safe 
concentrations of radioactive substances in the environ-
ment and in food products and the maximum permis-
sible level of irradiation of the public are to be estab-
lished within limits which do not represent a threat to 
human health or the human genetic pool. These stan-
dards should be approved by duly authorized Russian 

Federation state organs in the arca of environmental 
protection or sanitary and epidemiological oversight. 

2. The public should be sunnlied with radiometric 
devices to ensure ongoing monitoring of the radiation 
level. . : .ocedure for the supply thereof and a list of the 
devicts in question are to be approved by the Govern-
ment of the Russian Federation. 

Article 30: Maximum Permissible Standards for the 
Use of Agricultural Chemicals in Agriculture 

1.The maximum permissible standards for use of chem-
ical fertilizers, pesticides, 'growth stimulators and other 
agricultural chemicals in agriculture are to be established 
at doses v. nich will ensure compliance with standards for 
maximum permissible residual quantities of those chem-
ical substances in food products and will protect human 
health and the human genetic pool and plant and animal 
life. 

2. The aforementioned standards are to be approved by 
duly authoi . Russian Federation state organs in the 
area of envuonmental protection or sanitary and epide-
miological oversight upon recommendations from the 
agro-chemicl service of the Russian Federation and 
with considLation given to internaticnal standards. 

Article 31: Standards for Maxim: 'ermissible 
Reddual Quantities of Chemical Su.stances in Food 
Products 

1. Standards for maximum permissible residual quanti-
ties of harmful chemical substances in food products are 
to be established by means of detertnining the minimum 
permissible dose which is harmless to human health for 
each chemical substance used and for their combined 
effect. 

2. The aforementioned standards are to be approved by 
Russian Fei: uration state orga:1., for sanitary and epide-
miological oversight in consultation with the state agro-
chemical service of the Russian Federation. 

Article 32: Environmental Requirements for Products 

I.  Standards for new equipment, technologies, materials, 
substances and other pnxiucts which could have a 
harmful effect on the environment should include envi-
ronmental requirements which will prevent harm to the 
environment, human health and the human genetic pool. 

2. Environmental requirements for products for produc-
tion and consumption purposes should ensure compli-
ance with standards for maximum permissible effects on 
the environment in the process of production, storage, 
transportation and use of those products. 

3. The aforcmentioned requirements and methods of 
arriving at them are to be approved by duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the area of environ-
mental protection or sanitary and epidemiological 
oversight. 
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Article 33: Maximum Permissible Environmental 
Burden Standards 

When regional production complexes are being created 
and industry, agriculture, construction and rebuilding of 
cities and other population centers are being developed 
maximum permissible limits for environmental burden 
should be developed, taking into consideration the envi-
ronment's potential capacity, the need for rational utili-
zation of regional and natural resources in order to 
ensure more livable conditions, and the impermissibility 
of destroying natural ecological systems or causing irre-
versible changes   in the environment. 

Article 34: Standards for Sanitary and Protective Zones 

Standards for sanitary and protective zones and sanitary 
protection zones are to be established to safeguard 
bodies of water and other water supply sources, resort 
areas, therapeutic resort  zones, population centers and 
other areas from pollution and other harmful effects. 

Section V: State Environmental Assessments 

Article 35: The Goals and Principles of State 
Environniental Assessments 

1. State environmental assessments are to be conducted 
for the purpose of determining the appropriateness of 
commercial or other activities in terms of society's 
environmental safety. 

2. State environmental assessments are to be conducted 
according to the principles that assessments be manda-
tory and scientifically based, produce legitimate find-
ings, be independent and not be narrowly departmental 
in their organization and implementation, and should 
involved broad publicity and public input. 

Article 36: The Mandatory Nature of State 
Envirorunental Assessments 

I. State environmental assessments are a mandatory 
environmental protection measure preceding the making 
of a commercial decision, implementation of which 
could have an adverse effect on the environment 

2. The financing and realization of work on all pmjects 
and programs should be carried out only after a state 
environmental assessment has produced a positive 
finding. 

3. The procedure for conducting state environmental 
assessments of facilities of federal, republic or local 
importance is regulated by the legislation of the Russian 
Federation and its constituent republics. 

Article 37: Subjects of State Environmental 
Assessments 

Subject to state environmental assessments are all  pre-
planning, pre-project and project materials pertaining to 
sites and measures planned for realization within the 
territory of the Russian Federation, reganlless of their 

estimated cost' or ownership, as are the environmental 
grounds for the issuing of licenses and certi ficates. 

Article 38: Liability for Failure to Comply With the 
Requirements of State Environmental Assessments and 
the Responsibility of Experts 

1.The directors of enterprises, institutions or organiza-
tions, other officiaLs and personnel and private citizens 
are liable for failure to comply with the requirements 
contained in the findings of state enviromnental assess-
ments in accondance with current legislation. 

• 
2. The chairman and members of commissions of 
experts conducting the assessments bear responsible for 
the accuracy and validity of their findings in accordance 
with the laws of the Russian Federation. The conclusions 
of a commission of experts may be appealed in court or 
before an arbitration tribunaL 

•Article 39: Execution of Environmental Assessments 

1. Public environmental assessments conducted by sci-
entific collectives or public associations at their own 
initiative may become legally binding following confir-
mation of their findings by appropriate state environ-
mental assessment organs. 

2. The chairman and members of public collectives of 
experts bear responsible for the accuracy and validity of 
their expert assessments in accordance with the legisla-
tion of the Russian Federation. 

Section VI: Environmental Requirements in Connection 
With the Siting, Planning, Construction, Rebuilding or 
Startup of Enterprises, Installation and Other Farilities 

Article 40: General Enviromnental Requirements for the 
Siting, Planning, Construction, Rebuilding or Startup of 
Enterprises, Installations and Other Facilities 

1. In the process of the siting, technical and economic 
project justification, planning, construction, rebuilding 
or startup of enterprises and other facilities in industry, 
agriculture, transportation, energy production, maritime 
industry or municipal services or during the laying of 
electrical lines, communication lines or pipelines or 
construction of canals and other facilities which could 
have either a direct or indirect effect on the state of the 
environment, requirements ensuring protection of the 
environment and public health should be observed and 
steps talcen to protect the environment, make rational 
use of and renew natural resources, and restore the 
environnent 

2. Violation of the aforementioned requirements will 
result in suspension of operation .; until such time as the 
shortcomings have been eliminated or complete termi-
nation of efforts to site, plan, build, rebuild or start up 
environmentally harmful facilities; this may be done by 
order of duly authorized Russian Federation state organs 
in the area of environmental protection or sanitary and 
epidemiological crversight 
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Article 41: Environmental Requirements Pertaining to 
the Siting of Enterprises, Installkdons and Other 
Facilities 

1. When enterprises, installations and other facilities are 
sited compliance with environmental protection require-
ments, rational use and renewal of natural resources, 
recording of the imrrn.iiate and long-range ecological, 
economic, demographic and moral effects of the afore-
mentioned facilities should be assured, with priority 
given to protection for human health and the public's 
welfare. 

2. Selection of sites for the construction of enterprises, 
installations and other facilities should be carried out in 
accordance with Article 28 of the RSFSR Land Code and 
Article 11 of the RSFSR law: "On the San.itary and 
Epidemiolinical Welfare of the Public," and subsequent 
to receiving a positive finding from duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the area of environ-
mental protection or sanitary and epidemiological over-
sight and a decision by local organs of self-government. 
If necessary, decisions as to the siting of facilities which 
affect the public's environmental interests will be based 
on the outcome of a discussion or referendum. 

3. The decision to site major economic facilities should 
be made by the Russian Federation Supreme Soviet or 
the supreme soviets of the Russian Federation's constit-
uent republics based on the findings of a state environ-
mental asse:.sment. 

Article 42: Environmental Requirements for the 
Technical and Economic Justification of Projects and 
Planning for Enterprises, Installations and Other 
Facilities 

1. During the technical and economic justification of 
projects and the planning of enterprises, installations 
and other facilities consideration should be given to the 
current level of scientific and technical progress and to 
the maximum permissible environmental burden and 
provision made for reliable and effective measures to 
prevent or eliminate environmental pollution by 
harmful substances, the neutralization and utilization 
thereof, introduction of resource-conserving, low-wastc 
and no-waste technologies and types of production, 
rational use and renewal of natural resources and resto-
ration of the envirorunent. 

2. The technical and economic justification for projects 
and plans for the construction of enterprises, installa-
tions and other facilities should undergo state environ-
mental assessment, and if necessary public environ-
mental assessment as well. 

3. Projects which do not meet environmental require-
ments will not be approved, and work to carry hem out 
will not be financed by the banking institutions involved. 

Article 43: Environmental Requirements for the 
Building or Rebuilding of Enterprises, Installations and 
Other Facilities 

I.  The building or rebuilding of enterprises, installations 
and other facilities must be carried out on the basis of 
approved plans which have received a positive state 
environmental assessment and which are in strict com-
pliance with current environmental protection, public 
sanitation and construction standards and regulations. 

2. Ii  is forbidden to build or rebuild facilities prior to 
approval of a plan and allotment of a specific parcel of 
land for the project. It is not permitted to make changes 
in an approved project or the cost of planned work to the 
detriment of environmental safety requirements. 

3. When construction work is done measures must be taken 
to protect the environment, ensure rational use of natural 
resources, recultivate the land and other resources, land-
scape the area and restore the environment 

4. Violation of the requirements set forth in the present 
article of this law will result in suspension of the con-
struction work until such  tinte as the shortcomings have 
been eliminated; this may be done by duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the area of environ-
mental protection or sanitary and epidemiological over-
sight, with simultaneous suspension of financing for that 
work by the banlcing institutions involved. 

Article 44: Environmental Requirements Upon Startup 
of Enterprises, Installaiions and Other Facilities 

I.  Startup of enterprises, installations and other facilities 
is to be carried out on the condition that all  environ-
mental requirements set forth in the plan have been 
complied with in full and on the basis of documents 
issued by acceptance commissions created in conjunc-
tion with representatives of duly authorized Russian 
Federation state organs in the area of environmental 
protection or sanitary and epidemiological oversight. 

2. It is forbidden to put into operation facilities which 
are not equipped with modern technologies, installations 
and equipment for the treatment, neutralization and 
utilization of harmful wastes, emissions and discharges 
to the level of maximum permissible standards, as well 
as means of monitoring environmental pollution, or 
without completion of planned environmental protec-
tion woric, recultivation of land or restoration of the 
environment 

3. The chairmen and members of acceptance commissions 
bear personal responsibility for violation of procedures 
governing the approval of completed facilities in acconiance 
with the legislation of the Russian Federation. 
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Section VII: Environmental Requirements Pertaining to 
the Operation of Enterprises, Installations and Other 

Facilities or Performance of Other Activities 

Article 45: General Environmental Requirements for the 
Operation of Enterprises, Installations and Other 
Fadtides 

1. Enterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens are obligated to take effective measures to 
comply with the technological regime of and to meet the 
requin:ments for environmental protection, rational use 
of natural resources and restoration of the environment. 

2 F.nterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens must comply with established environmental 
quality standards through application of appnwed tech-
nologies, introduction of environmentally safe technolo-
gies and types of production, reliable and efficient oper-
ation of anti-pollution installations and equipment and 
means of pollution monitoring, neutralization and utili-
zation of wastes, and to take measures to protect the 
land, underground resources, water, forests and other 
vegetation and animal life and renew natural resources. 

3. Emission or discharge of harmful substances and 
burial of wastes are permitted on the basis of permits 
issued by duly authorized Russian Federation state 
organs in the area of environmental protection. These 
permits establish standards for maximum permissible 
emission or discharge of harmful substances and other 
conditions which will ensure protection for the environ-
ment and human health. 

4. For the purpose of transition to standards for max-
imum permissible emission or discharge of harmful 
substances, temporarily agreed-upon standards (limits) 
on the emission or discharge of harmful substances may 
be established, with simultanems approval of a plan for 
reducing the volume of emission or discharge to speci-
fied maximum levels. 

5. Violations of established standards for the emission, 
discharge or burial of harmful substances and other 
environmental protection conditions and requirements 
specified in a permit for the emission, discharge or burial 
of harmful substances or standards governing threats to 
human health will result in restriction, suspension or 
termination of the operations of enterprises, institutions 
or organizations and branches, departments, shops or 
installations thereof by order of duly authorized Russian 
Federation state organs in the azea of envirorunental 
protection or sanitary and epidemiological oversight, as 
well as Russian Federation trade unions, with simulta-
neous suspension of financing from banking institutions 
for the activities in question. 

6. Reorientation of activities by environmentally 
harmful facilities must be carried in consultation with 
duly authorized Russian Federation state organs in the 
area of environmental pollution or sanitary and epide-
miological oversight 

Article 46: Environmental Requirements Pertaining to 
Agriculture 

1.Enterprises, associations organizations and individual 
citizen  s engaged in agriculture are obligated to carry out 
a number of measures to protect soils, bodies of water, 
forests and other vegetation and animal life from the 
harmful effects of natural forces, side effects from the use 
of complex agricultural equipment, chemical substances, 
land improvement work and other factors which degrade 
the state of the environment and harm human health. 

2. Livestock farms and complexes and enterprises which 
process agricultural produce must have adequate sani-
tary protection zones and treatment facilities to prevent 
pollution of soils, surface water, ground vrater and the 
atmosphere. Violation of these requirements causing 
harm to the environment and human health will result in 
restriction, suspension or termination of environmen-
tally harmful activities by agricultural and other facilities 
by order of duly authorized Russian Federation state 
organs in the area of environmental protection or sani-
tary and epidemiological oversight 

Article 47: Environmental Requirements for the 
Planning, Design or Execution of Land Eterlamation 
Work 

1 Enterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens are obligated when planning, designing or exe-
cuting land reclamation work and using reclamation 
systems to maintain the water balance and ensure 
rational utilization of the land, economical water usage, 
protection for the land, forests and other vegetation from 
depletion, flooding or ground water rise and to prevent 
other adverse environmental effects. 

2. Violation of these requirements will result in suspen-
sion of the planning, construction or use of those systems 
until the shortcomings are eliminated or termination of 
such work by order of duly authorized Russian Federa-
tion state organs in the area of environmental protection, 
with simultaneous termination of financing of the work 
by banking institutions. 

Article 48: Environmental Requirements for Energy 
Production Facilities 

1. The siting, planning, construction and operation of 
energy production enterprises, installations and other 
facilities must be carried out in accordance with the 
requirements contained in articles 40-45 of the present 
law. 

2. During the siting, planning and construction of hydro-
electric power plants full consideration must be given to 
the actual electric power needs of the region in question, 
the local topography of the site, measures to ensure 
maximum preservation of the land and forests, popula-
tion centers, and natural, historical and cultural land-
marks, and to ensure effective protection of fish, timely 
utilization of timber and fertile soil layers during 
clearing and flooding of the reservoir, and to prevent 
negative environmental changes. 
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3. During the siting, planning, construction, startup and 
operation of nuclear power plants measures must be 
taken to ensure the complete radiation safety of the 
environment and the population in accordance with 
international regulations. It is forbidden to site, plan or 
build nuclear power plants in areas with a large concen-
tration of population, resorts, recreational areas or ther-
apeutic resort areas, in sanitary protection zones, in 
active seismic zones, in the vicinity of large bodies of 
water of republic importance, or near traditional sites of 
large-scale public recreation and treatment 

4. During the planning and construction of thermal 
electric power stations it is essential that provision be 
made to equip them with highly efficient filters and other 
means of removing harmful wastes, emissions and dis-
charges and to utilize environmenta lly safe types of fuel. 

5. Violation of these requirements will result in suspen-
sion of the planning, construction or operation of energy 
production facilities until such time as the shortcomings 
discovered have been eliminated, or termination of their 
operations by order of duly authorized Russian Federa-
tion state organs in the arca of environmental protection 
or sanitary and epidemiological oversip,ht 

Article 49: Environinentsd Requirements for the 
Planning, Building or Rebuilding of Cities and Other 
Population Centers 

1. The planning, building or rebuilding of cities and 
other population centers must meet the requirements 
contained in Article 11 of the RSFSR law "On the 
Sanitary and Epidemiological Welfare of the Public" and 
the present law and provide the population with the 
most favorable environmental conditions for life, work 
and recreation. Industrial and transportation enterprises 
and installations, principal lines of transportation and 
other commercial facilities must be located in such a way 
as to preclude the negative effect of harmful factors on 
the public's health and sanitary conditions. 

2. During the planning and building of cities and other 
population centers provision should be made for the 
sanna; y purification, neutralization, utilization, storage, 
environmentally safe removal, processing or burial of 
municipal and household wastes. 

3. In order to protect the environment around major 
cities and industrial centers and environmentally 
harmful facilities forest parks, green belts and protective 
zones are to be established and withdrawn from inten-
sive commercial use, with restricted natural resource use 
allowed. 

Article 50: Environmental Requirements Gove rn ing the 
Use of Radioactive Materials 

1. Enterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens are obligated to comply with regulations gov-
erning the production, storage, transport, use, utiliza-
tion, removal and burial of radioactive substances 
(sources of ionizing radiation and nuclear materials) and 

not permit levels of radiation higher than permissible 
standards, or in the event that those standard levels are 
exceeded to immediately inform organs which oversee 
radiation safety of excessive radiation levels presenting a 
threat to human health and the environment, and take 
measures to eliminate the pollution sources. 

2. Enterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens that do not comply with regulations governing 
the handling of radioactive materials may by order of 
duly authorized Russian Federation state organs in the 
area of environmental protection or sanitary and epide-
miological oversight be denied the right to use those 
materials, or have their operations involving the use of 
such materials suspended until such time as the short-
comings have been eliminated. 

3. Importation of radioactive wastes and materials from 
other states for the purposes of storage or burial, the 
disposal of radioactive materials 1111. 1 ":water or the 
sending of such materials into oùter space for disposal is 
forbidden. 

Article 51: Environmental Requirements Governing the 
Commercial Use of Chemical Substances 

1. Enterprises, institutions, organizations, officials 
thereof and individual citizens are obligated to abide by 
regulztions governing the production, storage, transport 
and use of chemical substances which are used in agri-
culture as pesticides, growth stimulators and chemical 
fertilizers or in other sectors of the economy, and to 
comply with established standards for the use thereof 
and take steps to prevent adverse effects from their use 
on human health and the environment. 

2. The State Committee for Sanitary and Epidemiolog-
ical Oversig,ht under the President of the Russian Fed-
eration shall in conjunction with Russian Federation 
Ministry of Agriculture organs periodi rally approve a list 
of chemical compounds approved for use in agriculture, 
as well as maximum permissible standards for residual 
content of chemical substances in food products. 

3. Use of new chemical  substances capable of having a 
direct or indirect effect on human health is permitted 
only with permission from the State Committee for 
Sanitary and Epidemiological Oversig,ht under the Pres-
ident of the Russian Federation. It is forbidden to use 
toxic chemical compouncis which do not break down or 
have an active effect on the human organism or the 
environment Regulations governing protection of the 
environment intended to protect human health from the 
harmful effects of chemical substances used in the 
economy are to be approved by duly authorized Russian 
Federation state organs in the area of environmental 
protection or sanitary and epidemiological oversight 

4. Violation of the aforementioned regulations which 
present a threat to huma.n health from chemical pollu-
tion of the environment will result in a ban on the 
production, storage, transport or use of the chemical 
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compounds in question, if so molved by the Russian 
Federation State Commi ttee for Sanitary and Epidemi-
ological Oversight • 

Article 52: Protection of the Environment From 
Harmful Biological Effects 

1. During the siting, planning, construction, startup and 
use of enterprises, installations and other facilities and 
technologies which have a harmful effect on the environ-
ment standards for maximum permissible concentra-
tions of microbes, fungi, viruses and other types of 
microorganisms and biological substances in the envi-
ronment must be complied  with  those standards are to 
be approved by duly authorized Russian Federation 
state organs in the field of sanitary and epidemiological 
oversight 

2 Enterprises, institutions, organizations or private cit-
izens capable of having a biological effem on the envi-
ronment are obligated to ensure environmenta lly safe 
production, storage, transport, use and disposal of 
microorganisms and biological substances, and develop 
and carry out measures to prevent accidents and disas-
ters, and to prevent adverse biological effects on the 
environment, human health and the human genetic pool 
and eliminate the consequenom thereof. 

3. It is forbidden to use or cultivate biologicals which are 
not native to a region or biologicals obtained by artificial 
means unless effective measures have been developed to 
prevent the =controlled spread thereof. 

4. Observation of and recording of sources of biological 
effems on the environment and monitoring of the level 
thereof are t,o be conducted by duly authorized Russian 
Federation state organs in the field of sanitary and 
epidemiological oversight 

5. Levels in excess of established standards for max-
imum permissible levels of biological effect on the envi-
ronment and violation of procedures for the production, 
storage and use of biological types of microorganisms 
and substances will result in suspension or termination 
of the operations of the enterprises or other facilities 
which are the sources of the pollution in question by 
orders of duly authorized Russian Federation state 
organs in the field of sanitary and epidemiological over-
sight 

Article 53: Protection of the Environment From Noise, 
Vibration, Magnetic Fields and Other Adverse Physical 
Effects 

1. Local soviets of people's deputies, enterprises, insti-
tutions, organizations and individual citizens are obli-
pled to take the measures necessary to prevent adverse 
effects from and eliminate intensive production-related 
noise and vibration, the harmful effects of magnetic 
fields and other adverse physical influences on the 
environment in production areas, public buildings and 
residential buildings, on streets, in courtyard.s, in the 

squares of cities and other population centers, in sub-
urban recreational zones, at mass gathering sites and at 
viildlife breeding grounds. 

2. It is forbidden to exceed standards for maximum 
permissible levels of influence on human health and the 
environment by production-related and transportation-
related noise, vibration, magnetic fields and other 
harmful physical effects. Measures to guarantee compli-
ance with the aforementioned standards must be devel-
oped in the course of the planning and construction of 
cities and other population centers, planning for the 
building or rebuilding of enterprises, shops or produc-
tion lines, creation and introduction into use of new 
equipment, and the rebuilding, planning and use of 
ground, water and air transportation. 

3. Violation of the aforementioned standards will result 
in suspension of or .termination of the operation of 
enterprises, shops, units of machinery and other equip-
ment or operation of means of transportation and other 
sources of harmful effects from noise, vibration, mag-
netic fields and other harmful physical influences until 
such time as the shortcomings in question have been 
eliminaterL 

Article 54: Protection of the Environment From 
Production-Related and Household Wastes 

1. Local soviets of people's deputies, enterprises, insti-
tutions, organizations and individual citizens are obli-
gated to take effective measures to neutralize, process, 
utilize, store or bury production-related and household 
wastes, and to comply with current environmental, pub-
lic-health and anti-epidemic standards and regulations. 

2. The storage and burial of wastes must take place at 
sites specified by a decision of local govermnent organs 
by agreement with duly authorized Russian Fedemtion 
state organs in the area of environmental protection or 
sanitary and epidemiological oversight. 

3. It is forbidden to discharge wastes and septic waste 
water into publicly used bodies of water or underground 
aquifers. 

4. Burial of potentially dangerous and particularly toxic 
wastes must be carried out with permission from duly 
authorized Russian Federation slate organs in the area of 
environmental protection in consultation with Russian 
Federation organs for sanitary and epidemiological over-
sight 

5. It is forbidden to store toxic wastes, including wastes 
from the nuclear industry, in areas near cities and other 
population centers, in forest preserves, in mort areas, in 
therapeutic and recreational zones and other places 
where they might present a threat to human health and 
the condition of the environment 
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6. Permission for burial or other disposal of radioactive 
wastes must be issued by duly authorized Russian Fed-
eration state organs in the area of environmental protec-
tion in consultation with Russian Federation state 
organs for sanitary and epidemiological oversight. 

7. Violation of the aforementioned regulations will result 
in restriction, suspension or termination of the opera-
tions of enterprises or other facilities by order of duly 
authorized Russian Fedemtion state organs in the area of 
environmental protection or sanitary and epidemiolog-
ical oversight. 

Article 55: Environmentsd Requirements Governing 
Nlilitary and Defense Facilities and Military Operations 

1. The environmental requirements set forth in the 
present law regarding the siting, construction, startup 
and use of enterprises, instaLations and other facilities 
are fully applicable to military and defense facilities and 
military operations carried out within the territory of the 
Russian Fedemtion, and to the deployment of troops 
and military equipment (except in special sitùations). 

2. Pu'rsuant to the laws of the Russian Fedemtion mili-
tary organs are obligated to maice compensation for 
damages caused to the environment or human health. 

Article 56: Protection of the Earth's Ozone Layer 

1. Protection of the environment from ecologically haz-
ardous changes in the Earth's ozone layer is to be 
ensured by: 

—observation, recording and monitoring of changes in 
climate and the ozone layer as a result of commercial 
activities and other processes; 

—establishment of and compliance with standards for 
maximum permissible discharges of harmful sub-
stances which effect the condition of climate and the 
ozone layer; -  

—regulation of the production and household use of 
chemical substances which destroy the ozone layer, 

—imposition of punitive measures in response to viola-
tion of these requirements. 

2. In accordance with an international agreement minis-
tries, agencies, enterprises, institutions and organiza-
tions are obligated to reduce and eventually completely 
cease the production and use of chemical substances 
which have an adverse effect on the ozone layer. 

3. A list of chemical substances and production waltes 
which have an adverse effect on the condition of the 
Earth's ozone layer is to be approved by duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the arta of environ-
mental protection and announced to all ministries, agen-
cies, enterprises, institutions and organizations. 

4. Monitoring of compliance with these requirements is 
to be carried out by duly authorized Russian Federation 
state organs in the field of environment protection.  

5. Violation of established procedure for the production 
or use of chemical substances which adversely effect the 
condition of the ozone layer will result in suspension or 
termination of opemtions by enterprises, institutions, 
organizations, individuals citizens, units of machinery, 
production lines or equipment by order of duly autho-
rized Russian Fedemtion state organs in the area of 
enviromnental protection. 

Article 57: Drafdng and Realization of Projects With 
Significant Environmental Effect 

It is forbidden to draft or realize economic projects 
which involve disruption or destruction of highly pro-
ductive natural ecolog il systems and the natural bal-
ance, unfavorable cha,Ages in climate or the Earth's 
ozone layer, destruction of the genetic pool of plant and 
animal life, or other irreversible consequences for 
human health and the environment 

Section VIII: Enviromnental Emergencies 

Article 58: Environmental Emergency Zones 

I.  Environmental emergency zones may be declared in 
sections of Russian Federation territory where as a result 
of commercial or other activities persistent negative 
changes have occurred in the environment which 
threaten public health, the state of ecological systems 
and the genetic stock of plants and annuals. 

2. Envirotunental emergency zones may be declared by 
decree of the Russian Federation Supreme Soviet or at 
the recommendation of duly authorized Russian Feder-
ation state organs in the arr-a of environmental protec-
tion based on the findings of a state environmental 
ELSSCSSMellt. 

3. Within an environmental emergency zone the activity 
which has had a negative effect on the environment must 
be terminated and opemtions suspended at enterprises, 
institutions, organizations, shops, units of machinery 
and equipment which have an adverse effect on human 
health, the human genetic pool and the environment, 
restrictions must be placed on various types of natural 
resource use, and ongoing measures must be taken to 
restore and renew natural resources. 

4. Financing of efforts to restore environmental emer-
gency zones comes primarily from the funds of the 
ministries, agencies, enterprises, institutions and organi-
zations directly responsible for environmental degrada-
tion, accidents or disasters, as well as from special 
purpose funds in the federal and republic budgets. 

Article 59: Environmental Disaster Areas 

1. Environmental disaster areas may be declared within 
sections of Russian Federation territory where as a result 
of commercial or other aCtivities profound irreversible 
changes have occurred in the environment, resulting in a 
significant worsening of public health, disruption of the 
natural balance, destruction of natural ecological sys-
tems and degradation of flora and fauna. 
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2. Environmental disaster areas may be declared in the 
sanie  manner as environmental emergency zones. 

Within an environmental disaster zone the operations of 
commercial facilities are halted, except those which pro-
vide services to the population within the disaster zone; a 
ban must also be issued on all construction or rebuilding of 
commercial facilities, substantial restrictions placed on all 
types of natural resource use and ongoing measures taken 
to restore and renew natural resources and improve the 
condition of the environment 

3. Financing of measures to restore environmental 
disaster zones comes from the same sources outlines in 
the fourth part of Article 58 of the present law. 

Section IX: Specially Protected Natural Areas and Sites 

Article 60: The Russian Federation Nature Preserve 
System 

1.State nature preserves, including biosphere presenres, 
state reserves, national parks, natural landmarks and 
rare or threatened plants and animals which have been 
registered in the Russian Federation Red Book and the 
red books of Russian Federation constituent republics 
together constitute the Russian Federation nature pre-
serve system and are subject to special protection by the 
state for the sake of the present and future generations. 

2. Removal of lands from the Russian Federation nature 
preserve system is forbidden. 

3. The nature preserve system is under the jurisdiction 
and control of duly authorized state organs of the Rus-
sian Federation and iu constituent republics in the area 
of environmental protection. 

4. Regulations governing the nature preserve system and 
its component parts are set forth in the present law, 
legislation expanding upon it  and  other standardizing acts 
of the Russian Federation and its  constituent  republics. 

Article 61: State Nature Preserves 

1. State nature preserves are defined as natural com-
plexes (land, underground resources, water, flora and 
fauna) which have been permanent removed from com-
mercial use and which are not subject to expropriation 
by any means for any other purposes and are specially 
protected by law, which are of environmental protection-
related, scientific or ecological educational significance 
as benchmarics for the natund environment, typical or 
rare landscapes, or places for the preservation of the 
genetic stock of plant and animal life. 

2. State nature preserfes are environmental protection 
research institutions which have as their purpose the 
preservation and study of typical and unique ecological 
systems, the genetic pool of living organisms and the 
natural course of processes and phenomena. 

3. A separate component of state nature preserves are 
biosphere preserves officially recognized by UNESCO as  

parts of an international network of observation stations 
for tracicing changes in the state of the environment 
under the influence of human activities. 

4. State nature preserves are established by the Govern-
ment of the Russian Federation and the councils of 
ministers of the  Ru-tin  Federation's constituent repub-
lics at the recomrnendation of duly authorized state 
organs of the Russian Federation and ils constituent 
republics for the purpose of protecting natural com-
plexes, preserving and renewing wild plant and animal 
life, studying the laws of nature and monitoring the state 
of the environment and changes therein. 

5. Within the territory of state nature preserves it is 
forbidden to engage in commercial, recreational or other 
activities which run counter to the purposes of the 
preserve or which damage the environment. Research, 
restorative or fire protection work should not run 
counter to the goals of the preserve. 

6. In order to maintain the preservation regirrie within a 
preserve, protective zones may be established around its 
territory, within the bœmds of which zones it is for-
bidden to engage in activities which could have a nega-
tive effect on the preservation regime. 

7. The preservation regime at state preserves is to be 
upheld by preserve patrol services. 

Article 62: State Nature Reserves 

1. State nature resents are defmed as natural complex 
intended for the preservation or renewal of certain types 
of natural resources in combination with restricted and 
authorized use of other types of natural resources. 

2. State nature reserves of federal-wide significance are 
to be established by the Government of the Russian 
Federation at the recommendation of duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the area of environ-
mental protection; those of republic significance are to 
be established by the councils of ministers of the Russian 
Federation's constituent republics; those of local signif-
icance are to be established by decision of a kray or 
oblast soviet of people's deputies in consultation with 
duly authorized Russian Federation state organs in the 
area of environmental protection, with the goal of pre-
serving or renewing natural resources, protecting natural 
landscapes, recreational areas and natural landmarks, 
and maintaining the ecological balance. 

3. Commercial, recreational and other acti vities are 
forbidden within the territory of a reserve if they run 
counter to the goals for which the reserve was founded or 
damage the environment 

4. Eau/prises, institutions and organizations within 
whose territory reserves have been established are obli-
gated to talcs steps to ensure compliance with the pres-
ervation regime established for those reserves. 
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5. Internal reserves may be established by decision of the 
administration of ag,ricultural, forestry, hunting and 
fishing enterprises, institutions and orgzutizations on 
lands belonging to them for the purpose of ensuring 
rational land use and preservation of particularly valu-
able natural sites, as well as rational use of natural 
TeSOUTCCS. 

Article 63: National Parks 

1. National parks are der .ied as specially protected 
natural complexes which have been removed from com-
mercial use and which are of ecological, genetic, scien-
tific, ecological educational or recreational significance 
as typical or rare landscapes, habitats for communities of 
wild plants .and animals, and sites for recreation, 
tourism, excursions and public education. 

2. National parks may be established by decrees of the 
Government of the Russian Federation at the recom-
mendation of duly authorized Russian Federation state 
organs in the area of environmental protection or by the 
councils of ministers of the Russian Federation's constit-
uent rePublics for the purpose of preserving the environ-
ment, including the traditional homes of the small peo-
ples of the North, as well as conducting public 
environmental education and organizing public recre-
ation and tourist development. 

3. Within the territory of national parks it is forbidden to 
engage in commercial or other activities which run 
counter to the goals and purposes for which the parks 
were founded or which damage the environment 

4. National parks are environmental protection institu-
tions, the territory of which is intended for use for 
environmental protection, recreational, educational, sci-
entific and cultural purposes. 

5. Special preserve, reserve and recreational zones may 
be established within the territory of national parks in 
order to protect and ensure rational use of natural 
resources. Special protective zones with a restricted 
natural use regime may be established around national 
parks. 

6. Compliance with the national park  reg me  will be 
ensured by the national park service. 

Article 64: Natural Landmarks 

1. Natural landmarks are defined as natural sites and 
natural complexes which are of relic, scientific, historical 
or erological educational significance and which require 
special state protection. 

2. Natural sites and complexes may be declared natural 
landmarlcs by decree of the Crovernrnent of the Russian 
Federation, by decree of the Russian Federation's con-
stituent republics or by decision of the autonomous 
oblast and autonomous olcrugs, krays and °blasts at the 
recommendation of duly authorized state organs in the 
area of environmental protection. 

3. Natural sites and complexes which have been declared 
natural landmarks are to be completely removed from 
commercial use. Any activities which damage the natural 
landmark or its si. - ounding environment or degrade its 
condition and state of preservation are forbidden. 

4. Enterprises, institutions and organizations within the 
territory of which are located natural sites and com-
plexes which have been declared natural landmarks bear 
full responsibility for the condition and preservation 
thereof. 

Article 65: Protec:ion of Rare an'  Threatened Plant and 
Animal Species 

1. The Russian Federation Red Book and the red books 
of the Russian Federation's constituent republics were 
established in order to protect rare and threatt d plant 
and animal species. 

2. Plants and PnimAls listed among the species entered in 
the red books are subject to withdrawal from commercial 
use in all places. Activities resulting in reduction in the 
number of those plants and animals or degradation of 
their habitats are forbidden. 

3. Enterprises, institutions, organizations and other land 
users within the territory of which are located plants and 
animaLs listed among the species in the red books are 
obligated to take measures to protect and renew those 
types of plants and animals. 

4. The procedures for protection of rare and threatened 
plants and urinals and registry in the Russian Federation 
Red Book and the red books of the Russian Federation's 
constituent republics are to be established by the laws of 
the Russian Federation and its constituent republics. 

Article 66: Environmental Protection in Health Resort 
and Treatment Facility Areas 

I.  Health resort  and treatment facility areas are recog-
nized as specially protected territories, along with bodies 
of water possessing natural therape"  c  properties, min-
eral springs and climatic and other conditions favorable 
to the treatment and prevention of illness. 

2. Sanitary protection districts may be established for the 
purpose of preserving the natural properties and thera-
peutic means of health resort and therapeutic zones, 
protecting them from degradation, pollution or prema-
ttut depletion; within the bounds of those districts it is 
forbidden to perform work which pollutes the soil, 
springs or air or which harms forests and has a negative 
effect on the therapeutic properties and sanitary state of 
specially protected arras. 

3. The procedure for declaring an area a natural zone or 
therapeutic zone and the regulations governing protec-
tion thereof are to be defined by a decree issued by the 
Government of the Russian Federation. 
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The procedure for use of land in the aforementioned 
zones is to be established by the lavés of the Rus-in 

 Federation and its constituent republics. 

Article 67: Protection of _Greenbelts 

1. Special suburban greenbelu may be created around 
cities and industrial towns; these may include both protec-
tive forest park belts and areas which perform environ-
mentally protective (environment-forming or ecologica), 
sanitary and hygienic or recreational functions. 

2. Within greenbelts it is forbidden to engage in com-
mercial activity which has a negative effect on the 
performance of their ecological, sanitary and hygienic or 
recreational functions. 

3. The borders of greenbelts are to be determined by the 
capital of Russian Federation constituent republics and 
kray and oblast centers by the counciLs of ministers of the 
corresponding republics and by kray or oblast soviets of 
people's deputies. 

Section X: Environmental Monitoring 

Article 68: Purposes of Environmental Monitoring 

1. Environmental monitoring has as its purposes: obser-
vation of the state of the tmvironment and changes 
therein under the influence of commercial or other 
activities; oversight of implementation of plans and 
measures pertaining to environmental protection, 
rational use of natuzal resources, restoration of the 
environment and compliance with the requiremenu of 
environmental protection legislation and environmental 
quality standards. 

2. The environmental monitoring system is comprised of 
the state service for monitoring the state of the environ-
ment and other state, commercial and public monitoring 
systems. 

Article 69: The State Service for Monitoring the State 
of the Environment 

1. The state service for monitoring the state of the 
environment is to be established for the purpose of 
observing the physical, chemical and biological processes 
taking place in the environment, the level of environ-
mental pollution in the air, soils and bodies of water, the 
effects of pollution on plants and animals, and providing 
interested organizations and the public with ongoing and 
emergency information regarding changes in the envi-
ronment and warnings and projections regartling the 
state of the envinmment. 

2. The state service for monitoring the state of the 
environment is to be carried out by duly authorized 
Russian Federation state organs in the area of environ-
mental protection, with participation by ministries and 
agencies via an observation system in cities and indus-
trial centers, at water facilities, in individual regions and 
in outer space.  

3. The procedure for the establishment and functioning 
of the state system for monitoring the state of the 
environment is to be regulated by a decreed approved by 
the Government of the Russian Federation. 

Article 70: State Environmental Monitoring 

1. State environmental monitoring in the Russian Fed-
eration is to be carried out by the Russian Federation 
Supreme Soviet, the supreme soviets of the Russian 
Federation's constituent republics, the Goveniment of 
the Russian Federation, the councils of ministers of the 
Rn-in  Federation's constituent republics, the soviets 
of people's deputies of the autonomous oblast, autono-
mous okrugs, bays and oblasts, and duly authorized 
state organs of the Russian Federation and its constit-
uent republics in the area of environmental protection 
and sanitary and epidemiological oversight. 

2. Officials in state environmental monitoring organs 
have a right, in accordance with their authority and 
according to established procedure, to: 

—visit enterprises, institutions and organizations 
regardless of their form of ownership or subordina-
tion, including military units, specie facilities and 
services under the Ministry of Defense, intenaal affairs 
organs and state security, and inspect documents, 
analyses and other materiaLs required for the perfor-
mance of their official duties; 

--inspect the operations of anti-pollution equipment 
and other neutralizing devices, means for monitoring 
thereof, compliance with environmental quality stan-
dards and environmental protection legislation, and 
implementation of environmental protection plans 
and measures; 

—issue permission to emit, discharge or store harmful 
substances; 

—establish standards for the emission or discharge of 
harmful substances by point sources of environmental 
pollution in consultation with organs of sanitary and 
epidemiological oversight; 

—appoint state environmental assessment groups and 
monitor compliance with their findings; 

--require elimination of shortcomings uncovered and 
within the bounds of the authority granted to them 
give instructions or provide findings on the siting, 
planning, construction, rebuilding, startup or use of 
facilities; 

—impose administrative penalties on guilty parties 
according to established procedure, submit materials 
regarding disciplinary, administrative or criminal 
action, and file suit in court or before an arbitration 
tribunal regarding compensation for damages caused 
to the environment or human health by violations of 
environmental legislation; 
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—make decisions regarding restriction, suspension or 
termination of the operations of enterprises, installa-
tions and other facilities and any activities which 
damage the environment and present a potential 
threat to human health. • 

These decisions are binding on all ministries and agen-
cies, enterprises, institutions, organizations, officials and 
individual citizens. On the basis of such decisions the 
corresponding banking institutions will cease fmancing 
the banned activities until such time as the ban is 
repealed by a state environmental monitoring organ. 

3. Decisions by state environmental monitoring organs 
and officials may be appealed in court or before an 
arbitration tribunal. 

Article 71: Production-Related Environmental 
Monitoring 

1. Production-related environmental monitoring is to be 
performed by the environmental services of enterprises, 
institutions and organizations and will have the goal of 
verifying compliance with plans and measures for envi-
ronmental protection, restoration of the environment, 
rational use of natural resources and renewal of natural 
resources, compliance with environmental quality stan-
dards and compliance with the requirements of environ-
mental protection legislation. 

2. The procedure for organizing production-related envi-
ronmental monitoring is regulated by statutes approved 
by enterprises, institutions and organizations on the 
basis of the present law. 

Article 72: Public Environmental Monitoring 

I. Public environmental monitoring is performed by 
Russian Federation trade unions and other public asso-
ciations, labor collectives and citizens, and has as its goal 
verification of compliance with the present law by min-
istries and agencies, enterprises, institutions and organi-
zations (regardless of their form of ownership or subor-
dination), officials and private citizens. 

2. The procedure for conducting public environmental 
monitoring is regulated by the present law and legislation 
on Russian Federation trade unions, labcir collectives 
and public associations. 

Section XI: Environmental Training, Education and 
Scientific Research 

Article 73: The Universe, Comprehensive and 
Continuing Nature of Environmental Training and 
Education 

In order to raise society's level of environmental awareness 
and improve the professional training of specialists a 
system of universal, comprehensive and continuing envi-
ronmental training and education is to be established; this 
system will encompass the entire process of preschool and 
school-age training and education, the professional 
training of specialists at secondary and higher educational 

institutions, and advanced training for those specialists, 
and will raa. e, use of the mass media. 

Article 74: Required Nature of Environmental 
instruction  at Educational  institutions 

1.Mastery of the minimum of environmental knowledge 
necessary for the formation of citizens' environmental 
awareness will be ensured at all preschool, secondary and 
higher educational institutions regardless of their overall 
orientation by the mandatory teaching of environmental 
fundamentals. 

2. In accordance with their orientation specialized sec-
ondary and higher educational institutions may make 
provision to teach special courses on environmental 
protection and rational use of natural resources. 

Article 75: Vocational Environmental Training for 
Administrators and Spetialists 

1. The heads of mliiistries and agencies, enterprises, 
institutions and organizations, other officials and spe-
cialists and private citàzens connected with activities 
which have an adverse effect on the environment and 
human health within the territory of the Russian Feder-
ation are oblig,ated to have essential environmental 
training, which will be taken into consideration when 
they are hired, certified or recertified. 

2. Persons who do not have the necessary training are not 
permitted to perform jobs which require appropriate 
environmental knowledge. 

Article 76: Dissemination of Environmental Knowledge 

1. In order to teach a thoughtful attitude toward nature 
and rational use of its riches environmental knowledge 
and information on environmental legislation should be 
disseminated. 

2. Dissemination of information  about the environment 
and environmental legislation is to be carried out by 
organs and trade unions of the Russian Federation and 
by public associations and the mass media. 

Article 77: Environmental Research 

1.The Russian Academy of Sciences, sector-based acad-
emies of sciences, state organs for science and tech-
nology, environmental protection and education, minis-
tries and agencies, scientific institutions and higher 
educational institutions develop and approved compre-
hensive programs and plans for scientific research in the 
area of environmental protection and restoration and 
rational use and renewal of natural resources and create 
the necessary conditions for effective environmental 
research and applications of the findings of that research. 

2. Scientists and specialists at scientific institutions take 
part in the development and realization of comprehensive 
and targeted environmental programs (at the international, 
republic and regional levels) and planning work, and serve 
as members of scientific-technical and expert councils, 
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rendering assistance with the performance of practical tasks 
in connection with raticinal natural resource use and envi-
ronmental protection, participate in the molding of society's 
environmental awareness and bear personal responsibility 
for the scientific roults of their projects. 

Section XIL Resolution of Disputes in the Area of 
Environmental Protection 

Article 78: Resolution of Disputes Between Enterprises, 
Institutions, Organizations and Citizens in the  Axes  of 
Envirmunental Protection 

1.Disputes between enterprises, institutions and organi-
zations in the area of enviromnental protection are to be 
resolved by soviets of people's deputies according to a 
procedure established by Russian Federation legislation. 

2. Disputes over environmental protection invohring 
citizens are subject to court hearings. 

3. Property disputes stemming from compensation for 
damages caused to the environment or human health are 
to be resolved by a court or arbitration tribunal in 
accordance with the jurisdiction -theme 

Article 79: Resolution of Disputes in the Ares  of 
Environmental Protection Between Enterprises, 
Institutions and Organizations Located Within the 
Territory of the Constituent Republica of the Russian 
Federation, Krays, Oblast*, Autonomous Oblast and 
Autonomous Okrugs 

1. Disputes in the area of environmental protection 
between enterprises, institutions and organizations 
located within the tenitory of the Russian Federation's 
constituent republics, bays, oblasts, autonomous oblast 
and autonomous okrugs are to be considered by commis-
sions created on a parity basis from among representa-
tives of the Russian Federation constituent republics 
involved, the autonomous °blast, autonomous okrugs, 
bays and °blasts. If the commission cannot agree upon 
a decision, then the disputes are to be resolved by a 
commission created by the Russian Federation Supreme 
Soviet, the decision of which is binding. 

2. Property disputes in the area of environmental protection 
between enterprises, institutions and organizations located 
within the territory of various constituent republics of the 
Russian Federation, krays and °blasts, the autonomous 
oblast and autonomous okrugs are to be considered by the 
Russian Federation Supreme Arbitration Tribunal. 

Article 80: Resolution of Disputes in the Ares  of 
Environmental Protection Between Enterprises, 
Institutions and Organizations Located Withht the 
Territory of the Russian Federation and Other 
Sovereign States 

Disputes in the area of environmental protection between 
enterprises, institutions and organizations located within 
the territcrry of the Russian Federation and other sovereign 
states are to be resolved according to a procedure estab-
lished by agreements between the sovereign states. 

Section XIII: Liability for Violations of Environmental 
Legislation 

Article 81: Types of liability for Violations of 
Environmental Legislation 

VioLltors of environmental legislation, i.e. persons respon-
sible for illegal actions which violate environmental pro-
tection legislation and muse harm to the environment and 
human health, officials and citizens bear disciplinary, 
administrative or criminal, civil legal or material liability, 
and enterprises, institutions and organizations bear 
administrative and civil legal liability in accordance with 
the present law and other legislative acts of the Russian 
Federation and its constituent republics. 

Article 82: Disciplinary Lis' batty for Environmental 
Misdemeanors 

1. In accordance with statutes, charters and regulations 
governing internal procedures and other standardizing 
acts officials and other gitilty parties and employees of 
enterprises, institutions and organizations bear disci-
plinary liability for failure to carry out plans  and mea-
sures pertaining to environmental protection and 
rational use of natural resources, for violation of envi-
ronmental quality standards and the requirements of 
environmental protection legislation, depending upon 
their job description or official position. 

2.The heads of enterprises, institutions, organizations and 
other responsible officies may be fully or completely 
denied bonuses and other means of incentives for failure to 
carry out plans and measures in connection with environ-
mental protection or violation of environmental quality 
standards and environmental protection legislation. 

Article 83: Material Liability of Officials and Other 
Employees Guilty of Causing Damage as a Result of 
Violations of Environmental Legislation 

Officials and other employees by whose fault an enter-
prise, institution or organization is forced to make 
compensation payrnents for damages caused by a viola-
tion of environmental legislation bear material liability 
toward enterprises, institutions and organizations in 
accordance with labor legislation.. 

Article 84: Administrative Liability for Violations of 
Enviromnental Legislation 

1. Officials and private citizens, enterprises, institutions 
and organizations which are responsible for the fol-
lowing are guilty of violating environmental legislation: 

—failure to comply with norms, standards and other 
environmental quality requirements; 

—failure to perform obligations to conduct state envi-
ronmental assessments or to comply with require-
ments contained in the fmdings of an environmental 
assessment, or willful submission of incorrect or 
unfounded assessment findings; 
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—violation of environmental requirements during the 
design, technical and economic justification, plan-
ning, siting, construction, rebuilding, startup or oper-
ation of enterpnses, installations, production lines 
and other facilities; 

--environmental pollution and resultant damage to 
human health, plant and animal life or the property of 
citizens and corporate  bodies; 

—degradation of, damages to or destruction of natural 
sites, including natural landmarks, or depletion and 
destruction of nature preserve complexes and natural 
ecological systems; 

—violation of established procedure or regulations gov-
erning the extraction, collection, procurement, sale, 
purchase, acquisition, exchange,  mailing,  import or 
export  of objects from the plant or animal world or 
products thereof, as well as botanical, zoological and 
mineralogical collections; 

—failure to comply with  mandate - measures aimed at 
restoring disrupted environments and renewing natural 

• resources; 

—failure to follow instructions from organs which carry 
out state environmental monitoring; 

—violations of environmental requirements with regard 
to the neutralization, processing, utilization, storage 
or burial of production-related and household wastes; 

—failure to comply with environmental requirements gov-
erning the commercial use of radioactive materials, 
chemical substances and other harmful substances or 
burial thereof; 

—levels in excess of established standards for maximum 
permissible levels of radioactive effect; 

—levels in excess of established standards for maximum 
permissible levels of biological effect on the environ-
ment, or violation of the procedure for the storage and 
use of microorganisms and biological substances; 

—production and use of banned chemical substances 
• and production of waste products which have a 

harrnful effect on the Earth's ozone layer; 

—illegal expenditure of monies from republic and local 
environmental funds for purposes not connected with 
environmental protection efforts; 

—provision of untimely or distorted information, or 
refusal to provide timely, full and reliable information 
regarding the state of the environment and the radiation 
situation. 

The following  are  subject to fines levied administratively: 

--citizens--from one to 10 times the minimtun monthly 
wage in the Russian Federation; 

—officials--from three to 20 times the minimum 
monthly wage in the Russian Federation; 

--enterprises, institutions and organizations—from 
R50,000 [rubles] to R500,000. 

2. The specific amount of the fine imposed is to be 
deterrnined by the organ which imposes the fine, 
depending on the nature and type of violation com-
mitted, the extent of the violator's guilt, and the amount 
of damage caused. 

3. Fines for the aforementioned legal violations are to be 
imposed, within the bounds of their jurisdiction, by duly 
authorized Russian Federation state organs in the area of 
environmental protection or Russian Federation sani-
tary and epidemiological oversight, as well as technical 
labor inspection groups from trade unions. A resolution 
imposing a fine may be appealed in court or before an 
arbitration tribunal. The levying of a fine does not 
exempt the guilty parties from the obligation to c,ompen-
sate for any damages caused. 

4. Collected fines are to be pal l. into special accounts 
belonging to state environmental funds. 

Article 85: Criminal Liability for Environmental Crimes 

Officials and citizens guilty of committing environ- 
mental crimes, Le. socially dangerous actions which 
infringe upon the system of environmental law estab- 
lished in the Russian Rderation and society's environ- 
mental safety and causing harm to the environment and 
human health, bear criminal liability as set forth in the 
RSFSR Criminal Code. 

Section XIV: Compensation for Damages Guised by 
Violations of Environmental Legislation 

Article 86: Obligation of Full Comnensation for 
Damages Caused by Violations of Environmei 
Legislation 

Enterprises, institutions, organizations and individual 
citizens that cause damage to the environment or to 
citizens' health and property or to the economy by 
polluting the environment, degrading, destroying, dam-
aging or using natural resources irrationally, destroying 
natural ecological systems and committing other viola-
tions of environmental legislation are obligated to make 
full compensation in accordance with current legislauon. 

Article 87: Proredure for Compensation for Damages 
Canted by Violaions of Lnvironmental Legislation 

1. Comnensation for damages caused to the environment 
as a result of violations of environmental legislation is to 
be made either voluntarily or on 'le basis of a court 
order or by order of an arbitration tribunal in accordance 
with the establifted rates and methods of calculating the 
amount of damages, or in the absence of such rates and 
methods in accordance with the actual expense of 
restoring the disrupted .state of the environrnent, also 
taking into account losses, including loss of use. 
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2. The amount of damages awarded by order of a court 
or an arbitration tribunal is to be compensated for to the 
victim (a citizen, enterprise, institution or organization) 
so that measures may be taken to restore losses to the 
environment or so that payments may be made into a 
state environmental fund, if the natural site which was 
damaged is a public place. 

3. If several persons are responsible for causing the 
damages, compensation may be awarded based on the 
proportion of guilt borne by each for the damages, 
including guilt on the part of surveying, planning and 
construction organizations. 

4. With the consent of the parties a court or arbitration 
tribunal may award compensation in kind, requiring the 
guilty party to restore the environment by his own effort 
and at his own expense. 

Article 88: Compensation for Damages Caused by a 
Source of Heightened Environmental Risk 

Enterprises, institutions and organizations whose activ-
ities involve heightened environmental risk are obligated 
to make compensation for any damages caused by them 
to the environment or to human health in accordance 
with Article 454 of the RSFSR Civil Code. 

Article 89: Compensation for Damages C.aused to 
Citizens' Health by Adverse Effects on the Environment 

1. Damages caused to citizens' health as a result of 
adverse effects on the environment caused by the activ-
ities of enterprises, institutions, organizations or indi-
vidual citizens are subject to compensation in full. 

2. The folloviing must be talcen into account when deter-
mining the extent of damage to Cithelle health: the decree 
of woric ability lost by the injured party; necessary expendi-
tures for treatment and restoration of health; expenditures 
for patient care and other expenses, including lost profes-
sional oppornmitim and the cost of relocation and adjust-
ments in life style or profession, and losses due to moral 
trauma, the inability to bear children or the risk of bearing 
children with congenital pathologies. 

3. Compensation for damages to citizens' health is to be 
made on the basis of a court decision in a suit filed by the 
injured party or members of his or her family, the procu-
rator, a duly authorized state adminisnation or a public 
organization (or association) on behalf of the injured party. 

4. The sum of money to be paid for damages causexl to 
citizens' health is to be recovered from the person who 
caused the damages or, if it is impossible to determine 
who caused the damages, compensation is to be paid out 
of appropriate state environmental funds. 

Article 90: Compensation for Damages Caused to 
Citizens' Property 

1. Damages caused to citizens' property as a result of 
adverse effects on the environment due to commercial or 
other activities are subject to compensation in full. 

2. When determining the amount of damages caused to 
citizens' pmperty as a result of adverse effects on the 
environment caused by the activities of enterprises, institu-
tions, organizations and private citizens, the direct damage 
connected with the destruction should be taken into 
account, along with the reduced value of structures, housing, 
production-related buildings, equipment and other property 
and the lost benefit caused by lost harvests, reduced soil 
fertility and other adverse effects. 

Article 91: Lawsuits Demanding Termination of 
Environmentsdly Harmful Activities 

1. Enterprises, institutions, organization.s and private 
citizens have a right to file lawsuits in court or with an 
arbitration tribunal, and citizens have a right to do so in 
court, demanding termination of environmentally 
harmful activities whidt are damaging the health and 
property of citizens, the economy and the environment. 

2. The decision by a court or an arbitration tribunal to 
halt environmentally harmful activities is also grounds 
for termination of financing of such activities by the 
corresponding banking institutions. 

Section XV: International Cooperation in the Area of 
Environmental Protection 

Article 92: Principles of International Cooperation in 
the Area of environmental protection 

In its policy on environmental protection the Russian 
Federation assumes the need to ensure universal environ-
mental safety and to develop international environmental 
protection cooperation for the sake of the present and future 
generations, and is guided by the following principles: 

--every humai being has a right to live under the most 
favorable environmental conditions; 

—every state has a right to use the environment and 
natural resources for the purpose of development and 
to meet the needs of its citizens; 

—the environmental well-being of one state may not be 
ensured at the expense of other states or without 
consideration for their interests; 

—commercial activities carried out within the territory 
of a state should not harm the environment either 
within the boundaries of that state or beyond its 
jurisdiction; 

—any type of commercial or other activities with unpredict- 
able environmental consequences are not permissible; 

—monitoring of the state of and changes in the environ-
ment and natural resources should be established at 
the global, regional and national levels on the basis of 
internationally recognized criteria and parameters; 
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—free and unhindered international exchange of scien-
tific and technical information on environmental pro-
tection issues and advanced resource-conservation 
technologies should be ensured; 

--states should assist each other in environmental 
emergencies; 

—all disputes connected with environmental issues 
should be resolved solely by peaceful means. 

Article 93: International Treaties in the Area of 
Envirotunental Protection 

If international treaties in the area of environmental 
protection concluded by the Russian Federation estab-
lish other regulations than those contained in the legis-
lation of the Russian Federation, then the regulations 
cuntained in the international treaties apply. 

Article 94: Obligations of Foreign Corporate Bodies, 
Foreign Citizens and Stateless Persons to Comply With 
the Environmental Protection Legislation of the Russian 
Federation and Its Constituent Republics 

Foreign corporate bodies, foreign citizens and stateless 
persons within the territory of the Russian Federation 
are obligated to comply with the requirements of the 
present law and other legislative acts of the Russian 
Fedèration and its constituent republics, and are liable 
for violations thereof. 

[Signed] B. Yeltsin, President of the RSFSR 
Moscow, RSFSR House of Soviets 
19 December 1991 
No 20604 

Point 4, Article 20 was published in the RSFSR draft 
law of 21 February 1992 entitled: "On Amendments to 

Article 20 of the RSFSR Law 'On Protection of the 
Environmene.1 

RSFSR Supreme Soviet Resolution 

On the Procedure for Enactment of the RSFSR Law 
"On Protection of the Environment" 

The RSFSR Supreme Soviet hereby resolves: 

1. to enact the RSFSR law "On Protection of the 
Environment" immediately upon publication. 

2. that the supreme soviets of RSFSR constituent repub-
lics shall bring their legislation into accordance with the 
RSFSR law "On Protection of the Environment." 

3. that until legislation of the RSFSR and its constituent 
republics is br' ought into accordance with the RSFSR law 
"On Protection of the Environment" it shall be applied 
insofar as it is not in violation of that law. 

4. to instruct the RSFSR Supreme Soviet Committee on 
Ecology and Rational Use of Natural Resources and the 
RSFSR Supreme Soviet Committee on Legislation to use 
the RSFSR law "On Protection of the Environment" as 
a basis and to develop additional law pe rtaining to it,  

preparing an RSFSR draft law "On Introduction of 
Amendments and Additions to the RSFSR Criminal 
Code and the RSFSR Code of Administrative Legal 
Violations," and to submit that draft for the consider-
ation of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet by 1 June 1992. 

5. to instruct the Government of the Russian Federation: 

—by I March 1992 to draft and approve a statute on 
environmental funds; 

--by 1 May 1992 to bring decisions by the Government 
of the Russian Federation into accordance with the 
RSFSR law "On Protection of the Environment" and 
ensure that ministries, states committees and agencies 
of the Russian Federation review and repeal standard-
izing acts which are in violation of the present law. 

6. to repeal the RSFSR law of 27 October 1960 "On 
Protection of the Environment in the RSFSR" (see: 
VEDOMOSTI VERKHOVNOGO SOVETA RSFSR, 
1960, No 40, p 586). 

7. to instruct the RSFSR Supreme Soviet Committee on 
Ecology and Rational Use of Natural Resources and the 
RSFSR Supreme Soviet Legislative Committee to 
oversee implementation of the measures set forth in the 
present resolution, and if necessary to submit appro-
priate  proposais  to the RSFSR Supreme Soviet. 

[Signed] R. I. 1Chasbulatov, RSFSR Supreme Soviet 
chairman 
Moscow, RSFSR House of Soviet 
19 December 1991 
No 2061-1 

IAEA Experts To Examine Kursk Nuclear Plant 
LD2802090692 Moscow RIA in Engh:sh 1402 GMT 
27 Feb 92 

[Text] Kursk, RIA—Experts of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) will come this summer to the 
Kursk nuclear plant to verify the observance of safety 
rules. This was decided when the plant's director 
Vladimir Gusarov went to the IAEA headquarters in 
Vienna under the pressure of the Kursk regional council 
of deputies. The council acted on instructions from its 
electorate, especially those living within the 30- 
kilometre zone of the nuclear plant. After the Chemobyl 
accident, people don't trust local experts and prefer to 
heed the opinion of foreign specialists. 

RSFSR Licensing in Nuclear Production, 
Materials Announced 
LD0403231992 Moscow POSTFACTUM in English 
2045 GMT 4 Mar 92 

[From the "Domestic Market" section] 

[Text] Moscow--Legal and physical persons starting or 
engaged in production or utilization of nuclear mate- 
rials, atomic energy and radioactive substances are to 





Appendix C 

List of Russian NGOs 



RUSSIA Poccais 

Mikhail Shishin 
Altai Branch, SEU 
A.. Petrov st, 152, kv. 35 
Barnaul 656050, Russia 
tel: (3852) 41-81-97 

656050 BapHay.n 
• Ailerposa 152. KB. 35 
AzraeicKoe otzte.nerime, C3C 
Mxxamii LUnmMH  

Alexander Baklanov 
Apatity Econord Center 
Zinoviev St., 14, kv. 65 
Apatity 184200, Russia 
tel: 7-12-66; 3-21-85; 3-39-91 

Igor Malyshev 
Apatity Econord Center 
Lenin St. la 
Apatity 184200, Russia 
tel: 306-95; 321-85 

184200 Anammd 
• 3mioabeaa 14,  B.  65 
1.1ewrp 3KoRop41 
A..neKcaittrp Bay..nalios 

184200 Anamerbi 
• /lemma la 
Iletrrp lopHopzi 
Hropb Mummies 

The Apatity Econord Center focuses on environmental problems of Kolsky Island as well  as systemic problems of 
envir' =mental management. These include having access to independent monitoring and independent 
(unbiased) environmental experts and developing a reliable information system. The center is also involved in 
ecotouxism and environmental education. Membership: 100 

Sergey Fyodorov 
Association Ecology of the North 
Uritski St., 54, kor. 2, kv. 1. 
Arkhangelsk 163060, Russia 
tel: (81800) 64-54-1 

163060 Apxaxranbcx 
y.n. Ypmeoro 54, K. 2. Ka. 1 
Accofflawer 3Ko.normiq Ceaepa 
Cepreit 4opoB 

The Association Ecology of the North is involved in the anti-nuclear movement, the environmental problems 
associated with diamond mines and the industrial pollution  of local  rivers. Successes include halting the 
construction of a nuclear power plant in Arkhangelsk and participating in an inspection of the diamond mines. 
Membership: 1000 

Tatiyana Achirina 
Ecological Association of Northern Peoples 
Otke St, 30, kv. 20 
Anadyr 686710, Russia 
tel: 2-67-83 

686710 AHazhipb 
y.n. Once 30, Ka. 20 
Exo.norierecusx Accolmatuisz CesepHbix 
HapOZOB 
TaTlefHa Atnipprna 

The Ecological Commission of the Association for Native People conducts research on the environmental 
problems of native people in the Magadan region. The association is also participating in the creation of the 
Beringia International Heritage Park. Menibership: 14 

The Altai Branch of the Socio-Ecological Union is involved in environmental education, halting the construction 
of a nuclear power plant on the Katun River and founding a national park in the Altai Mountains. In 1990, the 
group opened a humanitarian-environmental lyceum in BarnauL Membership: 90 



Sergei Malinin 
Baikal Foundation 
P.B. 52 
Bratsk 665718 
teL (39531) 4-30-63; 966-58; 4-88-57 

665718 BpaTcx 
ex 52 
•oxsa Batixana 
Ceprea Maxxxxx 

Al eksandr Mudrov 
"Chernobyl-Help" 
Dmitrova St., 81, kv. 20 
Bryansk 241022, or 

241022 Bpsucx 
yx../Dearrpoaa 81, IC13. 20 
Nei:nice:dab Tim:me 
Axexcaruip Myxpoa 

Gorky St., 18 
Bryansk 241000 
tel: (8322) 6-18-39; 4-98-61; 22-0-63 

241000 Bpxmcx 
yx.ropbxoro 18 
Nepno5binb now:nubs  
Anexcaxxp MYZIP0B 

c-1- 
Nikolai Fotiev 
Euro-Asian Center "Noosphere" 
Peschanaya st., 89; kv. 144 
Barnaul 656049,  Rusa  
tel: (3852) 23-03-08)  

656049  Baptsayx 
yx. nectianasi 89, Ka. 144 
Esponeficxo-Amarciae IlexTp 
eHooccDepa" 
Hxxonatt cDoixea 

Berezniki (Urals) Ecology and Health 
Kminilsov St., 8, kv. 78 
Berezniki,  618400 Permskoy obL 

618400 I1epmcx. 05x., Bepealimat 
pr. KMIDEKKOSa 8,1a. 78 
Bepenunat 3xoxornsi x 3Aoponbe 

Ecology and Health publishes a newspaper, Voters Voice, participates in environmental mordtoring, organizes 
protesta  against the local nuclear power plant and is engaged in ajointverdzira for processing tosic wastes. 

Bratsk, Committee to Save the .Angara River 
60 Letya VLIŒM 40, k-v. 7 
663470 Krasnoyarskiy kray, TrPehirnA  

663470 Kpacnospcx. xpaa, Kezma 
yx. 60-xeTxx B.IIKCM 40, Ka. 7 
BpaTcx,KomxTer ccacexxx Axrapha 

The  committee. to Save the Angara River coordinates preeervation activities. 

The goal of the Racal Foundation is the preservation of Lake l3atical and Maria. In 1990 the foundation 
organized an environmental camp and participated in a Soviet-American conference in Ulan-Uda. 

Chernobyl-Help offers humanitarian assistance to people who live in regions contaminated by the Chernobyl 
accident or who have been evacuated from those regions. 

Evgeny Ivanov 
International Organization "Apogei" 
Gorki St., 18 
Bryansk 241000 
tel: (08322) 61-8-39 

241000 Bpsnice 
yx. ropbxoro 18 
Mezzymapoimax Opraxx3auxx 
-AnoreR° 
Earemet HBaxos 

The International Organization "Apoger is involved in environmental education and environmental ethics, specifically creating programs for specialists and professionals. 



Popular Front, Ecology Section 
Kalininskaya St. 29, kv. 12 
Chelyabinsk 454084 

454084 t4eare6ifficx 
Ka./IIIIIHHCK4151y.n.29, KB. 12 - 
Hapozrue epowr, 3Ko.nonel.11errp 

Natalya Mironova 
Nuclear Safety Movement 
FglinindeRya St. 29, kv. 12 
Chelyabinsk 454084 
teL (83512) 35-64-59 

454084 4e.nsit5wricx 
Karkimmexasi y.n. 29, Ka. 12 
amicerime Sizepmas BeBonacitorrb 
Ha-ran:RR Mxpomosa 

Ludmila Deptseva 
Public Ecological Committee 
Dzerzhiniski St., 26. kv. 12 
Kamensk-Uralsk 623400 
tel: 2-57-45; 2-64-948 

623400 Kamencx-Ypa.nbcx 
yn. n3epxxxcscoro 26, KB. 12 
06mecrBemeit1 3Kozonetecettl 
Kokarrer 
flkozreaura ,Ienzesa 

C 

The Ecology Section of the Popular Front is developing a system to prrovide assistance  tø  victims of 
environmental disasters, promoting the establishment of national parks and studying the effects of radiation on 
human health. 

The Nuclear Safety Movement educates the public about health and radiation problems. In 1990 the movement 
participated in a referendœn on construction of new nuclear power plants and in an inspection of the 
Chelyabinsk nuclear power station. Membership: 30-member staff; 300,000 supporters 

Valery lUryushkin. 
Chelyabinsk Ecological Foundation 
Pobedy Pr., 166-v, kv. 101 
Chèlyabinsk 454084 

454084 tlensetric.ic 
rrp. Ilo6ezu 166-B, Ka. 101 
tlensemicsain 3xo.normtlecKet 
Hammel KHp}onnarri 

The Chelyabinsk Ecological Foundation studies the effects of pollution on human health. Membership: 30 

Elvira Poretskaya 
International Fuel Energetics 
Association: Chelyabinsk Department 
Pobedy Pr. 300, kv. 76 
Chelyabinsk 454112 
tel: (3512) 39-94-67; 41-01-93 (h) 

454112 4emr6ifitcb: 
rrp. Ilo6ezu 300. KB. 76 
lvtexczyriapourrasr Torr.mmo-3Heprent-
4eocasr Accowlauxsi itle.n.ntSifflocoe 
orme.nexxe 
3.7rwerpa Ilopeuxasi 

The Chelyabinsk Department of the International Fuel Energetics Association is involved in environmental 
monitoring and setting up an environ.mental information bank. In 1990 the group monitored the Techa River. 
Membership: 5 

Sergey Fomichev 
Green Party 
Tereshkova St., 28a, kv. 49 
Nizhegorodskaya obi., Dzerzhinsk 606005 

606005 n3epw.micic 
limiceropozicxott o6.71. 

Tepemicorsoft  28-a, KB. 49 
Ilaprrig 3e.n8ruarx 
Ceprell cbcneepies 

In 1990 the Green Party successfully halted a nuclear power station. Membership: 500 

The Public Ecoloecal Cornraittee of Kainensk-Uralsk is interested in nuclear safety, alternative energy, non-
polluting technologies and environmental problems of citiea. Membership: 50 



Galina Ginet 
Committee to Save the Tom River 
Michurina St.., 15, kv. 89 
Kemerovo 650099 	• 
tel: (38422) 23-59-79 

650099 Kemeposo 
y.n. Mielypinia 15. ica. 89 
KoNorrer coxpanem.si pent Torso( 
rama  rimer 

Gennady Molokanov 
Kuban Popular Academy . 

Zakharova St., 41, kv. 24 
Krasnodar 350007 
tel: (8612) 52-97-46; 5530-62 

350007 Kpacnionap 
yn. 3axaposa 41, KB. 24 
Ky6aHcKasi HapoeniaR AKager.sisi 
remazga MonoKalios 

c 

The Committee to Save the Tom River conducts environmental inspections of industrial and agricultural 
complexes,  coordinates public actions for clea.n air and water and organizes meetings on industrial and 
agricultural pollution. In 1990 the committee conducted Bain:peon of the Erapivin reservoir, organized 
protests against environmentally damaging construction and helped establish small environmental businesses. A 
business arm of the committee prcanotes technology for extracting salts from heavymetal wastes from the 
Abagur Mill. Membership: 25 

The Kuban Popular Academy publishes environmental articles and booklets, participates in antivities to imprcrve 
regional air and water quality and operates a farm using sustainable agriadture teclusiques. Memberebip: 1000 

Vladimir Mikheyev 
Krasnoyarsk "Ekologicheski Vestnik" 
Michurina St., 8, kv. 10 
Berezovka-Krasnoyarsk 663001 
tel: 9-15-81 

663001 KpacnosipcK, Sepeoosica 
pagueerp 
pt. Megypinia 8, KB. 1.0 
KpacHosipcx."3Konormt4eceet BeCTHMK« 
13.na,ummup Maxees 

The newspaper Ekologicheski Vestnik , which has been in publication since 1989, disseminates information about 
air and water pollution in the Krasnoyarsk region. The editsrial office is also attempting to bring the activities of 
the local military plants to a halt, sponsoring ecotourism along the YerliSk River and acting as a watchdog over 
the ministry in charge of nuclear power. Membership: 104 

Dr. Andrei Laletin 
Krasnoyarsk Ecological Movement 
Akademgorodok 16, kv. 3 
Krasnoyarsk 660036 
tel: 25-94-54 

660036 KpacriosipcK 
Axa,nemroponoK 16. KB . 3 
KpacHosipacoe 3Komorxnecxoe 
namKemie 
Aerrpeg 

The Krasnoyarsk Ecological Movement is involved in forest protection, environmental monitoring, air and water 
pollution, ecotourista, environmental educaticm and clean technology. In 1990 the movement organized a 
regional environmental conference and prepared an education program for specialists and activists. 
Membership: 160 

Anna Stryukova 
Bureau of Environmental Projects 
Plekhanov St., 45, kv. 31 
Leningrad 190000 
tel: 311-63-68; 543-74-50 

Yuri Shevchuk 
Bureau of Environmental Projects 
tel.: 246-25-83 
Leningrad 

190000 Jlemeirpa.4 
y.n. Ilzexaltoaa 45. KB. 31 
Enopo BKononetecKmx pa3pa6orox 
Amu errnoxosa 

Ilemœrpaz 
Enopo 3KOJIOrlitleCKHX pa3pa6oroic 

-10piet IlleeryK 

The Bureau of Environmental Projects educates the public about environmental legislation. 



Vladimir Kaloshin 
Lipetsk Ecological Club 
Gornyatskaya St., 1, kv.. 62 
Lipetsk 398000 
tel: (0740) 24-47-79 

398000 Ihinewc 
. y.n.r opameasi 1. a.  62 

JIHnetuagi alco.norwiemadi Kny6 
Examefflp Kamdmiii 

Natalia Proskurina 
"Bioclass" 
Pionerskaya St., 4, kv. 14 
685019 Magadan - 
tel: 2-92-23 

685019 MarazaH 
lluomepcxasz 4, gs. 14 

Buor..nacc 
Harami lipocxypttma 

C 
Constantin Ivanenko 	 197341 fleetwarpa.4 
International Association for Psycotronic Research ulnas KOTaBbIlliKOBB. 3. KB. 33 
3 Koteltulmv Alley, kv. 33 	 MeNc,zwitapozitas Acconuatisisi 
Leningrad 197341 	 Ilcuszarpolumeocoro Hoc.nejloaammA 
tel: (812) 301-7411 	 KOH crawnut Hsanemco 

The Lipetsk Ecolcgical Club conducts environmental monitoring, organizes boat trips on the Voronezh River, 
coordinates joint environmental activities of various organizations and enterprises and is attempting to create a local green movement Successes include helping to work out local environmental laws, organizing 
demonstrations and el:Meeting signatures against construction of -Stana. 2500." Membership: 200 

"Bioclasa" specializes in environmental education. Projects include developing high school education materials 
and environmental garaes for children. 

Mikhail V. Kryakov 
All Union Society on the Environment 
Klinskaya St., 8 
Moscow 125414 

125414 MocKaa 
K.Ititric.ica2 8 

.Ccnomoe 05flierrao Oxpame Ilpmpozud 
Mitzax.rt Kpsnros 

Sergey Kuznetsov 
Ecopolis Mira: Assn for the Ecological 
D evel opment of Russia 
Domodedovskaya St., 5. kor. 3, kv. 519 
Moscow 115551 
tel: 337-45-29 

Sergei Sharapov 
Ecopolis Mira: Assn for the Ecological 
Krasnaya St., 117, kv. 57 
Solnechnogorsk 141500, Moskovskaya oblast 

115551 Mociœa 
yji. nOMOze4osCica2 5 .  K. 3, KB. 519 
Acconmauxm 3xo.norwtiecxoro pa3errx2 
Poccxx: 3Konoexo Mxpa 
Ceprpkin K ymiellos 

141500 Comieumoropcx, Mocx. 05.7racrb 
y A. KpacHast 117, ics. 57 
Accouxatesi 3xo.nonitleacoro panwrxx 
Poccxx: 3Konoxxo Mxpa 
CepreA Dlapanoa 

Ecopolis Mira is interested in the ecology and health of humanity. Activities include presenting reports at 
international conferences. Membership: 150 



Victor Gaidaenko 
Blue Movement 
Tulinskaya St., 6. kv. 58 
Moscow 107120 
tel: 362-65-87 

107120 Mocxsa 
Ty.nnitcxas 6. 'ca. 58 

Ciatee gsnacerime 
Bincrop raltgaenxo 

Oleg IChabarov 
Ecological International 
Zolotorogsky VaL, 11 
Moscow 109033 
tel: 361-68-23 

109033 Moors& 
3o.noToropcxxlt Ban 11 
3xo.nornmec1onl linTeptisumonan 
Osier  Xa6apos 

Nikolay Grishin 
Ecological Project Center 
Usieviclaa St., 15, kv. 10 
Moscow 125319 
tel: 151-93-11;  fax:  200-22-16 

125319 Mocxsa 
y.n. Ycneamia 15, xs. 10 
ljeurp 3xonornnecxnx Ilpoerros 
itixonan rpHmMH 

The mission  of the Blue Movement is to save man. The movement has both an environmental and spiritual focus. 
Membership: 10,000; 70 regional organizations 

Alexei. Volkov 
Ekaterina Golovina 
Druzhina for Nature Protection, 
Biology Faculty of MSU 
Yaroslavskoye Shosse 4, korpus 3, kv. 221 
Moscow 129348 
tel: 183-39-21; 232-09-32 
e-mail: sfmt:avolkov 

129348 MocKaa 
BpocnaBcxoe mocce 4, x. 3, KB. 221 
npyzania no oxpane npmponia. 
Bmonorwiecxnet eaxymerer mry 
Anexceft BOXKOB 
Exa-repxna ro.nosnna 

The Druzhina  for Nature Protection of the Biology Faculty of Moscow State University studies rare species, 
organizes conservation efforts on nature preserves and ativocates environmental legislation. 

Ludraila Bogoslavskaya 
Ecological Council 
RSFSR Supreme Soviet 
Lavochkina St., 44, kor. 2, kv. 385 
125502 Moscow 
tel: 453-69-98; 205-43-36 

Svetlana Revina 
Ecological Council 
RSFSR Supreme Soviet 
Streletskaya St., 13, kv. 8 
Moscow 127018 
tel: 289-65-27  

125502 Mocxaa 
yn..11aaouxuna 44, xop. 2, xa. 385 
Bepxosinat CoaeT PCcI3CP 
3xonornmecxn11 CoseT 

BoroczaacKaa 

127018 Mom:a 
y.n. erpeneuxan 13. Ia. 8 
Bepxosmall CoseT PCOCP 
3xonornmecsorri Coser 
Csennasa Peamna 

The Ecological Council of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet works on preservation of the Arctic and the environment 
of Russia. Membership: 50 	 NN. 

Activities of the Ecological Project Center include environmental conservation and enhancement, health 
protection, rational use of natural resources and environmental education and train' ing. 



Mikhail Lemeshev 
Ecology and Peace 
Maronovsky, 26 
Moscow 117049 
tel: 23-82-123 (w); 33-60-513 (h) 

117049 Mocrea 
MapoxoBoxas 26 

3icoJIorMs  H  Mxp 
Mitrax.n Jlememes 

Natalya Yurina 
Ecology and Peace 
Suznetsky Most, 19 
Moscow 103031 
tel: 926-04-64 

103031 Mooxsa 
Kffleuraft Mocr 19 

3x0210nts  M  Mxp 
Hammel lOpma 

"ECOS" Publishing House 
Zubovsky Bulvar, 4 
Moscow 119021 
tel: 201-85-10 

119021 Mocrsa 
3y6oscxxSt 5y.nbsap 4 
lizsaranbc-rso -3K0C - 

Remir Senyu.kov 
Fund to Save the Parma 
P.B. 75 
Moscow 117415 
tel: 131-48-58 

117415 Mocraa 
A/51 75 
cDoxel Cnacemei flapMbI 
Pemxp Cemoros 

Yuri Dzhibladze 
Golubka: Soviet-American 
Humanintarian Initiative 
Moscow 
tel: 142-92-83 

Mocxsa 
Twry6xa: -  Cosercxo-Amepxxaxcrae 
rymatnerapxasi Ilexuxa-rm ea 
lOpml ,Lbrx6.na,s3e 

C__ 1- 

Ecology and Peace is anlimbrella organization which works on developing fundamental principles of a rational 
economy and of global and regional environmental safety. 

The Fund to Save the Parma works to protect and restore forests, conserve the water resources of the Komi republic, improve sewage treatment  facilites  and support the use of environmentally sound technology. 
Membership: 80 

Natalya Kalyakina 
Green Children's Planet 
Shirokaya St., 9, kor.1, kv. 260 
Moscow 
tel: 479-74-13 

Mom= 
y.n. 111xporax 9, x. 1, re. 260 
"3e.néeasq nercras rLnaxera. - 

 Haranbsi Kansnanta 

Vladimir Zinichev 
Institute of Biologic Development 
Vavilova St., 26 
Moscow 117808 

117808 Moorea 
y.n. Baas-Lima 26 
Hecrwryr 6xo.nonelecxoro paasx -rms 
13.nammxp 3xxxges 

Anatoly An to sh echkin 
Institute of Biomedicine and Ecologic Problems 
Vorovsleovo  St., 20 
Moscow 121069 
tel: 196-52-68; 290-29-11 

121069 Moorea 
Bopoec..nêeo 20 

HHCTHTyT 6HOMelen1HHIe H 

3xo.nonezecxxx rrpo6xem 
Axeromet AxTometirmi 



Rimma Vedeneeva 
Investigation Center of Soviet 
Sociological Association 
ICosygin St.. 11, kv. 106 
Moscow 
tel: 137-88-39 

Mocama 
pi. Koala:rime 11, Ka. 106 
Hcc.negoaaTexbootfl uewrp CoBercKoft 
Coumanorfflecscoft Accouxawas 
Pxrdma Bezelseeaa 

Marianna Kavitskaya 
National Academy of Sciences 
PB 99 
Moscow 125190 
tel: 198-2162; fa= 200-2216 

125190 Mocsasa 
A/31 99 
Ha1xo2a2mtass AxameN242 HayK 
Map2a22a Kw:unman 

c_ cE3 
Sergey Bayazitov 
Intercenter for solving global problems 
4 Grazhdanskaya St., 39, kor. 2, kv. 56 
Moscow 107370 
tel: 160-19-47  

107370 Mociasa 
4-2 rpazgaiscicass pi. 39, K. 2, as. 56 
Hwrepuemp pannermss nno6a.nbluaix 
rrpo62em 
Ceprell Basalt-roe 

G-eorgi Nizharadze 
International Green Cross/Green Crescent 
Volochaevskaya St., 11115 
109033 Moscow 
tel: 298-6247; 298-6232; 278-5145 
fax: 293-6248 

109033 Mocxsa 
en. BozogaeacKas 11/15 
3xo.norsimeciasti HerepHaussortan 
3e.g82oro Kpecra 14 3e.nêtsoro 
lloaymecsuza 
reopme HmKapame 

The International Green Cross/Green Crescent is currently planning an international exhibit, "Ozone and Survival 	The organization is also working on the creation ofa glolxd ozone reserve and on saving the Persian Gulf. 

Sergey Ponomarenko 
Laboratory of Ecological Planning 
Novoshchukinskaya St., 12, kv. 60 
Moscow 123182 
tel: 190-23-68 

123182 MocKaa 
pt. Horsozaybousoza2 12, las. 60 
Jla6opaTopsus 3Ko.nonstiecxoro 
npoeicrispoaatuss 
Cepreft IloHomape2Ko 

The Laboratory of Ecological Planning participates in environmental inspections and planning environmentally-
sound land-use management Membership: 6 

Dr. Boris L Berry 
Laboratory of Snow Avalanches and Mudflows 
Moscow State University 
Vernadsky Prospect, 64-A, Apt. 18 
Moscow 117454 
tel: 432-87-25; fax: 292-65-11 

117454 Mociasa 
BepHazmoro 64-a, Ica. 18 

MrY,J1a6opaTopx2 cliexanax xasx2 
H rp23eaux 110TOKOB 
Bopmc A. UN»! 

Lyubov Rubinchik 
Moscow Ecological Federation 
Aerodrornnaya St., 16, kv. 21 
Moscow 123363 
tel: 492-34-52; 285-80-27  

123363 MocKaa 
y.n. A3pozipormass 16, bas. 21 
Mocxoacicas 3Ko.nonitiecKa2 
cl3ezepaux2 
.Thot5osb PythswasK 

The Moscow Ecological Federation is concerned with the problem= of big cities. Specific activities include 
participating in inspections of nuclear power stations and working on general projects for the development of Moscow. 



Dr. Alexey A. Bondarev 
Nuclear Society of USSR 
Podolskilch Kursantov St., 22-a 
Moscow 113545 
tel: 478-97-36 (h); 243-23-86 (w) 
fax: 200-22-16 

113545 Mocraa 
Ilozonbciatx rypcurros 22-a 

5ixtepnoe o6mecrso CCCP 
A.nexceft A. Borigapes 

C 
Dr. Boris F. Goncharov 
N.K. Koltsov Institute of Developmental Biology 
Festivahlaya St., 22, kor. 7, kv. 969 
Moscow 125581 
tel: 135-64-73 (w); 455-69-70 (h) 

125581 MocKaa 
cbeermEtaJlbtia-S1 22, K. 7, Ka. 969 

liticrwryr aao.mowiomion 6mo.3tormi 
HM.  H.K.Kanbuoaa 
Bopmc rontiapos 

The N.K. Koltsov Institute of Developmental Biology works 
reproduction of amphibians. Membership: 11 

to pre-serve biological diversity and stimulate the 

Sergey Smirensky 
Ornithological Society: Crane Working Group 
Oruz1aeyny Per., 25, kv. 223 
Moscow 
tel: 258-32-88 

Moacaa 
Opyzeranal nep. 25 .  Ia •  223 
OplixTo.normnecgoe Mu:ono: 
pa6otiasi rpynna no Haytielimo 
»mum ]icypaa.neft 
Ceprelt Cfflipencsoffi 

Vadim Ehlebopashev 
Public Ecological Center 
of the SoIntsevo region of Moscow 
Begovaya St., 6, kor. 2, kv. 36 
Moscow 

Vil en  Tumanyan 
Public Ecological Center 
of the Solntsevo region of Moscow 
Solntsevsky Pr., 4, kv. 81 
Moscow 119620 
tel: 439-25-96 

Mocxaa 
Beroaas 6, K. 2, KB. 36 

Onnecraenumet 3go.norwiecxxR Ileurp 
Commeacxoro paeolia r. Momone 
Bazkat X.ne6onamea 

119620 Morama 
CommeaclonI np. 4, ica. 81 
06ntecraeHmet 3ganoratiecrmil Llemp 
Commeacgoro paftorta r. MOCKBbl 
Bm.nett Tymakisni 

The Public Ecological Center checks all schools in the Solntsevo region for radiation levels. 
monitors the air and regional bodies of water for radiation levels. Membereip: 10 

The center also 

Aleksandra Telegina 
Public Institute of Energy Inversion 
Shosseynaya St., 42, kv. 153 
Moscow 109388 
tel: 353-76-18 

109388 Mocicaa 
y.n. Moccernian 42, Ka. 153 
Otintecraetnibilt micrirryr 
3tieprerketecKoit ketBepaut 
A.nexcarmpa Te.nennia 

The Public Institute of Energy Inversion works on alternative energy issues. 



Alexey Sankovsky 
TransEco 
Litovsky Blvd 18, kv. 292 
Moscow 117588 
tel: 425-4645 

117588 Mocgsa 
llwrosmoift 6y.nbsap 18, ICB. 292 
Tpalicalco 
A.nexcen Camcosmodt 

Union "Chernobyl" 
Bakinskaya St. 29-266 
Moscow 115541 
tel: 327-95-54 

• 115541 MOCKBB 
YJI. BaKIMCKBA 29-266 
C0103 MepH05bIAle 

Igor Vasiliev 
Zubovsky Proezd 3, kv. 37 
Moscow 
tel: 246-25-39; 939-26-75 

Mocicsa 
3y6oscrie rrpoeur 3, KB. 37 
Hropz? Baambes 

L... 
Vladimir Borzov 
Trade Union of Ecologists of the USSR 
PB 496 
Moscow 119034 
tel: 280-05-20; 396-06-81; 479-91-27; 491-58-87 
fax: 200-22-16 

119034 IvlocKsa 
n1Y1 496 
Ico.normtiecxxil roproshel C0103 CCCP 
B.namimxp Bop3OB 

Oleg Yanitsky 
UNESCO Program "Man and Biosphere" 
Stroiteley St., 11, kor. 3, kv. 48 
Moscow 117311 
tel: 930-56-38; 328-83-45 

117311 Mocxsa 
yn. Crpoilrenen 11,  K. 3,3as. 48 
TIporpamma 10H3CK0 -ne.noseic 
BI40C4/epe 
aner Sheaucet 

The UNESCO Program "Man and Biosphere" researches Soviet and foreign environmental movements and has 
published three booklets about environmental problems. Membership:3 

Dr. Lyubov Anisimova 
USSR State Committee for Hydrometerology 
Glebovsky  St., 20b 
Moscow 107258 
tel: 169-22-01 

107258 Mamma 
yn. nnebosocasi 20-6 
rocyz.Komxrer nizpomerepo.nonix 
CCCP 
Jho6osb Arnicxmosa 

Dr. Olga Ponizova 
Youth Council for Nature Protection 
Sheremetievskaya St. 37, kv. 61 
Moscow 127521 
tel: 939-54-58 (w); 219-60-15 (h) 
fax: (095) 939-08-77 

127521 Mocxsa 
yn. IllepemerbeBacasi 37, xs. 61 
Mo.no.nézminti Coser 3arnwrbi 
lIpxpozad 
anbra Ilomnosa 

The Youth Council for Nature Protection encourages students to develop practical scientific solutions to envirorunental problems, specifically focusing on the Moscow region, Bomaidorsky Islands, Aral Sea and Far East 

Tamara Ivanova 
Youth Naturalists' Station 
Krasnoarmeyskaya St. 22, kv. 25 
Moscow  125167  
tel: 155-99-09 

125167 Mamma 
y.n. Kpacatoapmenacasi 22, Ka. 25 
Cramuisi lOrnix Harypanxcroa 
Tamapa HsaHoBa 



Vassily Sokolov 
Save Peace and Nature 
Prospect Mira 36 
Moscow 

Mocxsa 
np-T Mxpa 36 
-Coxpaxemte mxpa 14  npxpogut" 
Baca/net Coxonos 

Yuri Yemelyanov 
Mossoviet 
Chertanovskaya St., 63, kor. 1, kv. 62 
Moscow 113534 
tel: 387-21-19 

113534 Moonla 
yn. tlepramosmas 63, K. 1, KB. 62 
MOCCOBeT 

10pHA Eme.711)51110B 

As a member of the Moscow city soviet, Yuri Yemelyanov is involved in air and water pollution. Membership: 472 deputies to the Moscow soviet 

Save Peace and Nature researches environmentally-safe technologies and is involved in cultural and economic 
activities. It has many branches in the RSFSR- 

Vladimir Lupandin 
Socio-Ecological Initiatives Foundation 
13 Parkovaya St., 25, kor. 2, kv. 24 
Moscow 105215 	 lirtafflants 
tel: 464-91-46; 125-80-88 	 anaznimap Jlynallgint 

The Sozio-Ecological Initiatives Foundation conducts radiation monitoring and organizes exPeditions to 
Chukotka and the Bryansk region. Membership: 20 

105215 MocKsa 
13-2 nap/maul yn. 25, g. 2, Ka. 24 
(Doan couxamato-mconorxtiecxxx 

Maria Cherkasova 
Socio-Ecological Union 
Malaya Bronnaya 12,12 
Moscow 103104 

Sviatoslav Zabelin 
Socio-Ecological Union 
Krasnoarmeyskaya St. 25, kv. 85 
Moscow 
tel: 151-62-70 

Maria Ananicheva 
Socio-Ecological Union 
Staromonetny 29 
Moscow 109017 
tel: 945-40-94; fax; 200-20-90 
e-mail: sfmt: soceco 

Lidia Popova 
Socio-Ecological Union 
Krupskaya St., 8-1-187 
Moscow 
tel: 131-70-12 

Natalia Reutova 
Socio-Ecological Union, Union of Filmmakers 
Vasiliyevskaya 13 
Moscow 
tel: 195-4442 (h); 251-5060 (w) 

103104 Mocxsa 
Mana Bpointax 12, 12 

Connanbmo-sxonontliecioet C0103 
Mapxx tlepiracosa 

Mocxsa 
Kpacxoapmencxax 25, KB. 85 

Couxanbito-sxonorxtlecxxn 
C0103 
Cserocnas 3a6ea11414 

109017 Mocxsa 
CTapouoxe-nthet nap., 29 
COLIMa.71b110-3K0.710rHtlecKei 
C0/03 

Mapxx Mumma/3a 

Mooscsa 
yn. Kpync/coit 8-1-187 
Couxanbxo-sxonorffliecxxft C0103 
/Innts/ llonosa 

Momma 
yn. Baca/I/seaman 13 
Coultanwto-siconorxtieceet C0103, 
C0103 cpanbmonponasonwreneft 
Heranbx Peyrosa 



Askhat Kayumov 
Ecological Center "Dront"/Druzhina Movement 
Lopatina St.,11, kv. 143 
Nizhniy Novgorod 603163 
tel: (8213) 39-74-79 

603163 1-iMiCHHII HO9r0p04 
y.n. JlonaTssa 11. KB. 143 
3xonorr4tiecein newrp «Zrpokrr»/ 
iipywnia no oxpase npupo.abi 
Acxar Kaiorvtoa 

Vladimir Stratanovich 
Pushkin°, 7-120 
Moskovskaya  Obi. 
422-44-40 

Mocxœcxas o5s. 
r. Ilywanio 7-120 
anansusp Crparasossti 

C._ 

Vladimir Kosenko 
Socio-Ecological Union (Katun Coordinator) 
Susiskoy Proezd, 21, korpus 2, kv. 36 
Moscow 113208 
tel: 311-56-27 

Alexander Nadolishny 
Socio-Ecological Union, EcoSafeguard 
PB 273 
Moscow 117602 
fax: (095) 292-65-11 

Nikolay Krupenko 
Socio-Ecological Union, 
Ecomonitoring Department 
Bolshevistsky per, 11 
Moscow 101000 
tel: 921-77-15 

113208 M0CKB3. 
CyCHCKOR npoe3z 21 . K. 2, KB. 36 
Consanbso-axo.normiecxxa COMB 
B.713.,BH1414p K0CeliK0 

117602 Mocxsa 
II/51273 
Coumanbso-axosorwieclatft C0103 
3xo.norwiecxas 3ansrra 
Asexcaszp HeZcallimme 

101000 Mocma 
Bcurbmewicrocaft nep.. 11 
Omaanesme 33C0MOHNT0pl4lir 

COIlliailbH0-3KOJIOrlineCKOr0 C0103, 
Hammel Kpynetixo 

The  socio.Ecological Union (SETJ) is  an  umbrella organization of about 140 grtrupe and as such is the largest 
nongovernmental environmental organization in the Soviet Union. The SEU held its founding conference in 
Moscow in December 1988. 

Modishly Ksionzhek 
International Ecological Competition 
of Technological Projects 
Sokolinoy Gory St., 19, kv. 63 
Moscow 105118 
tel: 285-89-80 

105118 Mocxsa 
Coxo.nmott ropu 19, Ks. 63 

MesczynapoAriblit 3xanorsnecxxfi 
KoHxypc TeXHO./101-HtleCKHX Upoeirros 
5.nunc..nas Kcnoriscex 

The International Ecological Competition of Technological Projects organizes competitions and auctions of 
technological project; Membership: 12 

The Ecological Center 'Drone is involved in preservation of biological diversity, improving air and wate- quality and educating the public about the environment. The center has also successfully influenced local officia/s concerning local nuclear power stations and hydroelectric dams. Membership: 50 

Inessa Pochetova 
Club "Ecology," Novgorod Branch, SEU 
Leningradskaya St., 27; kv. 62 
Novgorod 173003 
tel: (81600) 76-74-3 

173003 HoBropozi 
yJI. Jlennirpa.acxas 27, xs. 62 
IGnye 3xo.norssi, or.ae.nemme C3C 
Hsecca nog e-rosa 

The Novgorod Branch of the SEU monitors the quality of food and agricultuzal supplie; educates the public about the environment, and has been involved in discussions about construction of an ammonia plant and protests agains-t the Katun River hydrcelectric dam. Membership: 15 



L_. 
Vera Mishunova 
Public Ecological Organization "Ensi" 
Michurin St., 43, kv. 38 
Novosilirsk 630081 
tel: (3832) 20-58-90 

Anatoly Shpunt 
Public Ecological Organization "Ensi" 
Morskoy pr., 48, kv. 5 
Novosilirsk 630090 
tel: (3832) 20-58-90, 35-11-89 

630081 HoBociempcx 
Miimypxxa 43, xs. 38 

06itzecraexxasi 3xo.norwiecka9 
oprainelainui c3HC13» 

Bepa Mairrylioaa 

630090 HoBocexpcx 
Mopcxoft rip. 48. xs. 5 
05wecriletutasi axo.norwiecxas 
oprainuatiasi €3HCH» 

Ali aTOJIHSI LIInyHT  

The Public Ecological Organization 'End' monitors the pesticide content of food supplies and develops 
alternative environmental projects. Successes include publishing a book, On the Verge crf Disaster, developing  an  
alternative to the planned Ealush hydroelectric dam, and protesting the diversion of north-flowing rivers. 
Membership: 20 

Tatiana Belogrudova 
Novosibirsk Branch, SEU 
Akademicheskaya St., 19, kv. 16 
Novosilirsk 630072 

630072 Hoaocexpcx 
Axarrineemecxasi 19, Ea. 16 

Hosocx6i4pcxoe oTilexemie C3C 
Tarbstia Bemorpyzoaa 

The Novosibirsk Branch of the Socio-Ecological Union protests construction of nuclear power stations and is 

in,;olved in agriculture and health. Membership: 30 

Vadim Kalinin 
Center for Environmental Research 
Marks Pr. 98, kv. 66 
Obninsk 249020 
teL (08439) 38-6-48 

Tatyana Shpotova 
Center for Environmental Research 
Obninsk 
249020 Kaluzhskaya obi 
tek (08439)3-86-48 

249020 Onnuicx 
np-T Mapxca 98, la3. 66 
ilex-1-p mcc.neilosaintsi oxpy)Kalorneet 
cpezid 
Bum/4 Kan:minx 

249020 Kazywcxan o6x 
r. 05xxxcx 
ilexTpliccalezosaxxsi oxpywaxmieft 
Cpezug 
Tarb.sixa 111norosa 

The Center of Environmental Research monitors water quality for toxic pollutants, protects local rivers and lakes 
for fishing and agricultural prrposes, and coordinating ecotourism. Meznbership: 10 

Nikolay Senin 
Omsk Green City Socio-Environmental Assn. 
K. Marks pr., 6, kv. 56 
Omsk 644010 
or 

PB 5714 
Omsk 644046 
tek (3812) 31-30-83 

644010 Oiticx 
np-r K. Mapxca 6. Ka. 56 
Coiniameioe 3xo.norwaecxoe 
06beeimerixe 3exenet ropoz 
Hinco.riaft Cereui 

644046 OmcK 
II/51 5714 
Hinco.naR Ceinui 

The Omsk Green City Socio-Environmental Association monitors nuliation pollution in homes, zuivocates 
compensation for people living in highly oentazninated homes, publishes an environmental newspaper and 
participates in independent environmental inspections. Membershipc 150 



Victor Starodubtsev 
Ecological Initiative 
Perevertkin St., 46, kv. 35 
Voronezh 394000 
tel: (0732) 23-05-93; 566-569 

394000 BopoHeax 
yn. Tlepeaépmania 46, Ica. 35 
3xo.norffliecxasi Ihnnuiantaa 
Bmrrop erapozydues 

Aleksandr Tsyganov 
Public Ecological Center 
1Grova St., 13 
Yakutsk 677000 
tel: (41122) 27-11-2 

677000 Sixyrcx 
pt. Kmposa 13 
05ntecrsemibitl-3xo.nonmeciatfi Ueirrp 
Anexcaluip Ubwalios 

Ekaterina Skorikhina 
Green Branch Club 
Zakharova St. 19 
Yaroslavl 150002 
tel: 21-00-75; 22-40-61 

150002 Apocazaanb 
y.n. 3axaposa 19 
Kny6 "3eneia.S1 BeTKa.' 
ExaTepinia Cxopmxiet a 

C 4 
Yuly Shchipakin 
Perm Branch, SEU 
Kosmonavtov St., 88, kv. 39 
Perm 614081 
tel: (3422) 31-08-81 

614081 Tier«) 
KOCMOHBBTOB 88, KB. 39 

llepmcxoe ouenexile 
10.nxit lUxriaiont 

The Perm Branch of the Socio-Ecological Union advocates the use of environmentally mound technology, 
attempts to improve environmental conditions to alleviate environmentally-related illnesses and cooperates vrith 
professional organizations and businesses- Membership: 5 

Sergey Soloviev 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatka, Greens Assn. 
Gorki St., 15, kv. 44 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky 683024 
tel: (41500)31-35-Z  3-36-83 

683024 Ilerporiaanoscx-KamqaTcxmil 
ropbxoro 15,1a. 44 

Accougainui 3e.neibix r.Ilerponaa-
moacx-KabriiaTmaift 
Cepreft COJI0Ble3 

The Greens Association of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatka coordinates the activities of NG0s, tries to influence 
legislation and sponsors ecological exhibitions and ecotouriszn. 

Anatoly Lebedev 
Greenpeace affiliate 
Nekrasovskaya St., 48, kv. 912-a 
Vladivostok 690014 
tel: 239-922; 226-895 

690014 BAUFIBOCTOK 
y.n. Hexpacoacxas 48, Ica. 912-a 
AHaTo.nrail Jle6e,nes 

Projects of this organization include demilitarization of the territories of the Far East, ecoteurism, development of 
environmental businesses and introducing cleaner technologies to industry and agriculture. The group has 
successfully halted nuclear research in Vladivostok and long of the region's cedar forests. It has also 
disseminated information about a nuclear accident which occurred on a naval vessel in 1985. Membership: 25 

Ecological Initiative monitors the environment of Voronezh. In 1990 the group conducted an independent 
environmental inspection of a nuclear power station, a success which it accomplished through a city-wide 
referendum on on the issue. Membership: 50 

In 1990 the Public Ecological Center conducted five inspections  cf  underground nuclear testing sites and 
uncovered two sites with radiation pollution. 



Lidia Baykova 
Green Branch nab 
Lekarskaya St., 1, kv. 1 
Yaroslavl 150000 
tel: (08522) 22-01-75 

150000 51poczamb 
Jlexapcxasa 1, KB. 1 

lOry6 "3e.n8Hae Bence 
/hums Banxoua 

Aleksandr Ogloblin 
Cooperative "EKOS" 
Kirova St., 9/7 
Yaroslavl 150000 
tel: (08522) 22-11-95 

150000 Apocaraa.nb 
y.71: Kmposa. 9/7 
Kooneparma -3K0C. 

 Axexcamip Or.nofirm 

Bashkiria branch of SEU Bamnrpcxoe o-rze.neHHe C3C 

Dima Novitsky 
Ecology, Health and Life 
Lenin St., 21, kv. 32 
Ufa 450025 
tel: (3472) 22-44-89 

450025 Yclaa 
JleHHHa 21, J03. 32 

3Ko.nonei, 3/40posbe X Xedulib 
.amiepx1/ HoaHuKHR 

Aleksandr Volkov 
Ufa Intellectuals Club 
Krupskoy 6, kv. 38 
Ufa 450000 
tel.: (3472) 22-85-70 

450000 npa 
KpyncxoR 6, el. 38 

Yclutmmain K.ffe 1,1H-reznureenzkui 
A.nexcamip BOJIKOB 

Boris Rezhabek 
Ecopolis Mira, Southern  Branch 
Eremenko St. 60/4, kv. 80 
Rostov on Don 344133 
tel: 8-8632-25-0728; 22-4291 

344133 Porroa Ha aoHy 
Epememzo 60/4, Ka. 80 

3K0110.71HC MHpa, I0 KHbzÇ013.71Ha.J1 
BopHc PexaGeK 

The Green Branch RIub educates the public about the environment and advocates the public's right to have 
control over their environment In 1990 the group cooperated with Green Peace in Germany and worked on the 
construction of a sewage treatment plant Membership: 42 

The Cooperative leKOS.  is involved in sewage treatment. Membership: 18 

BASHI:MELIA, ASSR 	 BAnncaPcrAst AC CP 

Activities of the Bashkiria Branch of the Socio-Ecological Union include aleviating the consequences of 
environmental disasters such as recent phenol spills into city water supplies, providing assistance to disaster 
victims and raising local environmental awareness. 

The Ufa Intellectuals Club is interested in envirorunentelly-relatecl illnesses and ecotourism. Membership: 100 

Ecopolis Mira seeks to build communities ofa new type, uniting the poesibilities of city life and agriculture for the 
development of science, culture and religion. Specific interests include alternative energy and technology. In 
1990 the group began developing an ecopolis in the Tanaise National Park near the Don River. 



Mikhail Panov 
Druzhina for Nature Protection 
Gorky St., 24, kor. 1, kv. 10 
Ryazan 390000 

390000 Psuarib 
ropeoro 24, K. 1, KB. 10 

npyxonta no OxpaHe ripmpozad 
Muxaim llama 

Sergey Krinitsin 
EcoInfo 
Postovskogo St., 16-a, kv. 16 
Sverdlovsk 620147 

620147 Crsepetnoacx 
Ilocroscxoro 16-a, Ica. 16 

31(01343o 
Cepren Kpmammui 

Albina Biychaninova 
Tomsk Ecological Initiative 
Korolev St., 8, kv. 3 
Tomsk 634055 
tel: (3822) 25-85-58 

634055 Tomcic 
Koponésa 8, KB. 3 

TOMCK EKOJI0rIeleCK3-51 limumazusa 
AJTb6mea Buttqammosa 

Aleksandr Ksents 
Ecological Center 
Kirov Pr., 53/4, kv. 9 
Tomsk 634012 
tel: (3822) 44-79-53 

634012 Tom= 
rip-T Kiiposa 53/4, KB. 9 
3x0.norwiecxxfi Lletrrp 
Anexcalulp Kcemi 

The Ryazan Druzhina for Nature Protection conducts environrnental monitoring, supports public control of 

environmental legislation and veorks with the local Deputy Soviet. 

Tatyana Baranovskaya 
Youth Comraittee for Nature Protection 
Gagarin St., 48, kv. 47 
Samara 443079 
tel: (8462) 68-35-25 

443079 Camapa 
rarapxxa 48 .  KB. 47 

Mozoileinthe C0103 no oxpaHe 
npsipcizu 
TaTbsma BapaHoacKasi 

The Youth Committee for Nature Protection organizes environmental camps and ecotourism, coordinates 

protests against environmentally-rhtTnReing factories and advocates the protection and restoration of the 

Samarskaya Luna National Park. Membership: 20 

Ecolnfo is involved in environmental education and ecoteurism. 

The Tomsk Ecolcgical Initiative is involved in air and water pollution and the extermination of Siberian forests. 
In 1990 the movement successfully blocked construction of an enviromnentally-hazardous plant in Tomsk, 
sponsored a public forum about radiation pollution and took part in independent inspections in the region. 
Membership: 20 

The Ecological Center researches environmentally-sound technologies and uses non-traditional forums for environmental education. Membership: 10 

Vladimir Chernovol 
Committee for Ecological Control 
Mayakovskogo St., 9, kv. 11 
Tuapse 352800 
tel; (86261) 28-8-07 

352.800 Tyance 
Masucoecgoro 9, la3. 11 

Komwrer 3Komorlitiemcoro Kowrpo.n.si  
BJzazieelp tiepHosoz 

Projects of the Committee for Ecological Control include establighing a national park near the Black SeEt, a Children's Center, zoos and botanical gardens. The Committee is also trying to establish an NGO watchdog group. Membership: 40 



Andrey Saltykov 
Noosphere Environmental Club 
Kashtankina St., 23, kv. 3 
Ulyanovsk 432048 
tel: (84222) 31-33-02 

432048 YJIlaRHOBCK 
• Kaurramania 23, iC13. 3 
3xo.normtiecnet Kny5 Ilooccpepa -
AH,ErpeR Cam-bums 

DAGESTAN, ASSR ZiArECTAHCXAR ACCP 

KARELIA, .ASSR KAPE.71b =AR ACCP 

KOMI, ASSTt KOlvel ACCP 

Irina Izvolskaya 
Tula environmental newspaper, "For Survival" 
Frunze St., 16, kv. 35 
Tula 300034 

300034 Tyza 
• Opyffle 16, Ka. 35 
raaera Bbubutaamie" 
HpuHaILIBOJICK3-51 

The Noosphere Environmental Club is involved in environmental education and improving the urban 
environment of Ulyanovsk. Successes include halting construction on and pollution of the Sviyaga River, blocking construction of a micrtxdectric plant in the center of the city and preserving two city parks. 
Membership: 23 

Salautdin Magidov 
Green Movement of Caucasus 
Oskar St., 60, kv. 31 
Makhachkala 367002 
tel: (87200) 72-0-51 (h); 7-68-16 (w)  

367002 MaxatiKana 
• Ocicapa,60,Ka.31 
KasKa3cKoe antâcente 3e.nei1x 
Camaymmt Maritzoa 

The Green Movement of the Caucasus publicizes environmental problems in Dagestan, specifically air, forest 
and river pollution. Membership: 17 

Dmitry Rybakov 
"Paanayarvi" 
Pushkinskaya St., 5-a, kv. 32 
Petrozavodsk 125035 
tel: (81400) 99-88-1 

185035 llerpoaasozcx 
• Tlymmincicasi 5-a, KB. 32 
'Tlaaliasrpapt s  
oaNswrpall Ple5ama 

"Paanayarvi" advocates alternative sources of energy and the protection of national parks. Projects include 
organizing protests against the construction of the Karelia nuclear power plant and organizing demonstrations in 
the Segezb region. Membership: 25 

Ninel Khakkarainen 
Panayarvi Creative Noosphere Club 
Neobrandenburgskaya St., 14-a, kv. 51 
Petrozavodsk 185034 
tel: (81400) 65-62-4 

185034 rlerpo3aao,acK 
• Heo6pazeH5yprcxas 14-a, KB. 51 
Taoptiecnet HooccpepribuI x.ny6 
llanasipme 
HHliemb Xamapsiztex 

The Panayarvi Creative Noosphere Club studies illnesses related to air pollution and fiurosis and is involved in 
natural resource issues and Karelian nature preserves. 

Margarita Getsen 
Korai Socio-Ecological Club 
K_Marks St.., 212, kv. 17 
Syktyvkar 167007 
teL  (82122) 7-20-42; 2-50-12; 2-52-13 

167007 CiorruaKap 
• K.MapKca 212, xs. 17 
K0 /4.4H COLImaxbno-lcozonitiecniel x.71y6 
Maprapwra reueH 

The Komi Socio-Ecological Club is involved in environmental education, ecotourism and monitoring. In 1990 the 
club worked out a plan for creating a national park in Komi and halted plans to build an environmentally 
hazardous nlant in Shezhazt. 



Alsue Feishanova 
Ecology Department 
Kazan University 
Lenin St. 18 
Kazan 420008 
tel: 38-70-51; 39-80-68 

420008 1Caàaxb 
Jlexmia 18 

Ka3anc1atft Yiniseparrer 
3ico.normmecicoe orgezemme 
3.7nacy rbeamarlosa 

TAJDUSTAN TAZDKIIXECTAR 
Rharaid Atakhanov 
Tajikistan Branch, SEU 
Gissarskaya St., 15, kv. 27 
Dushanbe 734058 
tel: (3772) 35-05-43; 23-25-23 

734058 flymali6e 
JL rxccapcicas 15, Ka. 27 

Tamicxxcxoe omnexemie C3C 
Xaiag kraxamos 

TATAR, ASSR 
Al eksan dr D or ofe ev 
"Ants" Nature Protection Brigade 
Zavoisky St., 12, kv. 120 
Kazan 420141 

TATAPCSASI ACCP 
4201411Ca3amb 
pt. 3aBoftocoro 12, KB. 120 
«MypaBbu» ilK. orpsul no oxpakie 
npmpozbi 
Aitexcaugp LlopocDeea 

The "Ants" Nature Protection Brigade worlts principally on issues of waste disposal and industrial wastes. The 
brigade also teaches children to put environmental protection into practice, cleaning streams and turning trash 
into souvenirs. In 1990 the brigade participated in the Greenpeace "No Mine  ta  Waste" project and stiocessfully 
developed environmental technologies for using logging wastes. Membership: 30 

The Ecology Department of Kazan University is involved in environmental education as well as ajoint program 
with the National Audubon Society. 

Buie 'rukhvatullin 
Ecological Foundation OASIS 
Ihragimov Pr., 4, kv. 54 
Kazan 420057 
te1: (8432) 37-32-81; 37-54-75; 53-51-43 

420057 Ka3axb 
np. H5parindosa 4 ,103. 54 
3Ko.normnepoin 	-0A3HC° 
ByzaT TyxBary.inui 

The Ecological Foundation OASIS develops environmental education programs for employers and businessmen, 
including education about waste products. In 1990 OASIS developed contacts with Americans and started an 
environmental school for employers. Membership: 50 

The Tajikistan Branch of the Socio-Ecological Union is interested in environmentally related illnesses end 
reconstruction of polluting industrial plants. Projects include developing the Pamir National Park and 
participating in an inspection of the Rogunskaya Nuclear Power Plant. Membership: 15 
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Appendix D 

Background Materials on ElVBAS, ECOPROM and RIIF 
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Accoguayou 
,qenosoro corpy,qHmilecrea 
C 3apyôexcHb1mu crpaHamu 
B o6nacre opcpy)Kalouieri cpepbr 

EN3F15 
6bina ocHoaaHa B 1989 r. rpynnoid Kpyrudbix npombiwnei-i-
HbIX npeAnpoRTedià  ii  HayLiHo-mccrie,qoBaTenbcKidx opra-
Himayviià no kmidi.maTidee rocy,qapcTeeHHoro KomoTera 
CCCP no oxpaHe npidpo,qbi  Ii  Toproso-npombiwneHHoh 
nana -rbi CCCP. 

Accogoams3 	 RafiReTCR BHaLUHe3KOHOM11- 
yecKoà endpmoi'd, npeAcTaenaiouieii idwrepecbi npeg-
npidwroià  11  opram143aL4Ied, KoTopbie XOTRT Bb11T14 Ha BHe-
wkimà pb1HOK B Lens« yCTaHOeneHilFi KOHTaKTOB C 3apy-
6e*Hbimid qmpmamid. 

OcHoeaTensimo ACCOLILIaLpI11 RaRRIOTCR: npomeo,q-
CTBeHHOe o6be,qmHeHine r. MocKea; mawidido-
CTOONTenbHblii 3aBO,C4 MM. Xpymedeea, r. MocKea; npon-
BOACTBeHHOe crieuidantd3opoeaHHoe o6beeptHeHide 
«LtBaTMeT3KOJ101-1133», r. MOCKBa; HayldHo-nponeo 1q- 
ci-BeHHoe oenpe,qtdHeidide «BH1114HEI:DTEMAW», r. MOCK-
Ba; npow3aopcTeeHH0e ofrbeemeHme «3Kvi6acTy3- 
yrorib», r. 3K146acry3; npoimeoAcTeeHHoe o&be,c0Heme 
"Fill)KHaKaMCKHeCPTeXIIM", r. FIII)KHaKaMCK k1qpyr1ie. 

OCHOBHble yLipeAmTenid Accoteated •i1/1H6AC»: 0 .6- 
1.1.1eCTBO C orpaHm4eHHoei OTBeTCTBeHHOCTWO «PyCCK0e 
kopid tqwdecKoe areHTcTeo», Edopo npegnp14H11maTenb-
CK0171 11HHOBaL41111 41apocc», Accowdauinn Aenoeoro co-
Tpy,gHididecTea «Ii1pTbiw». 

Accoumayosi 4/1HBAC» npegriaraeT ycnyrvi e o6na-
CTVI Aenoesoià 14Hdpopmag14vi, idideecTidpoaaHrtsi  14  mapKe-
TviHra. 

C momeHra CO3AaHHR 4,1HEAC» opideffl-kipoeaHa Ha 
Hana>KoaaHoe corpy,qHmidecTea c 3apy6e*Hbindo crpa-
Ham/ B o6nacTid oKpyx<aiou.ie cpe,qbi. 

Accowdaqmsa npoaopir cemidHapbi  11  npe3eHrau1111 ee-
gyamx 3apy6e>KHbix Oldpm, npotmeogniqux ra30041ICT-
Hoe, nbineynaermeaiou.lee H eo,qoommTHoe o6opy,qoea-
Hile, cpe,qcTea KOHTIDOI1R 3a NCT04HVIKaMil BbleIpOCOB LI 
anageiouwix TeXH0/10111F1M11 nonymeHedsa LleHHbIX Cblpb-
eBbIX pecypcoe 113 OTX0A0B nponeo,qcrea, a Tatoice 
npoid3eo,n,Flu4Hx o6opy,qoeam14e Ang 3K0J10r114eCial 6e3- 
onacHoro yHoi-n -o)KeHidsa TOKCH4HbIX 0TX0A0B. 

ACCOL.111aLeR 44H6AC» 6epeT Ha ce6s1 eHewHeTopro-
ayio, nocpepHvildecKylo  II K0op,q0HaL4110HHyi0 ponb B pe-
anki3aqiud pa3n11-mbix npoeicroe. Mbl oKa3bieaem no-
MOLL4b B Bblr1011HaH1111 3K0/10r114eCKNX nporpamm 

HaX001ILLIOXCR B pa3mdt4Hbix permoHax crpaH 
cHr. 

Accoqidatesl 4,11-15AC» ,qeicTayeT Ha pa3Hbix Ha-
npaaneied opraHm3yeT o6yldeidide cneurtanidcroe 3a 
py6e,K0m. 3KCrlepT143b1  Il aHal1113 COCTORHLIR oKpyxca-
1ou4e11 cpegbi. 

Accogoauvin “1/1HBAC» pocTorna xopoundx pe3ynb-
TaTOB B pa3111141-161X o6nacTnx KommeptdecKoil AeFiTenb-
HOCTIA, BKI1104aR ilmnopT  il  3KCROOT. 

Accote/agie «VIHEAC. ,  roppwrcsi cime cnoco6Ho-
CTbF0 110CTaBI1FITb KnoeHram Heo6xo 1comyio npo,ffluidio 

ycnyro no mpe3ebi4ai-dHo KoHKypeHTocnoco6Hbim 
Ham. ppyrom NCTO4HOKOM 4yBCTBa roppocTid RBrIFIeTCR 
,qoeepine KIlk1eHT0B, KoTopoe r1031301114110 yCTaHOB14Tb 
npoi-mbie CBR311 CO MHOMMLI p0CCV1fICK11M11  Il  idHoc -rpaH-
Hb1M11 cOidpmanivi. 

BHe acsiKoro comHeHorl, 113yLieHi4e  Il  opramd3a14l4n 
pb1HK8 c6biTa OTX0,0,0B. nocraeKa npidpo,qooxpaHHoro 
o6opyripeamdri. dpidHaHcidpoaamde. a Taioice mapKendHr. 
npeAcraanqembie Accogidawdeid cd/IFIGAC-. enonHe 
y,4 0 B n el-Bop g Foi-  ece eloribwe  V  60nbwe eo3pacTaioti4l4i1 
cnpoc Ha Hawid npoeK -rbi. 

KOMMap4aCKaR ,aeATellbHOCTb ACCOleal.4011 pa3Bid-
eae -rcrt 6bICTObIMM Temnamin 6naro oqapsa BbICOKOH KBarni-
cptiKayvivi corpygmdKoe B o6nacTid aHewHet:i LI eHy-rpeid-
Heid TOprOBTIVI. 

The Environmental 
Business 
Association 

EN3F6 
was set up in 1989 by a number of large industriel enterpri-

ses and scientific-research institutes at the initiative of the 
USSR State Committee for Environmental Protection and 
the USSR Chamber of Industry and Commerce. 

Today "ENBAS" is a foreign-economic company re-
presenting interests of enterprises and organizations 
eager to enter international market with the aim of entering 
into contracts with foreign firms. 

The founders of the "ENBAS" are: Production Asso-
ciation "ZIL", Moscow; Moscow Machine-Building Plant 
after Khrunitchev; Production Specialized Association 
"Tsvetmetecologia", Moscow; Scientific-Production Asso-
ciation "Vniineftemash", Moscow; Production Association 
"Ekibastuzugol", Ekibastuz; Production 'Association 
"Nizhnekamskneftechim", Nizhnekamsk and others. 

At the present time participants in "ENBAS" are the fol-
lowing: "Russian Juridical Agency Ltd.'', Business Innova-
tion Bureau "Laross" and Business Association "Irtysh". 

"ENBAS" renders services in the field of business in-
formation, investments and marketing. 

From the very moment of its inception "ENBAS" was 
oriented to encourage cooperation with foreign states in 
the environmental sphere. 

"EN BAS"  organizes seminars and presentations of fo-
reign companies, which produce gas-purification, dust-ab-
sorbtion and water-purification equipment, means of cont-
rol of emission sources and develops technologies for ob-
taining valuable raw materials for ecologically safe annihi-
lation of toxic waste. 

"ENBAS" plays an intermediate and coordinating role 
in the realization of various projects. It renders assistance 
in carrying out ecological programs of enterprises situated 
in all regions of CIS countries. 

"ENBAS" acts in various spheres: it organizes experts' 
training abroad, expertises and environmental assess-
ment. 

"ENBAS" is very successful in different areas of com-
mercial activities, including import and expo rt . 

"ENBAS" is proud of its ability to provide clients with 
necessary products and services at very competitive pri-
ces. Another source of its pride is clients confidence. 
which make it possible to set up firm contacts with many 
Russian and foreign companies. 

lt goes without saying that studies and organization of 
the market place, delivery of environmental equipment, fi-
nancing as well as marketing provided by "ENBAS" help 
meet the more and more growing demands for its projects. 

The commercial activities of the company are rapidly 
developing due to high skill of personnel specializing in the 
sphere of foreign and domestic trade. 



&leg OpraHtiaayieg npoplaBoAcraa BbICOKO3CPCPBKTI4B-

Horo npopo,qooxpaHHoro (raaooHourHoro, nbine-
ynaenosafoutero  ii  BOA00 1-114CTHOro) oôopygo-
BaH1157. 

Paapaôorka coaAaHoe CLiCTM 14 cpeAcra KOHT-

ponP aa COCTORHLIBM oKppécaiou.lepr CpeAbl 14 14C-

TO4 IHPIKBM14 Bbl6p0C0B. 

BHeApeHoe akonormwecKm 6e3onacHbrx pecyp- 
coc6eperaiou_iox rexHonorker,  B Toni wocne no 
nepepa6orKe LIyrensi3al.4140 npombnuneHHbix 
6bITOBbIX orxo,qoa, Ha npe,qnpiemeix merannyp-
rmwecKoro, TO171711BH0-3HepreT14LIBCKOr0, mawm-

HOCTpONTel7bH0r0, xiimoko-necHoro 14 crpoki-
Tef7bH0r0 KOM17.17eKCOB. 

EABFIS Organization of production of highly efficient en-
vironmental (gas-purification, dust-absorbtion 

and water-purification) equipment 

Design and development of systems and 
means of control of environment and emission 

sources. 

Introduction of ecologically safe and resource- 
preserving technologies including processing 
and utilization of industrial and domestic waste 
on enterprises of metallurgical, fuel-energy. 
machine-building ,  chemical ,  timber and construc-
tion complexes. 



IlpeAripmmTHR 
opramm3ai4bm — 

Linembt Accoquawof 
«14H5AC» — 
npeAnaraior 
cneiqysou4me manpaanemum 
corpyAmwiecraa 
C  3apy6e)Kmbimm 
empmamm: 

MAWIIHOCTPOVITEJ1bHbli1 
3ABO,EIMMEHM XPYFRILIEBA 
o  nocraaKa 030HaTOPHbIX yCTaHOBOK 
AIM BOA01-10,1VOTOBK11, a rame ArIFI AID-

0.-114CT K CTO4HbIX BOA rIDDIA3BOAHTellb-
H0CTb10 25-100 in 0,25-15 Kr o3oHa B 
mac, orrnimaiouexcn or HasecrHbix NC-
110/1630BaHHeM TOKOB BIDIC0K0à 4aCTOTbl .  
H 030HOCOPO4H14, 4T0 11038011FIBT B Aea 
pana yeeniewirb DP0H3BOACTB0 030Ha C 
e/411H114b1 nriou.jaAin Il Ha 30-40% CHM-
3klTb 3Heprerw-recKHe 3arparbi; B03- 

 A40)Klia Koonepaten B CPopme nocraeKH 
B POCCS110 KOPM1PeCCOPOB, cscrem 
ocywicH  M  0414CTKII a03exa, npeopoe 
Ann ra3oaHanH3a H onpe,qenewin (me-
Hieropmra) npvip,sieceit  B aciAe; 
O  YIC110/1b30BaHHe 030HHbIX TEIXH0110111à 
B npot.teccax 04HCTKI4 AblMOBbIX ra3OB OT 
oKcHgtoa a3ora 14 ebicoKyro creneHb 
041407101 ra3OB •••• SO2 	90%, 
NO, — 70-80%; menecoo6pa3Ha no-
craaKa or 3apy6e*Hbrx naprnepos of:Po-
ow:meal-nut Ann rpaHympoaaHvin, pac-
CPaCOBKH  Il ynaKoaKin oeça3pouterocn B 
npoqecce 04PICTKH cyneara ammoilkin c 
MIAKPO3rIBMBHTaMMI — 6e3HHrparHoro 
yAo6peHi4n, a TaKwe Apyroro o6opyAo-
BaHHR, npvimeHnemoro B ra300411CTHbIX 
ycraHoeKax (no cornacosamo cropoH). 

Hr10 «HMI1XVIMMAW» 

coemecrHoe DP0113BOACTBD pa3Aern4renb-
HbIX memeipaH 14 mem6paHHbix 3ner.4ewroti 
Ann npoiteccoe o6parHoro ocmoca  ii yribrpa-
qmribrpagioni Ann 04HCTKIM1 CTO4HbIX BOA. a 
rame yeariosoK mem6paHHoro pa3Aene-
HHR Ha ypoeHe eeponeAcKmx craH,4 DTOB  fia  

bale Hmeioupixcn e POCCHN npoH3BoAcreeH-
HbIX nnouffleii Ha K0HTPaKTH0à OCHOBe 
pa3nH4Hbimil cOormiamm paci-ieroe: 
D coamecrHan pa3pa6orKa  yopraHH3awin 
Ha KOHTPaKTH01-4 OCHOBe abicoKoceneKrma-
HbIX accinmerpH4Hb1x rampa3Aenorenblibix 
mem6paH, nnocKmx Hno pyROHNbIX mem6paH-
HbDC 31IeMeHTOB Ann pamenemn ra3OBbIX 
»Am« cmeceA; 
o  ymarnie B co3AaHHH onbrnio-npombiwneH-
HWX ycraHosoK M nocneApoutan nocraua 
Ha KOHTPaKTH0à OCHOBE 3KonommecKm 4N-

crux KobAnnekcos eopyAoaaHvin Ann nepe 
paborKH orxoAoe rrnmecbatipHK  Il  XHBOTHO-
BOA4BCKHX cbepm c nonyKeHmeb.4 044114eH-
>tiro 6Hora3a, KomnneKcHbix yAoelpeHoil 
LIPHHI2IX KOPINOBbIX AobasoK, OTTIVILIalOLLIHXCH 
31(0710rH4eCK0à 4LICTOTOà, nonymeHmem Bbl-
coKoKanopifibioro meraHa, *KAKI« si ram) 
AblX OPraHH4BCKIAX yAo6peHHH, noebiwa-
ioumx ypo)KaAHocrb Ha 10-12% no cpaeHe 
H1410 C TpapiteoHHblem opraHH4ecKvimm 
y,qo6pelimigmH, 6erIKOBIlTaMilHHb1Mil Kopmo 
• ADItlaBKa1.111. 

MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT 
AFTER KHRUNITCHEV 

u delivery of ozonizing plants for water 
preparation and tertiary treatment of wa-
ste water with productivity of 25-100 and 
0.25-15 kgs of ozone per hour, which dif-
fer from the known in use of high-frequ-
ency current and ozone-absorbtion which 
allow to increase production of ozone 
from the unit of area in two times and to 
decrease energy consumption by 30-40 
per cent; cooperation in a form of delivery 
of compressors, air-drying and purifying 
systems, devices for gas analysis and 
monitoring of admixtures in water to 
Russia: 
o utilization of ozone technologies in the 
processes of purification of flue gases 
from nitrogen oxides and receiving high 
quality purification from: SO 2  — 90%. 
NO,— 70-80% ,  delivery of equipment 
for granulation and packing of resulting 
ammonium sulfate with microelements 
(nitrates free fertilizers),  as well as other 
equipment used in gas-purification plants 
from foreign partners is expedient. 

SCIENTIFIC-PRODUCTION 
ASSOCIATION "NIICHIMMASH" 

El joint production of separating membra • 
nes and membrane elements for process 
of reverse osmosis and ultra-filtration foi 
sewage purification as well as plants ol 
membrane separation of European stan-
dard level on the basis of existing Russian 
industrial areas on the contract basis with 
different forms of payment: 
o joint design and production on the cont-
ract basis of highly selective assymetnc 
gas-separating membranes, plane or rol-
led membrane elements to separate gas 
and liquid admixtures: 
o participation in creating pilot-industnal 
plants and further delivery on a contract 
basis of ecologically pure equipment 
complexes for processing waste from po 
ultry plants and stock-rearing farms pro 

ducing purified biogas. complicated fertit ,  
zers and valuable feed additives. prodi ,  
cinq high-calory methane. liquid and SOW: 
organic fertilizer increasinn crop cap; 
city by 10-12t!, in comparison with trao ,  
banal organic fertilizers. protein-vitarni , 

 feed additives 

Enterprises 
and organizations 
which are members 
of "ENBAS" 
offer the following 
possibilities 
of cooperation with 
foreign companies: 



no c(C0103CTP0M3K0110r1151» 

u coemecrribie pa3pa6oricH Ha base time-
iouiidxcn occneAoeaHrtH  si oprarinaten 
npoHnoAcrea nvtAapHbix cocrem onpe-
Aenei-mn HaHonneHon e oprarivame 
noeeHa li *HBOTHbIX BpeAHbix eetuecre 
rexHoreHHoro npokicxow,AeHHR. 
U coemecrHoe Op0H3BOACTBO ra3o-
oqHcrHoro o6opy,qoearein AIM mHAy-
crpHo o -rAeribHbix CTOOHTBIlbHbIX mare-
pHanoe. 
D coemecrHoe npoo3aoAcreo Bel"- 
po3Heprene-iecnix ycraHOBOK 

EABAS 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"SOJUZSTROMECOLOGIA" 

II  joint developments and organization 
of production of 'icier systems  for  determi-
nation of toxic technogeruc agents in hu-
man and animal organisms on the basis of 
existing researches: 
D joint production of gas-purification 
equipment for several construction mate-
rials manufacturing; 
Li joint production of wind-power plants. 

no cc3ABOA 
IIMEHII MIXALIEBA» 
▪ coemecrHan pa3padonca. Ha ocHoee 
HmeFoupixcn HccneposaHHM Hemrpano- 
3a -r0p0s pa3riv ■-mbix TOMB — cpeAcre 
KaTaIIHTLILIBCKOr0 ,LIO*11FaHkel T0KOH4- 
HbIX abielpocoo AeHrareneà i3HyrpeH- 
Hero cropaHvin H opraHosaumn  six npo- 
MblWfleHHOr0 npormeoAcrea. 
▪ ymacrue cbvipm B CO31 aHHH 3amicHy- 
Toro eopoo6oporHoro teem npom3- 
BOACTB 06be,[111HBHVIR, a raHwe Bo Brie-
ApeHom ra300LWICTHbIX yCTaHOBOK pa3- 
nw-Hioro Tema: 

npvio6pereHme cpeAcre KOHTOOTIFI ra-
30BbIX TOKCH4HbIX abi6pocoe — SO2 , 
NO,. CO OT 3HeprerierecHvix yCTaHOBOK 
oitrbeAHHeHHn; 
L npoo6pereHme rexHonormà  H o6opy- 
,qoearnin Ann o6pa6orkm  IiyrkintuaLmo 
ranbeaHte-iecHox wnamoe, coAepHauedx 
HOHbl TA>KeIlblX MeTa.11.110B 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"ZAVOD IMENI LICHATCHOVA" 
(ZIL) 

joint design of various neutralizers — 
means of catalyst reburrung of internal 
combustion engines emissions on the ba-
sis of existing researches and organiza-
tion of their industrial production: 
ii  companies' participation in creating clo-
sed water turn-over cycle for Associa-
tions  productions. as well as in imple-
menting various gas-purifying plants: 
Li purchase of means of control of ga-
seous toxic emissions — SO 2 , NO,. CO 
from power plants: 
Ii  purchase of technologies and 
equipment for treatment and utilization of 
galvanic slushes containing heavy metals 
ions. 

no (c1.413ETMET3K0110r1453» 

opramisaglei COffleCTHOr0 Op0143BOACTBa 
Ha base omeloiAiixcn B obbeAHrieHrui npokr3- 
eoAcreeHribix nnoulA,Aeki ra3onbineynalano-
ealou4ero. BoAooLiecrHoro obopyAcHaaHmn  si  
npobopoe 3K01101114eCK01-0 KOHTOOTIA. Heo6- 
xoAoma nocraeHa 3apytie)Hribieéi naprHepom 
rexrileiecHoi:1 AoxymeHraeom Ha npvibopbi. 
Homnneimiotex Hmenkri, oPopyAoeaHon 
grui npoia3BoAcrea annaparoe Ii npH6opos. 
ceicTem HoHrponn H yripaenerion npogec-
caw+ raso-  si  BOA004VICTKW. 

co3AaHme COBMBCTI40171 HIOKHHIlphHrOB0à 
COHOMbl e otinacm oxparibi oHpy)Halou4eH 
cpeAbi B Hanpaenewnx: 
• pa3paborica annaparoe H cHcrem 0411CTKIA 
npombiwneHHbix ebitipocoe 3arpR3HBFOLLBIX 
Betuecre e armoccpepy  s Boimembi: 
• Har-lHblii nowcH  M pa3paborHa HOBbIX rex-
Honormil ra3o- si  BOA004HCTKH: 
• npoBeAerime WelIXAOHTWKHWX,nycHoHaria-
AOLIHblX pabor Ha yrrarioeHax ra3o-  si  BOA0- 

 04HCTKO  H  ceparicsoro oificnywHearion: 
• npoBeAeHme HesamicHmoil 3Honorm4ecHoii 
3Hcneprinbi TeXHH4eCKSIX peweHitil no ra3o-
H BOA00451CTKe; 
• opraHH3agon coemecrHoil cpyipmbi no 
OLINCTKe pycen per( OT TOOORKa, c.aHvirapHoà 
py6He neca Ha reppHropow PoccHH  si ebinycH 
Ha 3TOi1 ocHoee me6enii. 3apy6e*Hburf  flapi-
Hep npeAocraenner coepemermoe o6opyAo-
Berme Ann nponeo,qcrea me6enH, orAenoLi-
ribie e..tarepmanbi  H cpypHwrypy. HearnicpHyo-
poriaHribix marrepoe 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"TSVETMETECOLOGIA" 

organization of joint production on the basis 
of existing industnal areas of gas- and dust-
absorbing, water-purifying equipment and en-
vironment control devices. Delivery by foreign 
partners of technical documentation for devi-
ces. complete articles ,  systems of control of 
gas- and water-purification processes: 
o  setting up a joint engineering company in the 
sphere of environmental protection in the follo-
wing directions: 
• development of plants and systems for puri-
fication of industnal contaminated emissions 
into atmosphere and water basins: 
• scientific search and development of new 
gas and water purification technologies: 
• organization of installation ,  adjustment and 
alignment of gas and water purification plants. - 
their service maintenance: 
• organization of independent ecological ex-
pertise of designs for gas and water purifica-
tion: 
• setting up a oint  company for purification 01 
river-heds from snaq. sander wood cutting on 
the territory of Russia and production of furni-
ture on this basis The foreign partner shall 
provide modern equipMent for furniture pro-
duction. leather finishing agents and accesso-
ries. qualified personne l . 



CTEPI1MTAMAKCK1414 3ABOR 
«ABAHrAP 1E1» 

opraHm3agon coemecTHoro npextripHsi-
Tog no npoo3BoAcTey npo6opoe 3K0/10- 
roveckoro KOHTOORR Ha 6a3e mme-
FOLLINXCFi npow3eoAcTeeHHb1x nnoutaAeir 

KeanorptiuopoeaHHoro nepcoHana. 
ebiceocio>icAaioupixcsi e npouecce KOH-

sepcoo: 
npooPpereHoe coc -rembi 3konorw4ec-

koro moHoropoHra ATM KpynHoro npo-
rvibiwneHHoro ropoAa C -repnyrramak. 

CbIKTbIBKAPCKIIPI 
llECOCIPOMbIWIIEHHblei 
KOMr111EKC 
Li npHo6pereHme y cpmpm Texrionorm 
o6opy,qosaHms 
• ROOM3BOACTBa ak -rmeoposaHHoro yrnsi 
113 norHima: 
• cOnokyrimeoe Ansi nponeoAcTea 6y-
ruia*Hoei maccbi, 
• npkitiopoe KOHTOORR CTOLIHbIX Bop  ii ra-
30BbIX BbleipOCOB; 
• yrvirun3ai4om KOpb1  14  OTX0,140B cpaHep-
Horo H ApeeecHo-crpy*e4Hbix npoH3- 
BOACTB: 
• M3BfleLleHMR I+13 TexHonorviveckinx 
Macc 03wroc«rep14Ha — CblObR 	npcnia- 
eoAcTea ropmoHanbHbix npenapa roe; 
• °pram/mum; coemec -rHoro npeA- 
npkerreasi no npoo3i3oAc1ey LIBRI1101103b1 
CO c6brrom ee Ha impoeom pbo-uce. 

no «COBIIHTEPBOP , 
 (CKTB C 03n) 

opraHH3auosi coemec -rHbix paapatx, 
TOK M npoH3BoAcTea TexHovecico) 
cpeAcre Ansi CO3,BaHMR 3K01101-04ecK0 

4101CTbIX noA3emHbix npormeoemnb -rpa 
14MOHHbIX BBOTYIKallbHbIX  Il  HaKnoi-mbi> 
aKpaHoe noA effloemamm H  KaHanamu 
eHy-rpo 11110111H VI game). 3atuvrtbi KOTM) 

ea-Hos OT rpywroebix BOA. crpowreni-, •  

c«rea n0A3emHbix vipporauvioHHbix 
crem Ansi a3p030/1bH01-0 yana*HeHnsi 
CellbCKOX03RMCTBeHHbIX kynb-ryp. %Me 

noAaeneHon, nox(aparyweHHH c w 
nonb3oBaii14eni aapo3ont.Horo pacnbine 
HMR *MAKOCTM, ArIR 3aL1411Tbl pbi6 01" no 
na,qaHHR B Bo1qo3a6opHime coopy)keHosi 

STERLITAMAK PLANT 
"AVANGARD" 

• setting up a Joint venture for produc-
tion of environment control devices on the 
basis of existing industrial areas and per-
sonnel disengaging in the conversion pro-
cess: 

t purchase of environment monitoring sy-
stem for the large industrial city of Sterlita-
mak 

SYKTYVKAR 
TIMBER-PRODUCING 
COMPLEX 

CI purchase of technology and equipment 
for: 
• production of activated coal from lignin; 
• flocculants for paper mass production: 
• means of control atter sewages and gas 
emissions: • 
• utilization of bark and waste from ply-
wood and wood-chips productions: 
• extraction of phytosterin— raw material 
for hormone preparahons production — 
from technological masses: 

organization of a ;oint venture for pulp 
production and its sale in a world market 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"SOVINTERVOD" 

Li  organization of Joint developments anc.  
production of technic means for creatinç: 
ecologically pure underground antiftltra 
tion vertical and slope screen under wa 
ter-basins and cannels. inside the dams 
and embankments. protection of founda-
tion pits from ground waters, erection of 
underground irrigation systems for aero-
sol humidification of agricultural crops. 
dust- and fire-suppresion using aerosol 
spraying: for protection of fish from enter • 
ing to water intake installations_ 



mmno «CAMOT» 

nptioCipeTeHme /10KaflbHt:LIX OLILICTFIbIX 
yCTaHOBOK ATIFI ranbeaHoLlecKpix nocios-
BOACTB: 

novieneLieHvie kiHocrpaHHbix cpopm K 
mo,rtepHosaumm cTeH,qa vicnbirarim:i 
aBklaLLLIOHHbIX ,qektraTenei:t c yriosom 
Heifrpanosateeei TOKCII4HbIX Bbl6p000B 
ii  obecnemeHmem wymonornou4eHi4sq. 

MM3 c(CEPrl  14  M0110T» 

niamotipeTeHme yc -raHoerm Henpepue-
Horo K0HTp0f1R CTOLIHbIX BOA. npiempos 
K0HTp0f1R ra3OBIDIX Bbl6p000B; 

nomo6peTeHrie TexHonorkm 04LICTKLI 
o-r macen oc5pa3yiotquxce wnamoe (xo-
MHLIeCKHM. TeomfflecKom kinki emonorm-
LiecKfram meTo,qom).  

no «CEBEPHOE 
MAWIIHOCTPOVITEllbHOE 
r1PEAT1PIIRTIIE» 
• opraHvisawin coemecTHoro npe,q- 
nomilTvin no npoineo,qc -rey BoAo- Ii ra3o-
0414CTHOr0 o6opyAoaaHoh IIHOCTpaHHI,M 
cpkipm Ha Bbicaobo)4cpaioLL4Hxcc B pe-
3yribTaTe KoHeejociiii noovisecAcTeeH-
HbIX nnotqa,qex: 

opraHmsawiR coemecTHoro npowseo,q-
CTBa ka-ranimai-op:os prie Acmceirarmia 
OTX0ASILI4I1X noombiwneHHbix ebibpocoe 

armoccbeoy Ha ocHose TwraHa B rado-
OLIVICTHbIX ycraHoexax no TexHonorovi C 
mcnonb3oBaHmem Cblpb$1 LI meToope ero 
o6pa6onci4; 
D saKynKa TexHonorIlI li oboomoBaHmil 
Ann y11111113aLVILI OTX0,q0B, B TOM LILICIle 
ranbeaHleimecKmx wriamos: 
• opramualee coemecTHoro npe,q-
nowirtisl no paspe3ke Koonycoe aTom-
HbIX 110ABOAHbIX /10,140K Ha meTannonom. 
a Taroke yrkintisateh Kabenem H pesmbi 

Eton& 
MOSCOW MACHINE-BUILDING 
ASSOCIATION "SALIUT" 

, purchase of local plants for galvanic 
productions: 

drawing of forergn companies into mo-
dernization of test beds for aviation en-
gine collecting and neutralizing toxrc 
emissions and providing noise absorb-
tion. 

MOSCOW 
MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT 
"SERP I MOLOT" 

Li  purchase of plant for continuous control 
of sewage. control devices for gas emis-
sions: 
Li purchase of technology for purification 
of slushes from oils (chemical. thermal or 
biological methods). 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"SEVERNOE 
MASHINOSTROITELNOE 
PREDPRIJATIE" 
D organization of joint venture for produc-
tion of foreign water and gas purification 
equipment on industnal areas disenga-
ging duhng conversion process: 
D organization of joint production of cata-
lysts for rebuming flue industrial amis-
sions on the basis of titanium in gas purifi-
cation system according to technology 
using materials and methods of its treat-
ment: 
o purchase of technologies and 
equipment for utilization of waste. indu-
ding galvanic slushes: 

organization of joint venture for cutting 
nuclear submarines bodies Into scrap as 
well as utilization of cables ana rubber 



no «HleDKHEKAMCK-
HEcDTEXIIM» 

npmotipe -reHme Texiionorina  M o6opy-
gosaHmn prin pemmepaniloaumm crov-
HbIX B0,0 T314, nporo -roeneHosi BIDICOKO-
Ka4eCTBeHHOlà nwrbesoil Boxibi; 

3aKynka npvidiopoe 1,1 cpe,qc -ra awroma-
-rw-ieckoro K0HT001131 kaLiecrizia oxpy)Ka-
xxqeei cpe,qbi; 
U oprammaukin c nomoiquo oam-n-epeco-
BaHHbIX CON0M 0BCCTO4H0r0 TeXHIONBC-
Koro BoAocHafixernan. 

Hno «3K0.f1Or1153» 

U booxiariine coemecrioro npeAnpun -ron 
no yrilninat.ibui npombiwneHribix 14  6bITO- 

BbIX OTX0A0B: 
peangoalion orxop,oe uBeTHbIX me-ran- 

n oe, nnacrmaccbt  M ,qp.; 
o co3RaHme COBNIecisoro npe,q-
npvirrriei no npoz35oiic-rey roaapoe 
143,qernià 1013 Cblpbfl npombiwriermbei  01-

X0,1:408. 

0514ECTBO 
C OrPAHIALIEHH014 
OTBETCTBEHHOCTIDIO 
«PYCCKOE IOPIIPALIECKOE 
ArEHTCTBO» 

okaoaHvie lopigtwieckoki nomotqvi B 

CTVI npaa  ii oaKoriribtx kofrepecos opra 
Hmoatelà, npeAnpiermin Ii  14HOCTpaHHbix 

U c6op, aHanvio  M pacnpoc -rpaHerime MH-

loopmauvivi 0 BO3M0>KHOCTAX 14 yCTIOBIAA> 

iiHeecrmpoaamoin B 3K0HOMMy POCCLIVI 

U  ocytmec -reneHme Ho -rapvianbFibix Aell 

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
"NIZHNEKAMSKNEFTECHIM" 
o purchase of technology and equipment 
for demineralization of sewage from ther-
mal power plants, preparation of high-
quality potable water; 
o purchase of environment quality auto-
matic control devices and means: 
o organization of sewage-free technical 
water supply with the help of companies 
interested. 

SCIENTIFIC-PRODUCTION 
ASSOCIATION "ECOLOGIA" 
o  organization of a joint venture for indu-
strial and domestic waste utilization; 
O  realization of non-ferrous metals ,  pla-
stics. etc. wastes: 
o  organization of a joint venture for produ-
ction of goods and articles from industrial 
waste raw materials. 

"RUSSIAN 
JURIDICAL AGENCY Ltd." 

rendering of legal assistance in the oar 
of rights and legal interests of oroanizi 
tions. enterprises and foreign companies 
o collection, analysis and providing into r  
mation on the possibilties and condition‘ 
of investments in the Russian economy . 
D notarial work. 



BK)P0 
rIPEArIPIIHIIMATETIbCK0e1 

«TIAPOCC» 

Li  okaaaHme nomoum e pearivaagoo To-
impala Hapo,qHoro no -roetjneHiffl. 

npeRocTaeneHoe nnanibix ycnyr e co-
oraercremi c npomerigemoei e me)isewHa-
po,qHoet npak -roke knaccodmkaLimeii 
The  Central Production Classification" 

(CPC) 

ACCOLIVIAL4IIR 
RE.110B0r0 
COTPYRHIILIECTBA 6r 	» 

Li co,qeeicreme B cToonenbc -ree cpep-
mepckinx X03;11;ICTB; 
LI crpowrenbcreo HerPTenepepa6aTbi-
eatou4ilx 3aeopoe: 
ii  ebineneHoe noreHuHanbHbix naprHe-
pos cpego poccHeickmx npeeinpierrvià  Ii  
opraHHaauviii. a Tak>xe 3apy6e*Hipix 
cicimpm  ii  opraHoaaumii. HanaxideaHme 
npRmbix KOHTaKTOB  i AerlOBbIX cesmeà 
mew..Ay 
u cogeetcreme e paaewrom npepripmi-
MaTenbCTBa H CO3,BaHVIII npotiaeopere, 
OCHOBaHHbIX Ha cbopmax xoasei-
CTBeHHOil ABSITallbHOCTO B ycnoemax 
pb1HO I-1110i13KOHOMYIKVI. 

Accouvaurm 4/11-i6AC» mmeer pea 
3apy6e*Fibix npeAcraewrenbc -rea B 
repmaHvm LI KaHaAe, rpm cbonwana 
Ha reppwropm Poccom e ropoAax 
Ceeepo 1r4emicke, flonegke  ii  Exa -re-
poHbypre, a Tak>ke gaa AoHepHox 
npeAnprisme HT1.4 «GkomopTex- 
HIIKa»  i  KOOpplHalellOHHbIlà LteHTp 
«I/IH3KC». 

nOCTOSIHEIble 
npeleraserrenborea ARC 
«IIHBAC»: 
1. 123231, r. MocKea, 
yn. Ca,goean KyApriFickaFi, A. 11/13 ,  
Ten.: 252-75-63, 252-75-64, 
cbaKC: 252-45-72 
2. 620219, r. ExaTepm6ypr, 
rcn-150, yn. A. Baneka, A. 13, 
-ren.: 51-02-27 
3. 164509, r. Ceeepo igemHck. 
yn. MawmocTporrreneià, A. 12, 
Ten.: 9-23-65, 
TeneTaiin: 276149 CBET 
4. 398001, r. Ilmneyk, 
yn. rOpbK01-0, A. 15, K2. 49, 
Ten.: 77-73-91 

:27e4=:::::fron 
• M.MUS....WI • •■■• ■••■ •■ -"bee 
alb • ••■ ••••■•••■ ....•••••••••••••O 

BUSINESS INNOVATION 
BUREAU "LAROSS" 

rendering assistance in commodities 
realization: 
' rendering paid services according to 
The Central Production Classification" 

(CPC) used in the world practice 

BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
"IRTYSH" 
Il assistance  in erecbon of farms: 
lerection of oil-processing enterprises: 

exposure of potential partners among 
Russian enterprises and organizations as 
Well as foreign companies and organiza-
tions, setting direct contacts and business 
ties between them: 
o assistance in business development 
and organization of productions, based 
on economic forms under conditions of 
market economy. 

Association "ENBAS" has foreign re-
presentative offices in Germany and 
Canada. branches in Severodvinsk. 
Lipetsk and Ekaterinburg. Russia 
and two daughter companies: Scien-
tific-Technological Centre "Ekomor-
technika" and Coordination Centre 
"INEKS". 

Permanent offices of "ENBAS": 
1. Head office — 
11/13, Sadovaya Kudrinskaya Str, 
Moscow, 123231 Russia, 
phone: 252-75-63, 252-75-64. 
fax: 252-45-72 
2. 13. A. Valeka Str. 
GSP-150. Ekaterinburg, 
620219. Russia. 	_ 
phone: 51-02-27 
3. 12. Mashinostroiteli Sir. 
Severodvinsk. 164509. Russia. 
phone: 9-23-65. 
teletype: 276149 SVET 

4. Fl. 49. 15. Gorky Str. 
Lipetsk. 398001. Russia. 
phone: 77-73-91 
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Manta npiipo 	Ml 	Ii  la tl onacnocrii. 

11111  11 	\ apa F. I ep 1Ipitot3pe  Iii u 	rtionie liii  SI 

C nplipt) ton. B pvc 	pet. reKyr Alumni - Lae 

IloloKii. c iteôec Ha lésrito itanator Knenorithie 

opo ia II ite ibiC pernotud ianbixatorem  U arsioetepe. 

ilepeitachiliteHrion 	 tt arpapHbiNitt 

or\o.tasiii. Pa.wit rite a .rosiHat -)Hepre -ritKit ilopon 

Heot)oeHouaHHo oupaunbtuaeTem Hell36e>KHblM11 piteKom. 

1lpot5nembi 3KonorttneeKoit 5e3onacrioc -rit larparuna-

lOT ucex. ueiauutciisio  UT  tioraTe -rsa HMI eienHoe -rit. 

Heo6xont1mbi pentIrrenhHble IleileTBIISI  110  oxpaHe 

oKp ■ >Katonten cpenbi it paiutoFtanbHomy itettonbloua-

HiiK) pecypcou. C iTout nenbio B mae 1990 roua  Ito 

tiniiitilaritue KpvlIHefiiiI1X opraHirianttit c .rpaHhi 

i)(3pa iOItaH Nie>is.t\ HaponFibiii KoricoptutvNi 3KOFIPOM. 

ipe  iii renn  .\l ii  KoHcopi 111V ma >111.115110 rest: Hay  Il  HO-

po 11 ino.tc . rneHHoe oôbentirieHtie POTOP ttlepKaecbi). 

KlIpOnCht11-1 iation /JlerlitHrpan/. oitbrrHo- KoHc -rpyK-

ropeKoe ()lop° C0103 KalaHb). me:Ko -rpacnetme 

Hay ,11-10-11p011 -3BOJICTBeHHOe oôbenttHeHlie PECYPC 

(MocKna). Hayn Io-iipoinuoitci- BeHrtoe ofibeattHefute 
raion.di °tile Koricopoilysla 3K011P0M. 

.1-he main office ot ECOPRONI consortium. 

Fpyi ma p ■ kimono i e.ueirisortcopitilysia 1KOTIPOM 
The croup of headers of ECOPRONI consortium. 

Our nature is in leopardv. like 	Cr heu tic. *.vlan-naturr. 

relations turn to become more and more daibierous 

Poisonous flows  run  in er mer beds. acidic  rai us  tall 

from the skies to the earth. cities and large  regiuu  

s ut  focate in an atmosphere oversaturated with industrial 

and auricultural waste. Pro2ress of the nuclear powei 

industry is sometimes not warranted on account of an 

unreasonable risk. 

Ecological safety problems ,are of concern to everybody. 

whether rich or poor. Resolute moves are needed for 

protection of the environment and rational utilization of 

resources. With this in view. the ECOPROM 

international-owned consortium was founded in Ma> 

1990, at the initiative of the country•s laruesi 

orizanizations and businesses. 

The !builders were the ROTOR Scientific and Production 

Corporation. Cherkassy: KIROV  Plant/Leningrad!. 

SOYUZ Experimental Design Bureau. Kazan: RESURS 

Inter-Industry Scientific and Production Corporation. 

HI10 POTOP. 
The ROTOR Scientific and Production Corporation. 

HI10 KupoucKon 
The KIROV PLANT Scientific and Production Corporation. 



tei 	tieilHon 

3x-citepi 	CCCP ii  ip ■ i ne op! mitt 

Haiipah 	 1.0Ht:01 -1- 

1111\ \la )11i 

- upon 	tc no -0,0 iol lot eckoi o oCiop ■ 
1111111 -1000li 11 	 iksomoi toieckit 

bi 	l'eXHO loi 111.1 H ctephi nepepaôo [ - Km tip°- 
. N1b111121eHHI,IX. Ceilbi:KOX015 ,11-1CTHeHHbIX II  Obi  FOBbIX 

oTxomon. otnic -rkii no;_imyttiHoil II 13011110r1 cpembt: 
- itpumeHeHne oômematintriocTpoicrembHoil iipomyK-

Unit j1.11S1 . 3alitturbi ot;py>Kaionteit cpembt: 

- civimaHlie 10H A.1111 outima. Typicima. o . litoponmeH1151 

Hace.leHnsi Ha ocHone iipitmeHeHtist 

emit) 'twilit it oôopvitonaHlisi. oôeciteininatorititx 

ry "KP‘A•atoineçl cpethI 

- cotilia ibito-KN thr‘pitasi 

--  II  \ , leone oôniecilieHlioro \mewls" no -)1.0 101 . 1111 

0;1110110H crpaiibi: 

- rvxiaHitcriiiiecKast. iimai - o -rilopirrembHasi it tipociieTti- 

rembcKast mesrrembHOCTb: 

- pekmaxtrui-itpoirmonc -rtieHHasi mesurembHocTb. 
BOMA  or Hert+r it ipil nomoinii enroll:1111mi 3I o coptieora. 

m. a \ ol decontamination 01 uater Inim oil with the help ot special 
adsorhe.nt 

Me iiiiiimeraie li Ktlt:Nle I 11 , 4eCklit: upenaparia. imaymenrnae 	1141%101111,10 

ésIAC ■ IkiHIpt:1111 41101011,111-111 fl,l \ 	resit-Tab 
Medicinal and cosmetic remedies prepared v., ith the help ot high-precision 
uncoil i lier  membranes 

Moscou: KOMPOZIT Scientific and Production 
Corporation. Moscow: USSR Committee for Public 
Expert Examination ,  and some other organizations. 

Major Imes of the consortium's operatum :ire: 

- to manufacture ecological equipment. instruments and 
systems for the introduction of ecolouically safe 
technologies in the sphere of processin2 of industrial. 
agricultural and domestic waste and purification of the 
air and water: 

- to employ general  engineering  products for protection 
° of the eiwironment: 

- to develop areas for recreation ,  tourism and health 
care ,  using no-waste  technologies  that provide for 
protection of the environment: 

- to promote social and cultural activities: 
Creun na ri iiectienououstri enepx my litOiOI o ropeHil ri it HCH1.113H11ii 

cnepx . iisyrarniax kasiep emporium. 

The stand for studying supersonic combustion and tests in supersonic 

combustion chambers. 

flepithil  Ii  snipe patinrammiiiiii Ha amilauninnrost KepOCHHe rkelieplimemrtclbribin 

.inii aie:ih. ItO iiroinnomun pa -unman CI:Opt/Q .1S :10 M.b. 

The first in the world expenmental engine-demonstrator working on aircratt 

kerosene with the flight speed of Mach 6.0. 
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SIllae 1 iiiiN.1\111 	'1 	 hOtiCOPiii/Vtla .)K011PON1 
r• 

Pu Hi 1 L>i 1 th.-■ tart: I ileinibie. oCiiiieci 

'pa 1 IiIltIhIC opt.. topo 	11 	 11 opi aHii- 

11 	 nisi. 

itiipvibi 11 vierk.i ■ Hapo tiIbIC opt aim 

111)31  ,HJFL)iIliie 	ile  111 	11 	ia.ta‘iii 	reithimerit 

3K011PONIa. 

Koocopii oy  si 3K011POIVI cra_a OJLH 3351 113 itepnbix 

opraH 11 3i1TOptl13 KONIIIJIeKCHO OtiOCHOBaHH01- 0 Ha 

cryirieFilim Ha iarpst - iFiewie oi:py:kaioutert cpeithi. 

31:011POM  He  1- 0.11bK0 nonitep:Kitnaer Hayqiibirt 

OCi iteCTBJU1eT  pa tpaôorKy  11  itkienpettne 

Here 	rexHoloriiii. Ho il oKa - ibinaer tionitepA:Ky 

101 - 11  iec K 1151 tniiA:eHitsivi ia oxpatly cpe:thi 

opaitc HeHooe 0 ruoilieone Is iipopolte. 

'3 K 011 P0 M opoite  1  c 11  C  rem a Ili  3U II  10 Hay  9  Ho-

eN. 3111 , 1eChitx 13 ,111oJiHell H bi X 150.11Ce MeN1 H 100 

opraH  Il latin >ix - i-uieHax KoHcopitnyma.  11  pa . ipanoran 

t-la 115 na 4C  KO5111AeKCHble uporpammbi -3KOTEX-

11P0M - 95 - . -3KonorlitiecKite 

no loi...onFiti-0111114eckile cue TOFIll!Ild II ycrpofic ilia Ha 
.lorlyakitaimiFIble pen lei 	 pa ipeutieimic 	" 
1 - threoplic wa%eguides and device,. manuiactured on their basis. Dtliaction 
grating. ot high precimon. 

1) 1141.1k414:1.1b111.1 	1,1et, 	 ceitapin op ortipakom.is ed%1)01 plica It  

ip)i  Ii k  oiryp 
00e-channel electronic Neparator 01 clean Needs of rice and other crops. 

- to inquire into public opinion on the ecological 

situation in the contr ■ 	re2iiins: 

- to pursue humanistic. philanthropic and I n s inictiS e  

activities: 

- to provide advertizing and related prikluction services. 

Parties to the ECOPROM consortium iire state- t  wned. 

public and cooperative enterprises. corporations. 

oreanizations, joint ventures, as well as foreign 

companies and international org.anizations, recognizing 

ECOPROM's aims and objectives. 

The ECOPROM consortium became one of the pioneers 

organizing on all-round combat with the environment 

pollution. ECOPRON1 not only act, in support of 

scientific research and undertakes to elaborate and 

introduce advanced technologies but also renders 

assistance to the . ecological movement for protection ()I 

the environment and a moral attitude to the nature. 

ECOPROM has carried into effect a systematization of 

scientific and engineering work perfonned at more than a 

ClICTeMFA 111,1a - M.10+Opeta. 

Membrane ,ymern ot plasinapharet. 
Tpatoop c ua 11/JIII ie111.1141%1 mulualelem. 
A tractor with ga■ -diesel engine. 

KOOIIC- 



The ECOPROM ETO Association carries out scientific 
research and has made ready for trials prototypes of 
car/truck exhaust gas neutralizers that contain no precious 
metals. Four of ECOPROM's enterprises are gettin2 
ready to manufacture neutralizers in commercial series. 

Vvithin the framework of a scientific research program. a 
catalytic agent has been synthesized for ethyl 2asoline. 
The KATALIZATOR Scientific and Production 
Corporation has developed catalytic filters for diesel 
trucks and buses. On the  hase of the FILT and MOTEK 
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' melfragullazlie-bH11:xaylicrii-HaaH .- H-ettiCH>e a:11 " tibi.  i..2.1rnebi-siliv 	bf.a.  ,..-:.",',;. 	..... . n 	the foti nder and member enterprises of 
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.66CP1H*;etemr".41/111:)letOpese ' lkerœnreee'79g•MnalIe' e..11PCHe.e...473/1ill.....  elifibg1.7.;1..: . the consortium.  For.  instance, the ROTOR Scientific and 
' ‘ •-114; kiier';':a.Tr.b. 'ft-ViiiiHe'rec-jeitil=t1p0,. , 	 iin.. _ .2.. ..,,'.3..,ar.1.9rt,:z.,...production_Corporation has completed research work, 

tità• .; BJiaIuMMpa 11.4ÉH-  a".tfpôhd.nitt'lliiO-ii-ecitéf.:;; 
nonaTenbctute pa6oTht  1 'cOinge- cntii .c AH CCCP .e : -  _ 
MoC3Hepro, T3f1ortf« H HIlO 14A.30.011HCT- KAs•':  
3asepumer mouramc 3xcnepHmeirranbuoi .é.6.notca Ha, . 	. _ 
10.H(Hofi T31.1 MOCKB 61, npeitHa3HaiieHHoro 

 HcnbrraitHrt orthrrHoro o6pa3ua CHCTeM .1,1 0 14HCTKH 

ra3os c 1101■101IIMO ycKopirrem artetc -rpciHon. • 
B accounzunui 3T0 3K01.1130Ma upononsurcsi Haytiuo- 

	

ucc•le.toutt I eAbckite pa50 -rbi li lionro -rounenbi 	A 

itc111,1•raHlli1 oCipaitibi lie conep>Kamitx uparonennbix 
\le  ra.lJloti neft -rpainria -ropoe BbIXJ1011HblX ra73013 

awrosiociinieft. - qe-rhipe npeniiptisuritri 3K0I1P0Ma 
roTOIHITCSI K Cep111-1HOMy EnAnycKy HeirrpanitiaTopon. 
B pastKas HI1P citn -re - inpouaii KaTailiria -rop !VIA 

1111 1111101i:1H H 01 0 iiet-rmtua. B MHTK KATAJ1113ATOP 
KatiL111111Lleeklie (1111111,TpL,1 111151 IttrieithHhtX 

I py MIIIII%Oki II aliTtqiyeoH. Ha 6o3e mon k.' x  Ii  pe- 
(1)11.11bTP u MOTEK palaopatutuaercH 

upow-moncrito >I:Lem-11,1x stem6pau 11.1151 CBepXTOHKtix 

titahrpou. 3aueptileubt pa6orbt 110 COillaHll 10 TO-

111111BH01-1 atinapa -rypm JUDI 3kétutyaraittm aaTomo-
61titerl 11 -rpowropoil  na  ôttora3e. 
B 3K0r1P0Me Beityrcm pa6orbt 110 Bnelipenitio Home( 
rexiionornii nepepatioTKii unitibero nome -ra H HaB03a. 

13 1K0110r1P-teeKH ileTble yao6pennsi B.1151 HH.111-1BH-
. 

nytutbuoro H KOJIJIeKTHBHOrOarponpoH3noac-rna.. 
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XtelettB11/10 .--  
4 	eenbiTtrer 

•Produced technical dàétiments and commenced serial 
- production of unique p lant, based on a sorbtion-

desorbtion method, for thé treatment and partification of 
industrial effluents of galvanic production works. The 
Plant named after Vladimir Iljich carries out scientific 
research and, jointly with the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, Mosenergo, All-Union State Design Institute 
Teploelektroproekt and the GAZOOCHISTKA Scientific 
and Production Corporation is  about  to complete the 
assembly of an experimental block at the South Control 
Combined Electric Power-and-Heat Generating Plant. 
meant for trials of an experimental prototype of a system 
of gas purification with the use of a cathode: ray 
accelerator. 
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ayout Major Enterprises 

• 	' •••••:, 

KoHcopuHym 3KOHPOMele 
Cxema pacrio.ao)Kenual•„--_etly.-Nie 

. 4 
OCHOBHbIX npe,rinpHATHEr... _ 	. 

1. Moscow 
2. Tula 
3. Pereslavl-Salessk 
4. Yaroslavl 
5. Kazan 
6. Kiev 
7. Cherkassy 
8. Ilyichevsk 
9. Krasnodar 
10. Novorossiysk  

11. Sochi 
12. Aksay 
13  Volgograd 
14. Santo. 
15. Novosibirsk 
16. Gorno-Altaysk 
17. Tashkent 
18. Zeya 
19. M irn iy 
20. Vladivostok 

CoBsiec -rFio c FIO CEPII  H  MOJIOT H accotataumeetm.  all enterprises, production of nuclear membranes for 
CTOPMO COJHaHO npentiputrrue no he.pepa6orke 
10110111.11aKOBbIX OTX01.1013 B CTpONTCJIbHbIC mirepmaiim H 

mcoKoTnepai?le 
o6pa6orxx. - 

,ez 
e.et,*•,7•,-.. • • 	 •r› , 

••••••:, -•• -4.•••-••• 	"— 	.apt. •••  

superfine filters is being arranged. Work has been 
completed to start inanufacturimz fuel equipment for the 
operation of biogas-driven cars, trucks and tractors. 

;ECOPROM conducts work to introduce new  technologies.  

• 
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. Pa3pa6orailbt Tex Honortin no nepepa6o -me OTX01.10B 

.:.n.macTmacc, pe3111.1b1 (B TOM 'Ilene H awronotzpbnnek) B 

nnac:rmaccosbte H3LIeJIHSI. CO311aHbI 

npipex-rb. t BH6paHHOHHbIX KaTKOB-yrIJIOTHHTeneil H 

.rtpyrHx yCTpOtICTB 	o6pa6oncH nonttroHoa 
OTX011.013, a -ratz.Hce WU! nopo>kHoro CTI3OHTelIbCTBa, C 

yBeJiligeHHOri B 5-6 pa3 Op014.  3B0.1111TellbHOCTb}0 no 
cpaeHeHmo C Hcrionb3yemofi B HacTosunee Hpemst 
rtopoxcH 0 TeXHHKOR. • 

Bce 3111 npHmepbt AB.115110TCA.IIHIllb He6onbwort ttac-rbto 
HOBbIX nporpeccusHbtx TeXHO.TIOrHri, BOCIWOH3B0- 

fillMbl Ha npertnpHATHAx 3K011P0Ma. Pa3pa6o-
TaHHble -rexHonormt, yc-rportc-raa, maTepitaJthi [mu-
MeHilMbl npakrititeciat BO acex awrtax iieiTeiibHoCrii 

qemBeKa. 

KOHCOMIHyN1 3K011POM OTKpbIT USIA neex o etiec • 

BeHHbIX H 3apy6eAcHbix npennpkurrHit, 
oprawnatuiri, koropbie ci-pemwrcH BHeCTH C130171 BKMII  

B neno et-meet-1mA mHpa OT 3KonorkriecK0il Kara-
mocpbt. TOJIbK0 p33ymHast KoonepaHHA HO3BOJIHT B 

kpartiarittute cpotcH HCH0.111330BaTb 3Ha 1.IHTe.11bHbIti 

Haytuto-TexHtittecktirt no -reitintan npitponooxpattu-
reAbHbix TexHonorHil, /to 	nop He peasuriottaHHLai 
nposim lernioc-rtao. 

for proCesSingedung  and  manure into ecologically  pure  
« t-ertilizers for:individual or collective agricultural 
production. •••• , • 
.Jointly with the_ SERP i MOLOT Production Corporation 

•and STORMO Association, an enterprise has been 
established to process ash-and-slag waste into building 

• materials and high-strength metal-working tools. 
Technologies have been developed for prOcessing plastic 
and rubber waste (including fyres) into plastic goOds of 
•full value. Projeas' have been designed of vibrating roller 
compactors and other de. vices intended for operation on 
waste plots and road construction, which have a capacity 
5 to 6 times over that of road machines now available. 
The above examples are but a few of new advanced 
technologies in operation at ECOPROM enterprises. The 
de ■ eloped technolovies, equipment and materials can be 
of use in practically any sphere of man's activities. 
The ECOPROM consortium is open to any national or 
foreign enterprises. companies or onanizations that are 
willing to make their contribution to the cause of savinu 
the world from an ecolo2ical disaster. It is only 
reasonable cooperation that can help, within a short time, 
to utilize the great scientific and engineering potential of 
technologies for nature protection which have not yet 
been employed by industries. 

KOHCOP1.111YM 3KOI1POM 	. 
• 

' 
CCCP. 103775, Moexsa, Kyinemarn mocx, 6/3 	14'1 

Tenechon: 927-87-22. Teneclaaxc: 927-83-52, 975-25-43 

- ECOPRONI 
International Consoi-tiwn, ,.':' 	, 

	

. 	, 
Kuznetskiy most 6/3, Moscow, 103775 USSR 
Phone: 927-87-22. Fax: 927-83-52, 975-25 .-43 	• • . 	• 
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R ussian InduStrial Investment Fund (RIIF) was established by the 
Decree N 566 of the President.  of Russia, June 6, 1992 as an institution 
assigned to provide conditions for stimulation and efficient implementation 
of investments (including those from abroad) in Russian industry. The 
activities of the Fund are regulated by its CHARTER. The Fund plans also 
to invest directly upon accumulation of its own financial resources. 

RIIF was set up by: - 

- Ministry of Indtistry of the Russian Federation; 
- Supreme Economic Council of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of 

the Russian Federation; 
- important Russian commercial banks ("Promstroybank", "Incombank", 

"Aviabank", "Stolichny", "Kuznetskbusinessbank"etc.); 
- large investment- companies and industrial enterprises (Military 

industrial investment company, joint stock company KAMAZ, industrial 
association ZIL, scientific  production association "ASTR A", state concern 
"Norilsky nickel", scientific production association "Composit" -etc.); 

- large associations and business structures (Association of Russian 
banks, Russian association of joint ventures, International association of 
directors of industrial enterprises, Moscow banking union, Interregional 
stock exchange union etc). 

Main Directions of Activity: 

- coordination of investment policy of state, business and financial 
institutions; 

- incentive and organization of financial resources utilization of 
Russian and foreign investors for investment implementation and 
privatization programmes from initial to final stage; 

- development of methods for. project executiOn and investment 
realization. Adaptation of international project elaboration and expertise 
systems to specific Russian conditions; 

- execution of combined actions for setting up joint stock companies 
and privatization of industrial enterprises during the implementation of 
in vestmen t projects; 

- encouragement and guidance by the Fund structures of investments 
into projects vital for Russian economy and creation of tax-free and other 
advantageous and privileged conditions for those projects; 

- expertise and analyses of legal, financial and technical problems; 
- creation and management of data banks on projects and programmes 

of the former Ministry of Industry in electronics, aviation, chemistr\ • 
machine building, timber industry, radio engineering,defence industr\ 

- provides audit, legal consulting,  marketing and other set - \ ices. 



Advantages of the Fund: 

- has direct links through its regional branches and representations 
with a large number of industrial enterprises and free access to the 
information on those enterprises and their activities; 

- assists the members in representation of their interests in Russia and 
abroad through local branches and foreign representations; 

- helps the members to select potential Russian and foreign partners, 
choose the best way of cooperation, sign agreements and contracts, create 
joint venture companies and associations with foreign participation; 

- supports the members in defending their legal rights and interests in 
court and other bodies dealing with economic conflicts, members of the Fund 
have the right to take part in its management; 

- offers guarantees and insurance of investments (including those from 
abroad); 

- has tax exemption specified by the President's Decree (profits 
received on accomplishment of projects carried out with the Fund are tax-
free) and provides other advantages; 

- participates in drafting legal documents and other official papers in 
order to improve legal regulation of investment activity, secure and 
consolidate legal guarantees of investments (including those from abroad). 

R USSIAN INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT FUND is open to new 
members, juridical and physical entities, including those from abroad. The 
members have the right to participate in management of the Fund. 

President 	 - Serguey N. Toimachev 
Vice-president 	- MiChae/ V. Ermolaev. 

A ddress: 103819, GSP, Moscow, A-47, 1 Tverskaya—Yamskaya 
street, 1/3. 

Tel eph on e: 	(095) 251-57-50 
(095) 209-82-00 

Fax: 	 (095) 200-01-11 

Accounts: MOSCOW, Russia, account N 005070896/8-92 in 
lncombank, 	Moscow Swift Bic: Incomsumm account N 39575730 in 
Bank of America International, New York account N 9498346 in Deutsche 
Bank, Frankfurt/M. 
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FIPE314EHTA POCCMICK0171 (DEUEPALIPII/1 

0 coagaHmx Poccxgcxoro npomumzeHlio- 
MHBeCTX4X0HH0r0 #H.ga 

B gemlx cTexxx3angii pa6oTu npomummeHHocTx, cxopegmeg 
mmTerpauxm ee B mxpoBym 3KOHOMMy H noggepaxBali mHagnaTxBy MYIHH-

cTepcTBa npomumzelmocTm Poccmgcxog Oegepannx M  mHSHCOBO—HpeAliTHUX 

opremisane Poccxm l nocTaHown: 
I. CosgàirP-occmgcxxg flp0MUMMHHO—HHBeCTIMHOHHIale dDOHA KW{ 

Hexommepxlecxym opraHaBanxm 	UDHantatleHILE BHe6mgzeTHux HHBeCTM- 

B npomumileHHocTID POCCHH. 
2. MIIHHOTEMCTBy npomumneHHocTx POCCIeCHOe eegenauxx OKa3STIJ 

Heo6xogxmoe cogegcTBme B C°3AaHMH yczoBlig gmi 3deeKTHBHO11 
paGoTu. 

3. OCB°60AMTb CT HarloroodzozeHma goxogu dalixoB m . gpyrxx 
mHBecTopoB, 110.7117q2BMble OT AOJMOCpWIHIDIX RIDSAVITOB H HHUX BxoeeHmg, 
Hanpawmemux Ha txHalicmpoBaHme npoexToB Poccxgcxoro npomumzeHHo-
mHBecTligxolnioro 

MocEBa, Kpemzb 
6 NMHE 1992 raze 

5rc,r, 



The Decree 
of the President of the Russian Federation 

On establishment of the Russian Industrial Investment 
Fund 

In order to stabilize the work of industry, its rapid 

integration in world economy and supporting the initiative of the 
1,inistry of ihdustry of the Russian Federation and some financial 

credit organiz -Itions of Russia, I decide: 
1. To establish th ,  Russian Industrial Investment F - Jid 

as a non-commercial organization assigned to attract extra budget 
investments in industry of Russia. 

2. The Ministry of Industry of the Russian Federation 
must assist the RuSsian Industrial Investment Fund in providing 

the conditions for efficient - work. 

3. To exempt from taxes the profits of banks and . other 

investors rp.ceived from long-term credits and other investments 

directed to finance the projects of the Russian Industrial 

Investment Fund 

The President of the Russian Federation 

B. Eltsin 

Moscow, the Cremlin 
June 6, 1992 

N566  
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Appendix E 

List of Companies Recommended to COTE by PHL, 

and Visit Itinerary Re: Signal Visit 



P ER L EY HURL E 

December 21, 1992 

Ms Ofelia Sfetcu, Ph.D. 
Director 
Canadian Office for Training in the Environment 
7th floor 
235 Queen St. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OH5 

Dear Ofelia: 

Following our meeting on December 16, I am writing to confirm that the Canadian 
Office for Training in the Environment (COTE) has agreed to complete arrangements 
for, and coordinate the visit of, representatives of Signal Scientific and Industrial 
Enterprise, St. Petersburg (Signal), to Canada. Signal is a group of manufacturing 
facilities in St. Petersburg currently involved in the production of finished metal 
products and electronic components. Signal's proposal to set up a demonstration 
wastewater treatment centre in St. Petersburg is attached. 

It is my understanding that COTE will be responsible for funding of the visit, 
logistical arrangements, meetings between Signal representatives and private sector 
comparues and government officials, interpretation, and escort of the Signal party 
from their arrival in Toronto through to their departure. 

The remainder of this letter summarizes tasks to be completed by COTE and by 
Perley & Hurley Ltd. (PHL) for the visit, as follows:  

1. 	Members of the Signal party, and Visas  

The visit leader is: 

• 	Mr. Valentin Zanin 
General Manager, 
Signal Scientific and Industrial Enterprise 
193019 St. Petersburg 
Knipovich st. 4 
Telephone: 122 269 
FAX: 567 83 55 

PERLEY & HURLEY LTD., 112 ST CLAIR AVENUE WEST, SUITE 401, TORONTO,  ONTARIO M4V 2Y3 (416) 923-5200 
FAX (4161 923-4911 
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Other members of the party are: 

• Mr. Vladimir Gromov 
Deputy Chief Technologist 
Signal Scientific and Industrial Enterprise 
193019 St. Petersburg 
Knipovich st. 4 
Telephone: 567 83 74 
FAX: 567 83 55 

• Anna Valentinova Zanina 

PHL forwarded a formal letter of invitation to Mr. Zanin by fax December 13, 

to assist him in obtaining visas for his party from the Canadian Embassy in 
Moscow. Minister-Counsellor Ferry de Kerdchove van der Varent of the 
Canadian Embassy was informed of the visit, and asked to expedite the 
issuing of visas upon receipt of SignaYs visa applications. 

Please note that while the status of Mr. Zanin and Mr. Gromov as Signal 
employees is dear, I have not been provided with a title or affiliation for Anna 
Zanina. 

PHI, ACTION: Once you and I have agreed on the contents of this letter, 
I will forward a letter by fax to Mr. Zanin to inform him 
that COTE is assuming responsibility for the visit. I will 
also request that he confu-m whether Ms Zanina is a Signal 
employee. 

2. 	Timing of the Visit 

Mr. Zanin previously requested that his visit to Canada take place after 
January 20. I have sug,gested to him that he and his party plan to arrive in 
Toronto on January 23 or 24, for meetings during the week of January 25-29. 
You and I agreed that it may be necessary to select dates in early February. 

COTE ACTION: If an alternative date is selected, you should inform Mr. 
Zanin of the alternative date as soon as possible, in order 
that he can apply for visas for the correct period. 

3. 	Funding of the Visit 

I have informed Mr. Zanin that partial funding from COTE for the visit will be 
available. No mention has been made to Mr. Zanin of the Wastewater 
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Technology Centre's application for two round trip economy airfares to the 
Program for Export  Market Development. 

COTE ACTION: 	I understand that you will ask Mr. Zanin to arrange air 
travel for himself and his party through Aeroflot, or 
otherwise contribute financially to the visit. 

4. 	Contact with Potentially Interested Com_panies and Government Officials« 

Attadied please find a list of companies, and federal and provincial officials, 
identified by PHL as having a potential interest in the Signal visit. 

COTE ACTION:  We agreed that your office will: 

• add to this list from ISTC files; 

• prepare the final list of companies and officials to be 
contacted to determine their interest in meeting the Signal 
representatives; 

• inform them about the visit; 

• prepare a short li.st of the companies and officials who 
indicate interest in meeting the Signal party; 

• provide interested companies and officials with the Signal 
project specifications; 

• inform Signal of questions about its operations raised by 
those reviewing the specifications; 

• arrange meetings between companies, officials and the 
Signal party. 

5. 	Logistical Arrangements 

We agreed that your staff will maké other necessary 
logistical arrangements concerning the visit including: 

• arrangement of ground transportation for Mr. Zanin .  and 
his party both to and from Toronto airport and to and 
from all meetings; 

COTE ACTION: 
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preparation of an itinerary of meetings; 

• discussions with the Canada-Russian Business Council 
concerning a possible reception to be held for the Signal 
party by the CUBC; 

• accompaniment of the Signal party by an ISTC 
representative from their.  arrival in Toronto through to 
their departure. 

6. 	Interpretation  

As no members 
required for the 

of the Signal party speak English, an interpreter will be 
duration of the visit. 

COTE ACTION: You indicated that you will arrange for an interpreter, 
either through the Russian Embassy in Ottawa, or through 
other sources. 

7. 	Briefing of COTE Staff by PHL 

PHL ACTION: 

The above summarizes 
during the Signal visit. 
at your convenience. 

Yours very truly, 

PHL will be pleased to brief your staff who will  have 
primary responsibility for organization for the visit. 

PHL's understanding of COTE's and PHL's responsibilities 
If I can provide further clarification or details, please call me 

end.  

c. 	Adèle M. Hurley 
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Rob McRae 
Deputy Director 
Environment Division 
Department of External Affairs 

Bruce Christie 
Green Plan Project Officer 
Environment Division 
Department of External Affairs 

Lucien Bradet 
Director General 
Environmental Affairs 
Industry, Science and Technology Canada 



Companies and Officials Identified by Perley and Hurley Ltd.  
as Having a Potential Interest in the visit of  

Representatives of Signal Scientific and Industrial Enterprise  
to Canada  

Companies 

• The Metal Finishing Suppliers Association - Canadian Chapter 

For names of equipment suppliers within the Association who may be 
interested in meeting the Signal representatives, contact:  

Michael Dejak 
Sales Manager 
ECO-TEC Inc  
925 Brock Road South 
Pickering, ON 
L1W 2X9 
Telephone: 416-931-3400 
FAX: 416-831-3409 

For names of chemicaVcommodity suppliers within the Association who may 
be interested in meeting the Signal representatives, contact:  

• Ted Halahel 
Englehard Canada Ltd.  
100 Englehard Drive 
Aurora, ON 
L4G 3N1 
Telephone: 416-727-3191 
FAX: 416-727-1028 
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Dr. Stuart Smith 
Chairman 
Wastewater Technology Centre 
cio RockCliffe Research and Technology Inc. 
280 Albert Street 
Suite 1000 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5G8 
Telephone: 613 232-7772 
FAX: 613-236-9241 

NOTE: Dr. Smith has had the Signal project specifications reviewed by WTC staff and a list 

of questions prepared for Signal's review prior to the visit. These questions have been 
translated by PHL and will be forwarded to Signal during the week of December 21. 

• Mr. J.B. Stott 
Vice President, Marketing 
Kenox Corporation  
53 Village_ Centre Place 
Suite 300 
Mississauga, ON 
L4Z 1V9 
Telephone: 416-275-3798 
FAX: 416-275-8246 

• Frank M. Wheeler, P. Eng. 
Vice-President 
Hatch Associates Ltd.  
2800 Speakman Drive. 
Mississauga, ON 
L5K 2R7 
Telephone: 416-855-7600 
FAX: 416-855-8270 

Dr. Bruce Holbein 
Talon Metal Technologies Inc.  
67 Watson Road 
Guelph, ON 
N1H 6H8 	- 
Telephone: 519-836-9494 
FAX: 519-763-3366 



• 	Dr. Denis Kidby 
fasmetech Metal Technologies Inc. 
67 Watson Road South 
Guelph, ON 
NI H 6H8 
Telephone: 519-836-9494 
FAX: 519-763-3366 

• Mr. Andrew Kellner 
Metal Recovery Industries Inc 
670 Strathearne Avenue N. 
Hamilton, ON 
L8H 7N7 
Telephone: 416-549-9894 

• Mr. Michael Sheedy 
Prosep Technologies Inc  
Unit 7, 817 Brock Road S. 
Pickering, ON 
L1W 3L9 
Telephone: 416-831-2474 

• Mr. Harry Marshall 
President 
Aer-O-Flo Environmental Inc 
1175 Appleby Line 
Unit 
Burlington, ON 
L7L 5H9 
Telephone: 416-335-8944 
FAX: 416-335-8972 

• Mr. Peter Weinwurm 
President 
Agglo Recovery Inc.  
34 Leading Road 
Rexdale, ON 
M9V 3S9 
Telephone: 416-740-0188 
FAX: 416-740-1453 
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Mr. M.A. Coulter 
Managing Director 
Cemcorp Ltd.  
2170 Stanfield Rd. 
Mississauga, ON 
L4Y 1R5 
Telephone: 416-566-7227 
FAX: 415-566-7228 

• Mr. Brian Winters 
President 
Custom Environmental Services 
7722-9 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6P 1L6 
Telephone: 403-440-1825 
FAX: 403  440  2428 

• Mr. D. Hiclding 
President 
Ecodyne Limited  
2201 Speers Road 
Oakville, ON 
Telephone: 416-827-9821 
FAX: 416-827-8428 

• Mr. Gary Sirota 
Vice-President 
P. Lane Sz Associates Ltd.  
5439 Cogswell Street 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 1R1 
Telephone: 902-423-8197 
FAX: 902-429-8089 

• Mr. Ken Heuchert 
Petwa Canada Ltd. 
4120-23rd St. NE 
Calgary, Alberta 
T2E 6W9 
Telephone: 403-291-2650 
FAX: 403-291-5251 
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• Mr. Rick G. Kozuch 
Marketing Coordinator 
Philip Environmental Group 
P.O. Box 473, Station B. 
208 Hillyard Street 
Hamilton, ON 
L8L 7W2 
Telephone: 416-577-6960 
FAX: 416-577-0305 

• Mr. Richard V. Laughton 
President 
Pollutech Environmental Limited 
768 Westgate Road 
Oakville, ON 
L6L 5N2 
Telephone: 416-847-0065 
FAX: 416-847-3840 

• Mr. Gregory H.P. Ramsay 
President 
Ramsay Machine Works Ltd.  
1630 Store Street 
Victoria, BC 
V8W 1V3 
Telephone: 604-384-5314 
FAX: 604-389-0504 

• Mr. Kelvin Dushisky 
General Manager 
Rescan Environmental Services Ltd. 
510-1111 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 2J3 
Telephone: 604-689-3460 
FAX: 604-687-4277 
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Officials 

• Mr. Doug Vallery 
Research and Tedmology Branch 
Ontario Ministry of the Environment 
Environmental Technology Development 
I2th Floor 
135 St. Clair Avenue West 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4V 1P5 
Telephone: 416 323-4476 
FAX: 416-323-4437 

• Mr. Richard LePage 
Manager 
Investment Canada  
Environmental Technologies 
P.O. Box 2800, Station D 
235 Queen St. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 6A5 
Telephone: 613-995-8956 
FAX: 613-996-2515 

• Mr. Gordon W. Gow 
President and ŒO  
International Corporation 
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tec.hnology 
7th floor 56 Wellesley St. W. 
Toronto, ON 
M7A 2E4 
Telephone: 416-314-8247 
FAX: 416-314-8222 

Mr. David Reid 
Consultant, Envirorunental Protection Industries 
Industry Development 
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Technology  
7th floor Hearst Block 
900 Bay St. 
Toronto, ON 
MIA 2E1 
Telephone: 416-325-6893 
FAX: 416-325-6885 



• Mr. Peter Victor 
Assistant Deputy Minister 
Ministry of the Environment 
Policy Development and Intergovernmental Relations 
2 St. Clair Avenue West, 14th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4V 1L5 
Telephone: 416 323-5063 
FAX: 416-323-5062 

• 	Mr. Nasrat Hijazi 
CEIA 
Chairman 
C/O Delcan Environmental Consultants Inc. 
133 Wynford Drive 
North York, Ontario 
M3C 1K1 
Telephone: 416 441-4111 
FAX: 416-441-4131 

Mr. Randy Norberg 
Special Advisor 
Ontario Ministry of Energy 
Deputy Minister's Office 
56 Wellesley Avenue West, 10th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 2B7 
Phone: 416 327-2983 
FAX: 416-327-1510 

• COTE to add names of additional federal officials 



fNVIRONMENTAL TRAINING MISSION FROM RUSSIA 

februarY 8 - 12. 1993  

PROGRAM  

Feb. 8 

Feb :  9 

Feb. 10 

09:00 - 12:00 	Briefing Session at ISTC-ORO 
I Front Str. W, 4th floor 
(Front & Yonge entrance) 

12:00 - 13:30 	Lunch at 1STC 

13:30 - 16:30 	Visit Main Wastewater Treatment Plant of 
Metropolitan Toronto (Ashbridges Bay) 

	

09:30 - 11:30 	Visit Wastewater Technology Centre (WTC) 
(Burlington) 

	

11:45 - 13:15 	Lunch hosted by ISTC, to include WTC & 
Zenon 

	

13:30 - 14:30 	Visit Aer -  O  - Flow (Burlington) 

	

15:00 - 16:30 	Visit ACG Technologies (Mississauga) 

	

07:30 - 09:45 	CEIA Breakfast Meeting 
Metropolitan Toronto Board of Trade, 
Mississauga 

	

10:30 - 12:00 	Visit ECO-TEC (Pickering) 

	

12:00 - 14:00 	Lunch hosted by ISTC 

	

14:30 - 15:30 	Meeting with Kenox (at ISTC) 

	

15:30 - 16:30 	Meeting with Agglo (at ISTC) 

Feb. 11 09:30 - 10:30 	Purley & Hurley (at ISTC) 

10:30-- 11:30 --tie ettng—TBA- • 	- • 	ri  

12:0 - 13:30 	Lunch at ISTC-- 

13:30 - 16:00 	Wrap - up Discussion (at ISTC) 
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c. 
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Appendix F 

List of Water Treatment Projects, 

St. Petersburg Regional Administration 



Leningrad Region 

Administration 

193311, St. Petersburg 

Suvorovskij Prospekt, 67 

Telegrams: Saint Petersburg, 193311 

Teletype: 121025 "Vremya", Tel.: 316 62-72 

002199 8 1006 

Canada 

Perley & Hurley Ltd. 

Enterprise for Environmental Installations.and,Service 

Attention: Mr. Mike Perley, Vice-President: 

December 16, 1992, No. 3.33/18162 

Dear Mr. Perley: 

I am sending you the plan for  

are to take place in the Leningrad Region 
' 

I am looking forward to your further eo-OPél'atïo 

Yours truly, 

Yu. V. Fonkin 

Asssistant Administration Manager 
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Appendix G 

Canadian Environmental Technology and Service Companies 

Contacted During the PHL Survey 
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Appendix G 

Canadian Environmental Technology and Service Companies 

Contacted During the PHL Survey 

NOTE: 	The group of companies indicated in bold letters responded to PHL's 
request for a telephone discussion of their interest in the Russian  
market.  

Ross Milne 
Head, Environmental Management Division 
Acres International Limited 
480 University Avenue 
Toronto, ON 	 M5G 1V2 
Telephone: (416) 595-2000 
FAX: (416) 595-2004 

Peter L Weinwurm 
President 
Ag,glo Recovery Inc 
34 Leading Rd. 
Rexdale, ON 	 M9V 3S9 
Telephone: (416) 740-0188 
FAX: (416) 740-1453 

Frank A. Rovers 
President 
Conestoga-Rovers & Assoc. Ltd. 
615 Colby Dr. 
Waterloo, ON 	N2V  12  
Telephone: (519) 884-0510 
FAX: (519) 884-0525 



G2 
Robert A. Goodings 
President 
Gore & Storrie Ltd. 
255 Consumers Rd. 
North York, ON M2J 586 
Telephone: (416) 499-9000 
FAX: (416) 499-4687 

H.J. Vander Laan 
President 
Trojan Technologies Inc. 
845  Consortium  Court 
London, ON 	 N6E 2S8 
Telephone: (519) 685-6660 
FAX: (519) 681-8355 

Harry Marshall 
President 
Aer-O-Flo Environmental Inc 
1175 Appleby Line, Unit B-2 
Burlington, ON L7L 5H9 
Telephone: (416) 335-8944 
FAX: (416) 335-8972 

Don Lush 
Principal 
Beak Consultants Ltd. 
14 Abacus Rd. 
Brampton, ON 	L6T 5B7 
Telephone: (416) 794-2325 
FAX: (416) 794-2338 

John Nunan 
President 
Dames & Moore, Canada 
7560 Airport Road 
Mississauga, ON MT  2H5 
Telephone: (416) 671-9921 
FAX: (416) 672-7784 
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David Duggan 
President 
Delcan International Corporation 
133 Wynford Dr. 
North York, ON M3C 1K1 
Telephone: (416) 441-4111 
FAX: (416) 441-0445 

David Nicholson 
President 
Bennett ffic Wright Limited 
47 Cranfield Rd. 
Toronto, ON 	 M4B 3H7 
Telephone: (416) 751-5111 
FAX: (416) 751-9873 

Victor Nowicici 
President 
Geobac Technology Group Inc 
P.O. Box 3240 Station B 
Fredricton, NB 	E3A 5G9 
Telephone: (506) 451-1991 
FAX: (506) 457-2100 

Richard Laughton 
President 
Pollutech Environmental Ltd. 
768 Westgate Rd. 
Oalcville, ON 	 L6I 5N2 
Telephone: (416) 847-0065 
FAX: (416) 847-3840 

Peter Laughton 
Vice-President and Director of Environmental Engineering 
R.V. Anderson and Associates Ltd. 
Suite 400 
2001 Sheppard Ave. E. 
Willowdale, ON M2J 428 
Telephone: (416) 497-8600 
FAX: (416) 497-0342 



G4 
Charles J. Kretch 
Director International Operations 
M. M. Dillon Ltd. 
1900 City Park Drive 
Suite 500 
Ottawa, ON 	K1J 1A3 
Telephone: (613) 745-2213 
FAX: (613) 745-3491 

John Coburn 
President 
Zenon Environmental Inc. 
845 Herrington Court 
Burlington, ON L7N 3P3 
Telephone: (416) 639-6320 
FAX: (416) 639-1818 

J.B. Stott 
Vice-President, Marketing 
Kenox 
53 Village Centre Place 
Suite 300 
Mississauga, ON IAZ 1V5 
Telephone: (416) 275-3798 
FAX:  (416) 275-8246 

Dr. Douglas Hallett 
President 
Eco Logic International Inc. 
143 Dennis St. 
Rockwood, ON NOB 2K0 
Telephone: (519) 856-9591 
FAX: (519) 856-9235 

Margarete  Kahn  
President 
Boojum Research Limited 
468 Queen St. East, Suite 400 
Toronto, ON 	 M5A 117 
Telephone: (416) 861-1086 
FAX: (416) 861-0634 



G5 
D.R. Wilson 
Vice-President, Marketing and Sales 
Philip Environmental Inc 
651 Burlington SI E. 
P.O. Box 423 Depot 1 
Hamilton, ON 	L8L 7W2 
Telephone: (416) 544-6687 
FAX: (416) 548-8444 

P.J. Simmons 
President and ŒO  
Eco-Tech Limited 
925 Brock Road S. 
Pickering, ON 	L1W 2X9 
Telephone: (416) 831-3409 
FAX: (416) 831-3409 

NOTE: 	The folloiwng companies did ot respond to a request for an interview: 

Alex K. Jorgenson 
General Manager, Environmental Engineering 
Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd 
10160-112 St. 
Edmonton, AB 	T5K 2L6 
Telephone: (403) 423-4777 
FAX: (403) 424-8988 

John Dean 
President and CEO 
ADI Systems Inc 
1133 Regent St., Suite 300 
Fredricton, NB 	E3B 3Z2 
Telephone: (506) 452-7307 
FAX: (506) 452-7308 



G6 
Gabriel Meunier • 

 President 
John Meunier Inc. 
6290 rue Perinault 
Montreal, PQ 	H4K 1 1(5 
Telephone: (514) 334-7230 
FAX: (514) 334-5070 

Donald K Jackson 
President and ŒO  
Laidlaw Inc 
3221 1Slorth Service Road 
P.O. Box 5028 
Burling-ton, ON 	L7R 3Y8 
Telephone: (416) 336-1800 
FAX: (416) 332-9374 

Stuart Angus 
President 
Procter 8z Redfern Ltd. 
45 Greenbelt Dr. 
Don Mills, ON 	M3C 31(3 
Telephone: (416) 445-3600 
FAX: (416) 445-5276 

Richard Rush 
President 
XCG Consultants Ltd. 
50 Queen St. N. 
Suite 904 
Kitchener, ON 	N2H 6P4 
Telephone: (519) 741-5774 
FAX: (519) 741-5627 

W.F. Hyslop 
President 
NovaTec Consultants Inc. 
40 Powell St., Suite 300 
Vancouver, BC 	V6A 1E7 
Telephone: (604) 873-9262 
FAX: (604) 682-3521 
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Cliff Kerr 
President 
Biobrn Division (Bio-Char Inc.) 
7729 8th Line S. 
Hornby, ON 	LOP 1E0 
Telephone: (416) 876-0975 
FAX: (416) 876-1854 

Claude Lefebvre 
Presdient 
Gendron Lefebvre 
1, Place Lavalle, #200 
Lava lle, PQ 	H7N 1A1 
Telephone: (514) 384-1260 
FAX: (514) 629-8737 





Appendix H 

Contact List of Individuals, Companies and NGOs 

with whom PHL held meetings 

in Helsinki, Ryazan, Moscow, and St Petersburg 
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Helsinki 

GOVERNMENT 

Timo Mäkelà 
Project Director 
Ministry of the Environment of Finland 
Environmental Protection Department 
East Europe Project 
Mikonkatu 8A 
SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358-0-19911 
Telefax: +358-0-1991 286 
Telex: 124422 ymnac sf 

Terttu Melvasalo 
Task Force Secretary 
Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission 
Helsinki Commission 
Mannerhehnintie 12 A 
SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 602366 
Telex: 125105 hlcom 
Telefax: +358-0-644 577 

Vassili Rodionov 
Technological Secretary 
Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission 
Helsinki Commission 
Mannerheimintie 12 A 
SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: 90 602 366 
Telex: 125105 hlcom 
Telefax: +90-644 577 
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COMPANIES AND PRIVATE CONSULTANTS 

Timo Markkanen 
Deputy Managing Director 
Plancenter Ltd. 
Consulting Architects and Engineers 
Opastinsilta 6 
SF-00520 
Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358-0 15 641 
Telefax: +358- 0 145 150 
Telex: 12674 skoy sf Cable mkr 

Timo Vuori 
Director International Operations 
Plancenter Ltd. 
Consulting Architects and Engineers 
Opastinsilta 6 
SF-00520 
Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358-0 15 641 
Telefax: +358- 0 156 4445 
Telex: 125674 skoy sf Cable mkr 

Math  Iikkanen 
Head of Water and Municpal Engineering 
PIancenter Ltd. 
Consulting Architects and Engineers 
Opastinsilta 6 
SF-00520 
Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358-0 15 641 
Telefax: +358- 0 145 150 
Telex: 125674 skoy sf Cable rnkr 
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Heikld Pietilâ 
Director 
Plant Design 
Vesi-Hydro Consulting Engineers 
Sentnerikuja 1 
00440 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: 358-0-56-501 
Telefax: 358-0-565 0385 

Seppo Lehtinen 
Director of Foreign Activities 
Vesi-Hydro Consulting Engineers 
Sentnerikuja 1 
00440 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: 358-0-56-501 
Telefax: 358-0-565 0385 

Marklcu Hangasjârvi 
Managing Director 
Finnish Energy Conservation Group 
Rajatorpantie 8 
P.O. Box 112 
SF-01601 Vantaa, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 508 2645 
Telfax: +358 0 507 4364 
Telex: 124608 voima sf 
Mobile phone: +358 0 412 785 

Hans Lindqvist 
Export Director 
Environmental Technology 
Insinôôrivoima Co. 
Tapulikaupungintie 11 
SF-00750 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 368 800 
Telefax: +358 0 368 521 
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Pentti Vâânânen 
'Department Manager, Environmental Engeering 
Soil and Water Ltd. 
Consulting Engineers 
Itâlandenkatu 2 
SF-00210 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 682 6520 
Telefax: +358 0 682 6600 
Telex: 121963 swcon sf 
Mobile phone: +358 49 412 473 

Jouni Starck 
Process Engineering, Environmental Engineers 
Soil and Water Ltd. 
Consulting Engineers 
Itâlandenkatu 2 
SF-00210 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 682 661 
Telefax: +358 0 682 6600 
Telex: 121963 swcon sf 

Jyrki Wartiovaara 
Dr. Agr. Forest. Environmental Technology 
Soil and Water Ltd. 
Consulting Engineers 
Itâlandenkatu 2 
SF-00210 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 682 661 
Telefax: +358 0 682 6600 
Telex: 121963 swcon sf 
Direct Phone: +358 0 682 6530 

Ville Ounaskari 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Trade Development 
Eastern Europe 
A. Ahlstrom Corporation 
P.O. Box 5 
Sentnerikuja 2 
SF-00441 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 503 911 
Telefax: 358 0 562 6927 
Telex: 126091 almir sf 
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Terho Jaatinen 
President 
Outokumpu EcoEnergy 
Riihitontuntie 7D 
P.O. Box 861 
SF-02201 Espoo, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 4211 
Telefax: +358 0 421 3945 
Telex: 121461 outo sf 
Direct: +358 0 421 2740 
Mobile: +358 49 442 234 

Aarne Monni 
Vice President 
Outokumpu Ecoenergy 
Riihitontuntie 7D 
P.O. Box 861 
SF-02201 Espoo, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 4211 
Telefax: +358 0 421 2670 
Telex: 121461 outo sf 
Direct: +358 0 421 2717 

Harri Ahveninen 
Vice President Business Development 
Jaakko Pôyry Consulting Oy 
P.O. Box 4 (Jaakonkatu 3) 
SF-01621 Vantaa, Finland 
Telephone: +358 0 89471 
Telefax: +358 0 878 2482 
Telex: 121069 jpcon sf 
Direct: +358 0 8947 2835 

Juha Gabrielsson 
Director 
Climaconsult Oy 
Nuottaniementie 4 
07.230  Espoo, Finland 
Telephone: 358 0 803 6844 
Telefax: 358 0 882 208 



Peter Gabrielsson 
Information Services, East Europe 
Gabrielsson Oy 
Nuottaniementie 4 
02230 Espoo, Finland 
Telephone: 358 0 803 6844 
Telefax: 358 0 882 208 

FINNISH NGO 

Harry Eldundh 
Greenpeace Finland 
P.O. Box 177 
SF-00171 Helsinki, Finland 
Visiting Address: Kirkkokatu 2B 27 
Telephone: +358 0 66 19 92 
Telefax: +358 0 66 1899 

CANADIAN EMBASSY 

Leopold Battell 
Counsellor (Commercial) and Consul 
Canadian Embassy 
Pohjois Esplanadi 25B 
00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: 171 141 
Telefax: 601060 
Telex: 121363 

ICarita Huotari 
Commercial Officer 
Canadian Embassy 
P. Esplanadi 25B 
00100 Helsinki, Finland 
Telephone: 90-171 141 
Telefax: 601060 
Telex: 121363 
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Moscow 

INTERNATIONAL BANKS 

Vaciim Voronin 
Environmental Specialist 
The World Bank/Moscow Office 
ul. Sadovo-Kudrinskaya, 3 
123242 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 254-26-56 
FAX: 254-83-68 

Lou Naumovsld 
Deputy Resident Representative, Russia/Belarus 
European  Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
36, Noviy Arbat 

• 121205 Moscow, Russia 
Telephnoe: (7-503) 956-1111 
FAX: (7-503) 956-1122 

RUSSIAN NGO 

Sviatislav Zabelin 
Coordinator 
Socio-Ecological Union 
P.O. Box 211 
1210198 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 095 285 37 51/206 39 36 
Telefax: 095 292 65 11 
Residence: 095 151 62 70 
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Valeriy Borisovich NemenchinsIdy 
Director of Commercial Projects 
Socio-Ecological Union 
P.O. Box 211 	 - 
1210198 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 206 39 93 
Residence: 095 74 62 

Vladimir Zamoyski 
Director 
Ecosaveguard 
Socio-Ecological Union 
P.O. Box 273 
117602 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 095 931 8752 
Telefax: 095 116 9061 

Marina Malokova 
Russian Centre for Environmental Law 
St. Petersburg 
Telephone (St. Petersburg Office): 812-326-5704 

Nicholas N. Grishin, Ph.D. 
Chairman 
Ecological Projects Centre 
Karamyshevskaya nab., 14 
123423 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 191-23-26 
FAX: 292-65-11 (box 1724) 
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GOVERNMENT - FEDERAL 

Anatoli P. Lvov 
Chief of the Departrnent of Ecological Monitoring and Analysis 
The Russian Federation Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Moscow, 123812, Russia 
Russian Federation 
Telephone: 229 96 58 

Gennady Chagasov 
Chief 
State Expert Council 
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Moscow 123812 Russia 

Sergey B. Tveritinov 
Chief of Division 
International Cooperation Department 
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Moscow 123812, Russia 
Telephone: 254-67-33 
FAX: 254-8283 

Evgenii A. Konygin 
Deputy Director 
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Moscow 123812, Russia 
Telephone: 254-58-44 
FAX: 230-2792 

Victor G. Zhiboedev 
Director 
Ecological Programs and Industrial Ecology 
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
Kedrova str. 8 
Moscow 117874, Russia 
Telephone: 125-5738 
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Evgeney D. Samotesov 
Director 
Public Relations and Ecological Education 
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya, 4/6 
Moscow 123812, Russia 
Telephone: 255-24-23 

Eugeny V. Minaev 
Chief 
Environmental Protection and Natural Resources Management Department 
Ministry of Fuel and Power 
Kitaisky pr., 7 
103074 Moscow, Russia 
telphone: 220-6115 
FAX: 975-2045 

Evgeniy S. Shopchoev 
Chief 
Natural Resources and Ecological Program Department 
Ministry of Economics 
Okhotny Riad, 1 
100309 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 292-92-80 
FAX: 975-2052 

Mikail E. Kokeev 
Deputy Director 
Directorate of International Scien tific and Technological Cooperation 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
32124 Smolenskaya-Sennaya 
Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 244-26-94 
FAX: 253-90-83 

Vladimir Kokashvili 
Deputy Head 
Directorate of Bilateral Technical Cooperation 
Russian Agency for International Cooperation and Development 
18, Vozdvizhenka St. 
Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 203-96-73 
FAX: 975-22-53 
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John Fitzgibbons 
Advisor to Vice-Prime Minister Anatoly Chubais 
State Committee on Property (GKI) 
The Kremlin 
Moséow, 'Russia 
Telephone: 206-69-15 

Vladimir P. Vorpholomeev 
Chairman 
Committee on the Environment 
Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR 
2, Krasnopresnenskaya nab., 
103074 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 205-66-05/52-17 
FAX: 205-66-05/59-41 

Valerij F. Menshikov 
Deputy Chairman 
Committee on the Environment 
2, Krasnopresnenskaya nab., 
103274 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 205-52-17/69-19 
FAX: 205-58-54 
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GOVERNMENT - LOCAL 

Prof. Alexander Ishicov 
Chairman 
Moscow City Committee on the Environment 
Av. Mira, h. 19 
129090 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 971-33-78 
FAX: 200-2265 

Anatolij V. Davidov 
First Vice-Chairman 
Moscow City Committee on the Environment 
Av. Mira, h. 19 
129090 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 971-33-78 
FAX: 200-22-65 



COMPANIES AND LAW FIRMS 
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Bill Fartagan 
Director Finance 
KomiArcticOil JV 
cio Lavalin International 
Room 608, 
Krasnopresnenskaia Nay. 12 Moscow, 
Telephone: 095 253 1276 
Telefax: 095 253 1181 
Residence: 095 418 4764 

Jack Robinson 
Legal Counsel-Resident in Moscow 
Gowling,, Strathy & Henderson 
8 Chapaevsky Pereulok 
Moscow 125057, Russia 
Telephone: 095 157 7619 
Telefax: 095 157 5161 

Linda Sjoman 
Lawyer 
Vinson & Ellcins L.LP. 
UL Vorovskogo, 21 
121069, Moscow, Russian Federation 
Telephone: 202 84 16/202 74 93 
Telefax: 202 42 16/202 68 74 

Russia 

2 First Canadian Place 
Toronto, Canada M5X 1A4 
Telephone: 416-777-6381 
Telefax: 416-861-0148 

Glenn Faass 
Chief Representa tive, Russian Federation 
Macleod Dixon 
Pomerantsev Pereulok 3 
Suite 2 
119034 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone/FAX (International Line): 011-7-501-882-4058 
Telephone (Local Line): 246-53-91 
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Mark N. Sills 
Senior Associate, Moscow Office 
Macleod Dixon 
Pomerantsev Pereulok 3 
Suite 2 
110934 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone/Fax (International Une): 011-7-501-882-4058 
Telephone (Local Line): 246-53-91 

John F. Gillan 
General Manager, Russia 
Petro-Canada 
1/11, Apt. 1, Stokamy per., 
123242 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 252  44 64 (Office) 

901-03-72 (Cellular) 
FAX: 252-08-20 

Nic Baranowsld 
Director 
Intershelf 
Kozhevnicheskaya st. 11 
113114 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 235-96-93/09/18 
FAX: 235-52-87 
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RUSSIAN TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND ENTERPRISES 

Igor Norko 
President 
Environmental Business Association (ENBAS) 
Sadovaya Kudrinskaya, 11/13 
123231 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 252-75-60 
FAX: 252 04 46 

Alexander Y. Glazov 
Marketing Director 
Environmental Business Association (ENBAS) 
Sadovaya Kidrinskaya, 11/13 
123231 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 252-75-63/4 
FAX: 252.-0446 

Audrey  Kossov 
Director of Foreign Relations 
Environmental Business Association (ENBAS) 
123231, Moscow 
Sadovaya 
Kudrinskaya, 11/13 
Telephone: 252 75 63/252 75 64 
Telefax: 252 45 72 

Alexei Loginov 
Project Manager 
Environmental Business Association (ENBAS) 
11 Sad. Kudrinskaya 
Moscow 123231, Russia 
Telephone: 252 75 64 
Telefax: 252 45 72 

Serguey N. Tolmachev 
President 
Russian Industrial Investment Fund 
Tverskaya-Yamskaya Str., 1 13 
103819, GSP Moscow, A-47, Russia 
Telephone: 251-57-50/209-82-00 
FAX: 200-01-11/200/52-84 
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Andrei Chernukhin 
Doctor of Technical Sciences 
General Director 
Ecoprom State Consortium 
Kuznetsldy Most 6/3 
Moscow, 103775, Russia 
Telephone: 927-8246 
FAX: 927-8352/975-2543 

CANADA-RUSSIA TRADE ASSOCIATION 

Sergei A. Avrouschenko 
Director 
Canada-Russia Business Council (Moscow Office) 
21, Noviy Arbat, #714 
103025 Moscow, Russia 
Telephone: 291-33-02/32-93 
FAX: 290-38-98 
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St. Petersburg 

RUSSIAN ENTERPRISES  

Valentin Zanin 
Academician Manager General 
Scientific and Industrial Enterprise "Signal" 
193019 St. Petersburg 
Knipovich st. 4 
Telephone: 122269 
Telefax: 567 83 55 

Vladimir Gromov 
Deputy Cheif Technologist 
Leningrad Industrial Association "Signal" 
Knipovich street 4 
103019 Leningrad 
Telephone: 567 83 74 
Telefax: 567 83 55 

Anatoly Orshlet 
Director 
St. Petersburg Electrical Engineering Plant "SPEICFR" 
LPO "Signal" 
2 Voroshilov St. 
St. Petersburg 195213 
Telephone: 588 07 83 
Telefax: 588 57 01 
Telex: 121145 dinar 

Dr.-Ing Yurij Cherkun 
President 
Energy Ecology Engineering (EEE) 
Russian-Finnish-German Joint Venture 
Russian Federation 
193167 St. Petersburg, 
ul. Krasnogo Elektrika, 3/6 
Telephone: 274 66 89 
Telefax: 277 42 56 
Telex: 121404 speee su 



Dr.-Ing. Marc  Horvay 
Vice President 
Energy Ecology Engineering (EEE) 
Russian-Finnish-German Joint Venture 
Russian Federation 
GUS operations 
193167 St. Petersburg, 
iii. Krasnogo Elektrika, 3/6 
Telephone: 812/277 4256 
Telefax: 812/277 42 56 
Telex: 121404 speee su 
Steinmüller 
L&C Steinmüller GmbH 
Postf 100856 
D-5270 Gummersbach 
Telephone: 02261/852137 
Telefax: 85 2999 
Telex: 884 551 0 sg d 

RUSSIAN ACADEMIC INSTITUTE 

Prof. Vladislav Rumyantsev 
Director 
Institute for Lake Research AS USSR 
Sevastyanova str. 9 
196199 Leningrad 
USSR 
Telephone: 284 02 50 
Telex: 121632 ozero 	- 
Residence: 3551958 
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GOVERNMENT - LOCAL AND REGIONAL 

Yuri Fokin 
Deputy Head 
Director of the Natural Resources Complex 
Leningrad Regional Administration 
Suvorovskiy pr., 67 
193311, St. Petersburg 
Russia 
Telephone: 110 78 25/110 78 40 
Telefax: 812 271 56 27 
Telex: 121597 loik 

Evgenij Pimenov 
Environmental Department Manager 
Mayor's Office of St. Petersburg 
Economical Developement Committee 
190107 St. Petersburg 
Isaaldjevskaja pl., 6 
Telephone: 319 95 08 
Telefax: 812 310 47 76 
Telex: 121575 ls uws su 
Residence: 218 16 82 
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